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ABSTRACT 
Pavement foundations for major roads in the UK were historically designed on an empirical 
basis, related to a single design chart, restricting the incorporation of superior performing 
materials or materials for which the empirical data sets were not available. The adoption of 
performance based specifications was promoted as they are perceived to ‘open up’ the use of 
alternative materials (including ‘local’ sources of primary materials) or techniques, and allow for 
the incorporation of superior performance into the overall pavement design. Parallel 
developments to the performance based design of pavement foundations (allowing for superior 
performance) and in situ testing required the support of laboratory based performance tests. 
These laboratory based tests were required to determine material performance parameters 
(elastic modulus and resistance to permanent deformation) for both unbound and hydraulically 
bound pavement foundation materials. A review of the available laboratory apparatus indicated 
that they were either; unrealistic (and hence unable to provide the required material 
performance parameters), or overly complex and more suited to fundamental research. 
Therefore, the requirement for developmental research work was identified. The research 
reported herein details the development, manufacture and initial evaluation of simplified 
laboratory apparatus (the Springbox for unbound materials and static stiffness test for 
hydraulically bound mixtures) designed to produce the performance parameters of elastic 
modulus and relative resistance to permanent deformation for pavement foundation materials. 
The equipment and test procedure evaluation was undertaken across a range of materials, 
giving initial guidance on likely in situ performance. 
The innovative laboratory apparatus and materials guidance (including the potential to use 
recycled and secondary aggregates) was incorporated into key Highways Agency specification 
and guidance documents, which in turn influence construction practice outside of motorways 
and major trunk roads. This research concludes by outlining a number of recommendations for 
continued development and evaluation, including feeding back data sets from long term in situ 
performance testing for subsequent refinement of assumptions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SCOPE OF THESIS 
The engineering definition of a pavement includes any paved surface capable of carrying 
vehicular loads, rather than the ‘popular’ definition of a pedestrian footway. In the UK, 
pavements (including motorways and trunk roads) have typically been designed using an 
empirical approach based around historical performance data and ‘recipe’ specifications. This 
approach has limitations, especially when material technology is continuously evolving as 
inflexible assessment and design procedures, act as one of the main barriers to recycling and 
the use of secondary materials (Reid and Chandler, 2001). Performance based specifications 
(as opposed to the ‘recipe’ specifications) are perceived to ‘open up’ the use of alternative 
materials (including ‘local’ sources of primary materials) or techniques. However, they are reliant 
on being able to quantify (by direct measurement) the performance of the as-constructed 
product (Fleming et al, 2003). This type of specification has been successfully used in the upper 
structural layers of pavements, with its inclusion for asphalt (graded aggregate bound with 
bitumen) within the Specification for Highways Works since the 1990’s (Brown, 2004). However, 
a performance approach relies upon a fundamental understanding of what parameters are 
required and how these can be measured. The Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT), developed in 
the 1980’s and 1990’s, is a key laboratory tool used to assess asphalt bound mixtures within the 
upper pavement structure. 
For the pavement foundation, performance specifications layers are less well developed. 
However, the importance of the pavement foundation, in terms of long-term serviceability, is 
starting to be recognised, such that the construction of an ‘enhanced’ foundation with superior 
behaviour to the ‘standard’ foundation is now accepted to allow a thinning of the bound 
pavement layers (Frost et al, 2001). Nevertheless, experience and knowledge of pavement 
foundation material behaviour and the availability of laboratory and site performance 
assessment techniques are lagging behind those for the upper pavement layers.  
This EngD research programme focuses on:  
• the definition of performance parameters required to design pavement foundations, 
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• the design and manufacture of innovative laboratory test equipment to measure that 
performance,  
• the development of test techniques for the use of the equipment developed, and   
• to provide guidance on the behaviour of a variety of new or recycled pavement 
foundation materials to feed into a performance based design approach. 
The reported work is also placed in context with parallel development work on aspects of the 
design and specification of UK highway pavements and their foundations. 
1.2 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 
The first engineers recorded as providing specifications recognising the importance of 
mechanical behaviour of pavement materials, were Macadam and Telford in the early 1800’s. In 
their construction practice they insisted that “...aggregates were angular or had crushed faces 
and interlocked well” (Dawson, 1995). This shows a clear link between the understanding of 
material behaviour and successful pavement construction.  
A pavement construction is defined by Brown (1996) as a “… civil engineering structure used for 
the purpose of operating wheeled vehicles safely and economically”. Pavements, including the 
motorway and trunk road network, form part of the backbone of the United Kingdom’s transport 
infrastructure. This network is the responsibility of the Highways Agency who are an Executive 
Agency of the Department for Transport (DfT). The Agency's purpose is to provide safe and 
reliable long distance journeys on strategic national routes by managing the traffic using our 
roads as well as administering the network as a public asset (Highways Agency, 2006). 
In terms of having its own identity, pavement engineering is a relatively new discipline, which is 
seen to cover all the aspects of design, specification, testing and construction of paved areas; 
including airports, ports, car parks and highways. Pavement structures vary widely in their 
construction depending on the load requirements, climatic conditions, and ride quality required 
through their design life, and operating/maintenance costs.  
Developments over the last 50 years have included theoretical models and moves towards fully 
understanding how the properties of pavement materials behave (Brown, 1996). However, 
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these developments have tended to focus on the upper pavement structure, primarily covering 
the asphalt bound mixtures and concrete. The materials used within pavement foundations 
have received less attention and have tended to rely upon an empirical approach to both design 
and material specification. This reliance on an empirical approach is a function of economics 
related to their contribution to the performance of the pavement (Thom et al, 2005), and the 
complexity of behaviour under pavement loading over a range of potential environmental 
conditions (Brown, 1996). 
Aggregates form the most significant volume of material within typical infrastructure construction 
projects (Hooper et al, 2005), they can be used in an unbound or bound form. The performance 
of unbound aggregates is dominated by their mechanical behaviour under certain loading 
conditions (including traffic and environmental loading). The mechanical performance of bound 
materials changes with time (depending on the rate of strength gain), type of binder (rate and 
type of chemical reactions) and overall grading (Kennedy, 2006). Material specifications for 
aggregates within pavements have tended to be based upon known performance of primary 
aggregates or other products that have a history of use, (for example concrete quality, crushed 
aggregate from primary sources, with known durability, used in higher strength cement bound 
materials). However, the use of recycled and secondary materials within the construction 
industry is a key element in achieving sustainable construction, with targets related to 
sustainability becoming an increasingly common part of tendering (Hooper et al, 2005). 
Movement away from empirical “recipe” based specifications for pavement foundations and 
incorporation of performance measurements into the overall pavement design (including the 
potential thinning down of overlying pavement layers) has required a number of innovations, 
including development of new test equipment and procedures. The Highways Agency (HA) 
justification for this is to remove barriers to the use of suitable materials, take advantage of 
potentially superior performing materials and designs, provide a robust procedure for design, 
and obtain benefits related to the efficient use of materials (including economic factors, reduced 
haulage distances and potential energy reductions). 
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The requirements for the adoption of a performance specification for pavement foundations are: 
i. material specification and laboratory based performance testing, 
ii. a design method incorporating the output from (i), 
iii. specification and compliance testing (in situ) to ensure the requirements of (ii) are 
met on site. 
By early 2000 the in situ tests (iii) were developed and widely used (Fleming and Rogers, 1995 
and Fleming et al, 2000) and the design method (ii) was under development (Brown, 1996, 
Fleming et al, 2003, and Chaddock and Merrill 2004). However, the lack of suitable laboratory 
performance tests was seen as a barrier to the adoption of performance based specifications 
and identified as an area requiring further development. The context of these issues and the 
implications on this research is discussed further in Section  1.4. 
1.3 RESEARCH AIM AND OBJECTIVES  
Therefore, from the above the aim, of this research is to develop material characterisation 
procedures to allow innovative use of bound and unbound materials, primarily within the 
foundation layers of pavements.  
To achieve this aim the following research objectives were derived: 
• define performance parameters required for pavement foundation materials, 
(specifically unbound and hydraulically bound materials) (Objective O1), 
• develop innovative testing procedures to characterise the engineering behaviour of 
these materials for analytical design (Objective O2), 
• develop specification and industry guidance for the assessment of material performance 
within pavement design (Objective O3). 
This breaks down into the following key research activities and tasks performed, firstly a review 
of current material guidance and investigation of the use of new, recycled and marginal 
materials (including HBMs and stabilised materials) within the construction industry, secondly 
the development and assessment of novel laboratory test equipment and methodologies to 
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provide routine performance data for pavement design and finally assess how the above 
materials and tests can be incorporated and routinely used within the concurrently developed 
revised design guidance for pavement foundations. The detailed research tasks, methodology 
and research map of how these objectives have been completed is given in Section  2.3. 
1.4 RESEARCH CONTEXT 
The research reported herein was undertaken in parallel with developments to the Manual of 
Contract Documents for Highways Work Volume 1, the Specification for Highway Works 
(MCHW1) and Volume 7 of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB7). These 
documents form the basis for material selection, design of pavements and guidance for material 
use on major highway projects in the United Kingdom. In addition, parts of these documents are 
used by the wider civil engineering and building community as the basis for material 
specification, earthworks, pavement design and construction, in applications and contracts that 
are not directly related to highway construction. This interrelation is shown in Figure  1.1. The 
area within the dashed box represents the scope of material specifications and design guidance 
directly related to the research reported herein. The dashed arrow shows the cross fertilisation 
of specifications, guidance and practice between Highways Agency pavement applications and 
the broader fields of civil engineering and building. 
Pavements
Highway Agency Applications
•Trunk Roads
•Motorways
Civil Engineering and Building Applications
•Local Authority Roads
•Car, lorry, coach parks
•Industrial floor slabs
•Utility trench reinstatement
•Ports, Airports and so on
Specification Documents
•MCHW1 Series 600
•MCHW1 Series 800
•HD35 Recycling and 
Secondary Materials 
(DMRB7)
Design Documents
•HD25 Pavement 
Foundations (DMRB7)
•HD26 Pavements (DMRB7)
Design Documents
Materials Guidance Documents
Materials Specifications
 
Figure  1.1 Pavement applications, specifications and design documents. 
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The key areas of development running concurrently with this research are shown in Figure  1.2, 
in the form of a timeline. This is set against government and local highway authority policy to 
encourage the use of recycled aggregates (in relation to primary aggregates) and also to reduce 
the amount of material going to landfill (Hooper et al, 2005). The development includes; 
European harmonisation of standards, with the BS EN standards for unbound and Hydraulically 
Bound Mixtures (HBM) (for use within pavement foundations) being fully adopted into MCHW1 
Series 800 in 2004. These standards permit the use of aggregates on a ‘fit for purpose’ basis, 
rather than distinguishing performance on the basis of source (as would be associated with the 
traditional empirical approach). 
Key:
Major activity
Ongoing activity
European harmonisation of 
standards
Policy encouraging recycling 
(landfill tax and so on)
Revision of MCHW (specifically 
series 600 & 800)
Revision of materials 
guidance (HD35)
Pavement design guidance 
revision process (HD26)
Revision of pavement 
foundation design guidance 
(HD25)
Pre 2003 2004 2005 2006 Post 20062003
Period of EngD Research
 
Figure  1.2  Timeline for development of specifications and design documents 
 
Completion of work on the development of pavement design methodologies (including 
harmonisation of flexible and flexible composite design charts) became crucial following the 
specification work. The work on the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) pavement 
and pavement foundation design guidance was undertaken, on behalf of the Highways Agency, 
by Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering (SWPE) and the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL). 
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The two main documents were:  
• HD25 Pavement design and maintenance. Pavement design and construction. 
Foundations (DMRB, Volume 7 Section 2 Part 2, 1994) 
• HD26. Pavement design and maintenance. Pavement design and construction. 
Pavement design (DMRB Volume 7 Section 2 Part 3, 2001) 
In addition, the revision and expansion of HD35 Conservation and the use of reclaimed 
materials in road construction and maintenance (DMRB Volume 7 Section 1 Part 2, 1995) 
formed the first stage of this EngD research programme. 
1.5 THE INDUSTRIAL SPONSOR 
This work was sponsored by Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering (SWPE).  
SWPE was established in 1985 in order to provide a consultancy service in transportation 
infrastructure design and maintenance, through the transfer of research into practice. SWPE 
was set up as a partnership between Scott Wilson, Professor Stephen Brown and the University 
of Nottingham. By 2005, SWPE had grown to employ over 100 staff and had diversified into 
highway and airport pavements, railway trackbeds and materials testing. 
The core research reported herein has been funded by SWPE, with additional sponsorship 
under several research contracts placed with SWPE by the Highways Agency (HA) and from 
industrial funded projects. All the research has been undertaken as part of a Loughborough 
University EPSRC funded Engineering Doctorate (EngD) scheme. 
1.6 THESIS STRUCTURE  
This thesis comprises five main Chapters. Chapter 1 details the background, context and aim of 
the research. Chapter 2 explains the research methodologies adopted and maps out the 
research activities. Chapter 3 is the review of literature to provide a background to the work, 
which details current knowledge and explains the requirement for further research. Chapter 4 
presents the experimental research undertaken to develop test apparatus and describes the 
development, refinement and evaluation of the test equipment. Chapter 4 goes on to explain 
where the test procedures and data sets produced fit within current knowledge of material 
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performance, and where the data fits within the revised design guidance, being developed 
concurrently and externally to this research. Chapter 5 discusses the key findings of the 
research, presents critical appraisal of the work and the implications on the sponsor and the 
wider industry as well as identifying future activities required to take this work further forward for 
detailed industry implementation. 
Reference to the five academic papers (Appendix A to E) is made throughout the thesis, and 
the reader should refer to the appropriate paper in order to establish the link between the 
detailed work and the overall themes of the project. In addition, the test procedures for the 
apparatus developed is included in Appendix F. A synopsis of the papers is contained in Table 
1.1. 
Table  1.1 EngD papers 
Thesis 
reference Title Publication Status Synopsis 
Paper 1 
Appendix 
A 
Recycling and 
Secondary Materials 
in Highway 
Construction 
Transportation 
Professional (2003) 
Published 
(Journal) 
Peer 
reviewed 
Guidance written for 
the use of recycled and 
secondary materials 
within highway 
engineering 
Paper 2 
Appendix 
B 
Development of a 
simplified test for 
unbound aggregates 
and weak HBMs 
utilising the NAT 
UNBAR6 (2004), 6th 
International Symposium 
on unbound aggregates in 
roads 
Published 
(Conference) 
Peer 
reviewed 
An overview of the 
developmental work on 
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND TASKS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the research method, technique and factors that require 
consideration and evaluation during experimental research. Methodology considerations relative 
to the research tasks are put into context of subsequent developments, and a research map is 
presented with clear definition of how each objective has been achieved. 
‘Research method’ refers to the manner in which a research project is undertaken and 
‘Research technique’ refers to the specific investigation tool by which the work is undertaken. 
The research methodologies adopted have been divided on the basis of being quantitative or 
qualitative research. Quantitative research is ‘objective’ in nature, defined as an enquiry based 
upon testing a hypothesis, while qualitative research is ‘subjective; in nature, with an emphasis 
on experiences and description (Naoum, 1998). 
Scientific research techniques tend to be quantitative, as they focus on the conception, design 
and creation (prototyping). The design of the research methodology is based upon a body of 
theory and technology, with the output being subjected to rigorous testing and validation, in 
order to determine the extent to which the aim is achieved. The research questions take the 
form of how and why, with a high level of control required over variables. 
Qualitative methods and techniques were developed within the research field of the social 
sciences. Groupings of research techniques; including surveys, questionnaires, collecting case 
studies and modelling. The form of the research question is dependent on the research 
technique employed, ranging between how and why, to how much and how many (Naoum, 
1998). In addition, control over variables, such as behavioural aspects of subjects, is generally 
absent. 
2.2 METHODOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS AND RESEARCH 
TASKS 
The first step to deciding the type of research method to use was to break down the research 
project into a series of questions and tasks, associated with the defined objectives (Section  1.3), 
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thereby allowing selection of appropriate research methods and techniques. A summary of the 
research objectives, questions and methodologies adopted is contained in Figure  2.1. The two 
methodologies include gathering and reviewing information (Section  2.2.1) and experimental 
research (Section  2.2.2). 
Use of materials
Performance 
testing of materials
Research 
objectives
Research 
areas and 
questions
Research 
methodology Outputs
Role of the 
pavement 
foundation
Range of materials
Material behaviour
Pavement loadings
Analytical design 
inputs
Available test 
methods
Test requirements
Conceptual design
Manufacturing and 
development
Procedural 
development
Evaluation
Validation
Review of 
literature
Experimental 
research
EngD 
Paper 1
Objective O1
Define 
unbound and 
HBM 
parameters 
required for 
analytical 
design
Objective O2
Develop test 
procedure and 
equipment
EngD 
Paper 2
EngD 
Paper 3
EngD 
Paper 4
EngD 
Paper 1
EngD 
Paper 5
Objective O3
Develop 
specification 
and  industry 
guidance
Review of 
literature and 
Experimental 
research
 
Figure  2.1 Research objectives, areas, methods and outputs 
2.2.1 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The first objective (O1) to define performance parameters required for pavement foundation 
materials, specifically for unbound and hydraulically bound mixtures (HBMs) included defining 
the range of materials that can be used in pavement foundations and how to characterise the 
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performance of these materials.  
The methodology devised to meet this objective comprised a literature review. The key outputs 
from Objective (O1) were as follows: 
• Collating information on the current and future potential use of alternative materials 
(including from recycled and secondary sources) in pavement engineering, and revising 
guidance information 
• Gaining experience of using various laboratory test equipment for the fundamental 
characterisation of pavement foundation materials 
• Establishing the relationship between test output and design input parameters, and the 
requirement for new laboratory based performance testing equipment and procedures 
2.2.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 
The first stages of the experimental research were associated with conceptual design, 
manufacturing and development; including experimentation with test equipment, software, 
hardware and protocol development. Each stage of development was evaluated, and where 
required, amended, leading to an iterative process. The experimental process initially focused 
on designing, developing and trialling equipment and procedures, prior to moving onto material 
characterisation and validation. Key research methodology considerations included defining the 
test requirements, developing a clear design brief, and managing design changes. 
Experimental factors are important and require consideration to achieve Objective O2. In order 
to develop and assess the practical use of the test, the following factors required consideration 
and evaluation during the experimental research: 
• Repeatability – closeness of agreement between results for successive measurements 
with all other conditions unchanged, termed the repeatability conditions (VIM, 1993). 
The constants include measurement procedure, operator, instrumentation, conditions, 
location and determination over a short period of time. 
• Reproducibility – closeness of agreement between the resultant measurements of the 
same measurand carried out under changed conditions (VIM, 1993). Therefore, 
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reproducibility needs to be related to a specified change; for example operator, location, 
or equipment. 
• Uncertainty (of measurement) – the parameter, related to the results of a measurement, 
that characterises the dispersion of the values, for example a standard deviation. It is a 
summation of all the factors affecting the measurement, including systematic effects 
(EAL, 1997). 
• Validation – confirmation by examination and objective evidence that the particular 
requirements for a specific intended use are fulfilled (ISO 9000, 2005). This needs to be 
related to the user’s needs. Hence, practical use of the test results are required, along 
with an understanding of how often the test would be used, and the level of 
validation/amount of effort to be invested must be assessed. 
Requirements for the above can be evaluated by a range of methodologies including scientific 
experimentation, where a hypothesis is set and tested, and by modelling or statistical analysis 
of data sets. The following factors were considered within the research methodology during the 
test development (after EAL, 1997): 
• Instrumental and technical factors 
o Specimen manufacture and homogeneity 
o Test method and equipment 
• Human factors 
• Environmental factors 
The experimental research methodology comprised a definition of the problem (Section 3), 
design, manufacture and development, evaluation and validation (Section  4). 
2.3 METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT 
A research map showing the research tasks, information flow, research outputs and contextual 
developments (Section  1.4) within pavement foundation design and material testing is shown in 
Figure  2.3. The overall EngD aim is shown in the top left corner, with the industry goal of 
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performance specifications and flexibility for pavement foundation design shown in the bottom 
right hand corner. 
O1: Define 
parameters,
identify research 
requirement and 
conceptual test 
design (Chapter 3)
State of the industry
Pavement foundation 
design and specification 
(Chapter 5)
Materials guidance 
HD35
Literature review and 
liaison with industry and 
research community
Research context 
(Chapter 1)
Pavement design 
guidance (HD26)
European 
harmonisation
Pavement 
foundation design 
guidance (HD25)
Revision of 
MCHW
Subgrade
Aim: Development of material 
characterisation procedures (Chapter 1)
O3: Guidance
Validation 
of laboratory 
results
Site Trials
O2: Develop solution - test 
procedure and equipment 
(Chapter 4)
Design Develop
Trial
Academic 
Research
O3: Test Procedures
Characterisation of 
materials (Chapter 4)
O3: Guidance
 
Figure  2.2  Research Map. O1 to O3 are Objectives 1 to 3 (Chapter 1)  
Links with ongoing parallel development work within SWPE and the industry were maintained 
throughout the research project by involvement in steering groups, plus project and research 
team meetings. The dashed research boxes, in Figure  2.2, show areas of ongoing research, 
which are not included as part of this EngD thesis or projects that are taking the research 
reported herein further forward. 
2.4 SUMMARY 
The research methodology considerations are different for each of the identified research tasks. 
The main research methodologies identified are gathering and reviewing information (Objective 
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O1 and O2), and experimental research (Objective O2 and O3). Key factors for the 
experimental research include consideration and evaluation of repeatability, reproducibility, 
uncertainty of measurement and validation. Both the gathering and reviewing of information and 
the experimental research linked into parallel research and industry developments. Areas of 
research which are not specifically considered any further in this thesis include site trials, in situ 
testing and assessment of the subgrade. 
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3 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the literature review is to ensure that the research builds upon existing 
information, maximising output value and minimising research iterations. The main areas relate 
to: 
• Developing an understanding of the role of the pavement foundation and loading 
conditions 
• Outlining pavement foundation design procedures and inputs (parameters) 
• Defining construction options (combinations of materials and type of layer) 
• Developing an understanding of pavement material behaviour under repeated loading 
conditions (design input parameters) and which factors influence it 
• Reviewing the laboratory test methods for the determination of these pavement design 
input parameters (material parameters that define likely performance) 
The role and design of the pavement foundation and materials are detailed in Sections 3.2 to 
3.5. Guidance on recycling and the use of secondary materials (Appendix A EngD Paper 1) was 
a direct output from the review of literature on recycling and the use of secondary materials 
within highways. The behaviour of pavement foundation material under loading is discussed in 
Section 3.6, and the laboratory tests capable of measuring this behaviour are discussed and 
evaluated in Section 3.7. Conclusion drawn and the requirement for further research are drawn 
together in Section 3.8. 
The two main materials dealt with within this Chapter are unbound materials (generally 
aggregates) and hydraulically bound mixtures (HBMs). HBMs are materials (ranging from 
aggregates to treated soils) bound with a hydraulic binder, they are described in Appendix E 
(EngD Paper 5 Section 1). 
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3.2 THE ROLE OF THE PAVEMENT FOUNDATION 
A highway pavement is a layered structure of selected materials placed and compacted on top 
of a foundation (HD25, 1994). The pavement foundation comprises the subbase with/without an 
underlying capping layer, as shown in Figure  3.1, on top of the subgrade (natural ground or man 
made earthworks). This structure has to perform as both a short-term construction platform and 
also as a long-term durable structure for the overlying pavement. The requirements of the 
pavement foundation can be subdivided into four roles (HD25, 1994): 
• Resistance to the build up of permanent deformation within each layer 
• Ability to spread load applied by a vehicle (for example during construction) to a 
magnitude that will not damage the underlying layers, particularly the subgrade 
• Provision of an adequately stiff base on which the overlying layers can be compacted 
• Provision of an adequately durable and stiff base to support any overlying layers in the 
long term (e.g. 40 year design life) during in-service conditions (including any 
environmental changes) 
Subbase
Capping
Subgrade
The Pavement 
Foundation
MCHW Series 800 
Hydraulically Bound 
and Unbound Mixtures
MCHW Series 600 Soil, Fill, Stabilised 
Soils and Unbound Mixtures
Wheel
 
Figure  3.1  Definition of the pavement foundation and material options 
Pavement foundations must fulfil their four main roles without excessive cracking (if bound), 
permanent deformation (rutting), or deterioration due to environmental factors including 
temperature (freeze/thaw and thermal expansion) and water (HD25, 1994). 
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3.3 FOUNDATION LAYERS AND MATERIALS 
The materials that comprise pavement foundations are the natural ground or placed fill 
(subgrade) and unbound and/or bound layers (capping and/or subbase). 
Up to the beginning of 2006 the UK pavement design standards used on Highways Agency 
projects dealt with a limited number of materials in a restricted range of design options (Nunn, 
2004). Proven use of materials, for example “near concrete quality” aggregates within cement 
bound materials (Williams, 1986) or the requirement for hard crushed rock for Type 1 unbound 
subbase materials, assessed via index tests, formed the mainstay of pavement foundation 
materials testing. Other materials could be used, but these had to be justified following a 
departure from standard practice.  
The following sections detail the specifications and properties for the layers within a pavement 
foundation. 
3.3.1 SUBGRADE 
The subgrade forms the bottom layer of the pavement foundation and generally comprises soil, 
which can either be the natural material at that location or has been placed by man, typically as 
an engineered fill. Subgrade classification in the laboratory is normally based upon index 
testing. Work has been undertaken on developing less empirical methodologies (based upon 
measurements of permanent deformation, suction and stiffness); however, these are generally 
only used in the field of research (Section  2.3). 
3.3.2 CAPPING LAYER 
Capping layers are generally either an unbound site won aggregate (sourced from a borrow pit 
or from cutting), a stabilised soil (part of the HBM family) or an imported aggregate. The 
specification for these materials is given in Series 600 of the Manual of Contract Documents for 
Highway Works (MCHW1, 2006). The permitted constituents and material properties of capping 
materials are drawn up from British Standards based on physical, chemical and geometrical 
properties (grouped under the term index properties) of the aggregates to meet performance 
requirements over a range of subgrade California Bearing Ratio (CBR) values used in HD25 
(1994). The assumed in situ performance is defined by a CBR measurement of 15% (HD25, 
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1994). Taken in combination the aggregate index property requirements led to the design 
assumptions of an elastic modulus between 50 and 100 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45 
(Powell et al, 1984). The upper aggregate size of 125 mm for coarse capping or 75 mm for fine 
capping and limitations of current laboratory testing techniques (Section  3.7) mean that there 
are few studies of element modulus (Frost et al, 2001). However, research is underway on the 
development of a large scale test for the routine assessment of coarse granular capping 
materials (Lambert et al, 2005), designed to overcome this shortfall. In terms of current testing, 
the actual measurement of CBR is only normally specified on low strength HBMs (such as 
treated/stabilised soils) and should be specified as a soaked value. This testing is undertaken to 
ensure the mixture is satisfactorily stabilised (especially from a volumetric durability point of 
view) and not as a fundamental determination of the material’s performance. In fact numerous 
studies demonstrate actual material performance (in terms of stiffness modulus and resistance 
to permanent deformation) to be well in excess of the design assumptions (as discussed under 
HBM subbase performance in Section  3.3.3).  
3.3.3 SUBBASE LAYER 
The subbase layer generally comprises aggregates, used in either an unbound form or as a 
HBM. Adoption of the European Standards for aggregates and mixtures (products) occurred on 
the 1st January 2004 (Section  1.4). The product standards included materials from recycled and 
manufactured sources, as well as primary aggregates. This resulted in changes to the MCHW 
for subbase mixtures and imported aggregates for capping. Amendments included terminology, 
test procedures for both the aggregate index properties and mixtures, and their associated 
threshold values (Rockliff and Dudgeon, 2004). The British Standards and MCHW clauses for 
materials that were site won (primarily soils) remained relatively unchanged. 
Prior to these amendments, which are incorporated into the November 2004 revision of the 
MCHW, a minimum CBR of 30% was assumed for the range of permitted unbound subbase 
materials. An exception was made for low traffic design values (traffic range below 2 msa), 
where a lower CBR of 20% for the lower performance end of unbound subbase materials was 
permitted. Bound alternatives comprised cement bound materials (CBMs), specified upon the 
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basis of the mean value of compressive cube strength of five specimens tested at seven days, 
and a minimum individual specimen result. These materials, regardless of actual relative 
performance, were only permitted as a direct one-to-one replacement with the unbound 
alternatives within HD25 (1994). Several case studies (departures from standard design 
practice) and research projects demonstrated the potential superior mechanical performance of 
bound materials (including stabilised soils), over their unbound equivalents (including Allen and 
Pytilick, 1999; Walsh, 1998; Allen, 2002; Biczysko, 2003; and Britpave, 2004). In addition, full 
scale Pavement Test Facility (PTF) results indicated acceptable reductions in subbase 
thickness of between 25% and 60% respectively for a stabilised clay soil (a low strength HBM) 
and relatively strong CBM (Atkinson et al, 2004). The historic design method in HD25 (1994) 
was increasingly considered as being insufficiently flexible to take advantage of superior 
material performance (primarily associated with HBMs), readily accommodate new materials 
(Fleming et al, 2003, and Chaddock and Merrill, 2004) or, arguably, take on board some of the 
specification changes associated with European harmonisation. 
The Highways Agency (HA) guidance on recycling and secondary materials (based upon 
Sherwood, 1994) required expansion and updating in line with current knowledge. This review 
was undertaken as part of this EngD, and it focussed on determining which materials should 
have specific provision or a general provision within the MCHW. Appendix A (EngD Paper 1) 
details the background to changes to material specification and the range of recycled and 
secondary aggregates that can be used within highway works. In summary, the range of 
recycled and secondary materials is detailed across a range of highway applications (from 
pavement quality concrete to pavement foundation materials), guidance on the potential use of 
these materials outlined (in order to overcome identified barriers to consideration for use) and 
an extension of and simplification of existing guidance produced. The HA guidance on recycling 
and secondary materials was revised on the basis of the work overviewed in Appendix A (EngD 
Paper 1), and issued as HD23 (2005). The aim of this revision was to open doors for clients, 
materials suppliers and designers to consider recycling and use of secondary materials. 
Therefore, materials were only specifically excluded from applications where they were known 
to be technically unsuitable (typically on the basis of durability). This approach to material 
assessment (in this case for foundation materials) places an increased emphasis on having 
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suitable material characterisation techniques, including laboratory based performance testing. 
3.4 PAVEMENT LOADINGS 
The loading that a pavement sustains, whether during construction or during service life, can be 
divided into two key elements namely the stress applied and the number of passes of that 
stress. These are further simplified into the number of passes of a standard axle load for design 
purposes, typically expressed in units of a million standard axles (msa). However, from a 
fundamental point of view the actual pavement loadings are more complex, as the duration, 
frequency and magnitude of stress applied are not necessarily consistent throughout the 
pavement’s life (Brown, 1996). The deeper within the pavement, the longer the stress pulse 
lasts for a given vehicle travelling at the same speed. In addition, the magnitude of stress varies 
depending on the trafficking stresses and properties of the overlying pavement layers. Brown 
(1996) highlighted this with case study data for the passage of a series of wheels over a 165 
mm asphalt pavement (supported on 150 mm of unbound aggregate), where a maximum 
subgrade stress of around 15 kPa, and a load pulse duration of approximately 0.6 seconds was 
recorded. Whereas, the magnitude load from a loaded lorry over a 350 mm thick granular haul 
load, measured at the subgrade is approximately 100 kPa with a load pulse duration of less 
than 1 second (Brown, 1996). In short, the length of the load pulse and vertical stress acting on 
a layer depends on the traffic loading, location within the pavement structure, and the ability of 
overlying layers to spread the load. On this basis it is possible to broadly group the typical 
pavement loading scenarios into (after Frost 2000): 
• A low number of relatively high stresses during placement and compaction of the layer 
• A comparably low number of relatively large stress applications, applied directly to the 
surface of the placed material (primarily by haulage plant) 
• A relatively low number of relatively large stress applications during the placement and 
compaction of overlying layers 
• In-service loads during the pavement’s lifetime (e.g. 40 years) comprising a very large 
number of small stress applications 
Traffic loads from moving wheels result in relatively complex stress patterns within the plane of 
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the moving wheel (Brown, 1996).  Figure  3.2 (after Brown, 1996) shows the variations of 
stresses with time under a moving wheel load. These pulses of vertical and horizontal stress are 
accompanied by a double reversal on the vertical and horizontal planes, and effectively subject 
an element within the pavement to a rotation of principal stresses. Chan (1990) demonstrated 
that the rotation of principal stress does not have a significant influence on the stiffness modulus 
of granular pavement foundation materials for a given applied stress. However, this 
phenomenon does have a major bearing on the permanent deformation (rutting) of materials 
(Chan, 1990, Brown and Brodrick, 1999, and Hornych et al, 2000). 
Moving Wheel load
σ1- σz
Vertical stress
σ3= σr
Horizontal stress
a) Typical Pavement Element 
Shear stress 
b) Variation of stresses with time
Horizontal stress
Shear stress when wheel 
in opposite direction
Peak stressVertical stress
Time
 
Figure  3.2  Principal stresses associated with a moving wheel load (Brown, 1996), a) 
Typical pavement element   b) Variation of stress with time 
 
The ability of test equipment to reproduce the fundamental stress state under a moving wheel is 
discussed further under Section  3.6.2, as it is an important factor in being able to directly 
measure the phenomenon of permanent deformation (rutting) under repeated loading. 
Laboratory testing that does not reproduce the fundamental stress state under a moving wheel 
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is, therefore, considered to only produce relative measurement of permanent deformation. 
However, the reproduction of the rotation of principal stresses is not essential to being able to 
directly measure the material’s stiffness modulus. Both of these points (as well as the indicative 
pulse duration and loads) are considerations for developing the conceptual design of any new 
test equipment (Chapter 4). 
3.5 PAVEMENT FOUNDATION DESIGN 
Consideration of pavement foundation design broadly falls into two scenarios (HD25, 1994): 
• Firstly, new build structures (which are designed and constructed from the subgrade 
upwards)  
• Secondly, existing pavement foundations which are incorporated into renewal works. 
Dependent on the age and reason for the pavement renewal works the pavement 
foundation materials are likely to be at equilibrium conditions (i.e. the movement of 
water into the subgrade and overlying layers has had time to stabilise since 
construction); therefore, in situ measurements of actual performance are preferred as 
design inputs.  
The procedures for assessing existing pavements (such as with in situ stiffness testing with a 
Falling Weight Deflectometer) are well established and are not specifically considered any 
further in this thesis. The focus is instead on foundation design for new pavements, for which 
the key document in the UK is the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), Volume 7, 
HD25 (1994). 
The standard design charts in HD25 (1994) are based upon a series of physical research 
projects and linear elastic modelling reported by in LR1132 (Powell et al, 1984). The design 
procedure broadly falls into two phases: 
• Firstly the subgrade is characterised. Subgrade assessment, in terms of stiffness and 
strength, are determined by CBR testing (Section  3.7), or (more typically) determined by 
correlation with physical material properties. In the case of cohesive subgrade, reliance 
is placed on Black and Lister’s (1979) work on suctions and predictions of equilibrium 
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water content, to enable the estimation of long term performance. The lower value of 
the current subgrade CBR and predicted equilibrium CBR is taken forward into the 
pavement foundation design (HD25, 1994), usually resulting in a fairly conservative 
approach.  
• Secondly, a suitable foundation design is then selected (either subbase only or subbase 
on top of capping) using a chart and assuming that only granular unbound materials are 
used (or materials that are assumed to have an equivalent performance) resulting in 
further conservatism where bound materials are use (the relative performance of 
materials is discussed in Section  3.3)  
Subbase only designs (design where the subbase is placed and compacted directly onto the 
subgrade i.e. they do not include a capping layer) were derived by two separate procedures; 
firstly American unpaved site trial trafficking data was adopted for UK materials and 
performance requirements, and secondly by looking at the upper limit of permissible vertical 
stress or strain on the subgrade (Powell et al, 1984). This was determined by linear elastic 
modelling of thirty eight experimental flexible pavements and defining the relationship between 
the onset of critical conditions against number of standard axle loads. The elastic analysis was 
only undertaken to determine the thickness of subbase required to prevent significant 
permanent deformation over a range of subgrade conditions and cumulative traffic (Powell et al, 
1984).  
Both the experimental and analytical methods gave a degree of agreement in the range 
between 100 to 1000 standard axles (construction traffic); therefore, giving a degree of 
confidence in the results. Capping layers were introduced into the pavement design analysis by 
undertaking a suite of multi-layer analyses over a range of scenarios (Powell et al, 1984). 
Comparison between the subbase only and the capping and subbase designs indicate a 
theoretical factor of safety of at least 1.7 (Powell et al, 1984 and Chaddock, 2002). This 
theoretical factor of safety (for designs incorporating a capping layer) was determined by 
comparing the permissible vertical subgrade strain in both scenarios (with subgrade CBRs 
between 2.5% and 15%). This theoretical factor of safety is seen to accommodate the likely 
range of capping layer stiffness values (assumed to be between 50 MPa and 100 MPa), the 
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stress dependency of the unbound materials and the analysis used (Chaddock, 2002). 
Dependent on the pavement type and design life, based on millions of standard axles (msa), 
only certain subbase materials were permitted. Rigid and rigid composite pavements required 
cement bound material with near concrete quality aggregates and a minimum compressive 
strength requirement. The aggregate quality and compressive strength requirement were 
relaxed for pavement designs with less than a 12 msa design life. The requirement for the 
subbase to be bound is to prevent the overlying rigid pavement being undermined, the theory 
being that an unbound mixture could be prone to erosion, due to repeated loading and water 
ingress, in the proximity of overlying pavement construction joints (HD25, 1994). Flexible and 
flexible composite pavements can have either a bound or unbound subbase. Pavements with 
design lives below 5 msa were permitted to utilise lower quality (in terms of mechanical 
performance) unbound aggregates (Type 2 subbase mixtures which often comprise gravels, 
rather than crushed rock required for Type 1 subbase mixtures). 
An alternative to the standard design chart based approach adopted in HD25 (1994) is for a 
designer to adopt a more analytical approach. Analytical pavement foundation design requires a 
suitable mathematical model to represent the pavement foundation, with material layers 
characterised by several properties (Chaddock and Merrill, 2004). Iterative analysis of structures 
comprising combinations of various layers thickness and materials, against threshold values, in 
terms of the overall pavement performance, can then be readily undertaken. However, both the 
mathematical representation of the foundation and characterisation of the materials are 
complicated (Chaddock and Merill, 2004). Therefore, the revision of the pavement foundation 
design procedure had to be undertaken in conjunction with developments in the understanding 
of pavement foundation material characterisation and testing procedures.  
Inputs of pavement foundation material parameters, required to understand how they behave 
within a pavement structure, are shown diagrammatically in Figure  3.3. In terms of materials 
performance testing the properties to be measured are (IAN73, 2006):  
• Permanent deformation at the surface of the pavement foundation (rutting). Ideally 
laboratory testing should give indicative values for how each layer will resist permanent 
deformation, but there is no current method for combining such element or layer based 
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data into a prediction for the entire foundation due to the complex stress/strain 
relationship (as discussed in Section  3.4). 
• Element modulus: The stiffness modulus measured in a laboratory test (Section  3.7). 
For materials that behave like unbound materials during repeated loading the element 
modulus is a resilient modulus (see Section  3.6). 
• Layer modulus: The stiffness modulus assigned to a given foundation layer, which can 
be estimated from laboratory testing (the element modulus). However, for HBMs this 
needs to take account of cracking (degradation), as shown in the capping layer (Figure 
 3.3), since the element modulus does not take into account any cracking of the layer. 
For unbound mixtures the main difficulty is the range of available tests (Section  3.7) and 
the non linearity of the stiffness of unbound materials is a significant complication in the 
determination of a layer modulus for design (Section  3.6.1). 
• Surface modulus: A stiffness modulus (defined as the ratio of applied stress to induced 
strain) based on the application of a known load at the top of the foundation; it is a 
composite value with contributions from all underlying layers. This would normally be 
determined by in situ testing, but can be calculated when the details of each layer 
modulus are known. 
Subbase
Subgrade
Capping
Permanent 
Deformation 
(Rutting)
Foundation 
Surface 
Modulus
Element 
Modulus
Layer 
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Modulus (2)
Layer 
Modulus (3)
 
Figure  3.3 Diagrammatic section of pavement foundation showing design inputs 
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From an analytical design point of view the following additional laboratory derived 
characteristics (or design assumptions) of HBMs are required to understand how they might 
behave within a pavement structure (after Williams, 1986): 
• tensile strength (historically flexural strength has also been used in the UK) 
• element modulus and a degradation factor, to allow for cracking within the design layer 
modulus (LCPC-SETRA, 1994 and Chaddock and Roberts, 2006) 
• Poisson’s ratio 
• assurance of durability 
Unbound mixtures are incorporated on the basis of an element modulus (equated to a layer 
modulus), Poisson’s ratio, durability and resistance to permanent deformation (rutting). 
3.6 THE BEHAVIOUR OF PAVEMENT FOUNDATION 
MATERIALS UNDER REPEATED LOADING 
As discussed earlier, the inclusion of materials within pavement foundations either requires a 
prior knowledge of satisfactory performance (empirical relationships used in combination with 
index testing), or the facility to be able to directly measure and predict performance. 
Empirical relationships based around index testing can be used in situations where a material is 
relatively well understood. This type of test is ideally simple, repeatable and cost effective to 
use. The CBR was introduced into the UK following the Second World War (Croney and 
Croney, 1991) and stood the test of time in the UK (although not in California where it was first 
developed) as just such a test. However, the CBR test is widely accepted to be non-
fundamental in nature and does not replicate the behaviour of materials under repeated loading 
(Brown, 1996). Therefore, it is limited in application to new materials.  
Fundamental material properties can be measured using equipment developed at research 
establishments (Section  3.7). The main requirement from the test is that the information 
generated is of a fundamental nature, such that a true understanding of material behaviour can 
be determined from it (Thom et al, 2005). 
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Analytical design methods treat the pavement as a structure, basing the assessment on the 
mechanical response of the pavement under specified environmental and loading conditions. 
For this approach to work (as with any design procedure) it is fundamental that the parameters 
input are representative. Therefore, it is important to appreciate how unbound granular 
materials and relatively weak HBMs respond to repeated loading of the type imposed by traffic 
as discussed in Section  3.3. A review of published data sets from research testing and in situ 
monitoring provides the first step to developing an understanding of what factors are important 
in characterising the performance of pavement foundation materials.  
Research into the repeated loading of cohesive subgrade soils and the prediction of long term 
performance was undertaken as part of this EngD research programme and is reported in Frost 
et al, 2005 and Edwards et al, 2005. However, this thesis is restricted in length, and specific 
work on the behaviour of subgrade under repeated loading is not covered in any further detail. 
The strain response of materials is a direct response to the imposed stress regime. Brown 
(1996) defines two stress regimes: 
• Equilibrium - defined as the conditions established following construction 
• In-service traffic stresses - defined as the range of conditions during the pavement’s 
service life 
A conventional material stress strain curve taken to “failure” from a monotonic loading triaxial 
test is shown in Figure  3.4 (after Brown, 1996). The first part of the monotonic curve forms as 
the imposed stress level is increased, until it approaches the yield stress point, after which the 
strain continues, even with a reduction in stress. Under repeated loading conditions (well below 
those of failure/yield stress level), materials undergo recoverable and irrecoverable components 
of deformation. The permanent and recoverable components for a single load cycle can be 
seen in Figure  3.4. The recoverable element dictates the laboratory element modulus (also 
referred to as a resilient modulus, see Section  3.6.1), while the irrecoverable component 
(permanent deformation) dictates the material’s susceptibility to rutting (Brown, 1996). 
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Figure  3.4  (A). Monotonic loading to failure (B) Strains in an unbound granular 
material during one cycle of load application (after Brown, 1996) 
 
The element modulus (or resilient modulus) and permanent deformation behaviour of pavement 
foundation materials are generally agreed to be the two key properties used to model and 
characterise their performance (Brown, 1996). Layer modulus values can be used within 
analytical pavement design models along with Poisson’s ratio (the characteristic used to 
describe the relationship between volume change and stress). The incorporation of permanent 
deformation into pavement design models is less direct than elastic modulus. Relationships 
between upper limits of stress (related to layer strength/resistance to cracking or the onset of 
significant permanent deformation in unbound layers) or upper limits of strain at key locations in 
the pavement structure are often used in the design process (for example the vertical 
compressive strain at the top of subgrade and the horizontal tensile strain at the base of bound 
layers). However, it is often argued that the use of subgrade shear stress, in particular the 
proportion of stress relative to material shear strength would be appropriate, at least for 
cohesive materials (Brown, 1996 and Frost et al, 2005). This approach would recognise that 
there is an increase in permanent strain the closer the applied stress gets to the ‘failure’ 
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envelope. However, in real life the material strength is dominated by issues regarding 
‘remoulding’ (in particular for clays) and the prediction of in situ water contents, which in turn 
depends on the drainage and environmental conditions (Frost et al, 2005). Such ‘unknowns’ 
make a design approach based upon fundamental assessment of permanent deformation 
increasingly unrealistic, so a categorisation of materials into those likely to be susceptible, and 
those considered stable, is probably all that could be determined from a laboratory test. 
Neither elastic modulus nor permanent deformation can be assumed to have a unique 
relationship with an index test such as the CBR (Brown, 1996) or, in the case of HBMs strength 
(Williams, 1986). Further understanding of the associated issues in determining elastic modulus 
and resistance to permanent deformation were developed by reviewing the factors that 
influence them. 
3.6.1 RESILIENT BEHAVIOUR 
Elastic behaviour can be defined as a linear plot of stress against strain, where the response of 
strain to the application of stress is instantaneous. A straight line represents a stress strain plot 
of an elastic material where the adoption of a single elastic modulus is applicable. However, it is 
well established that materials used within pavement foundations are not truly elastic (Brown, 
1996). The resilient properties of pavement foundations, in relation to the incidence of fatigue 
cracking in overlying bituminous layers, was noted by Hveem in the 1950’s (Brown, 1996) and 
the actual concept of “resilient modulus” for soils was introduced by Seed et al (1962). It was 
defined as the ratio of applied dynamic stress to the resilient elastic or recoverable strain under 
a dynamic load pulse (Figure  3.4).  
The non-linear response of a granular material under repeated load cycles is shown in Figure 
 3.5 (after Thom, 1988). The shape of the repeated loading curve shows a stress/strain 
dependency, with increasing increments of strain to stress, towards the top of the curve, and the 
area within the hysteresis loop represents energy loss of the system. It can be seen in Figure 
 3.5 that, if a significant permanent strain is induced (as shown in the first load cycle) or the 
material approaches its yield stress, then the resulting measurement of stiffness will be 
artificially low (Thom, 1988). Inversely any load cycle with a low level of stress applied and 
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subsequent low deformation can result in a large value of elastic modulus being measured 
(Frost, 2000). The shape of the hysteresis loops can be seen to alter (steepen) with continued 
application of load cycles, demonstrating progressive stiffening of the material. Stiffening of 
unbound granular materials, under repeated loading conditions has been attributed to an 
increase in the effective stress, under load that effectively ‘pre-stresses’ a material (Brown, 
1996). This ‘pre-stressing’ is thought to inhibit the formation of tensile stresses, resulting in a 
higher element modulus (Brown, 1996). 
Shear 
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Load Cycle 1 2 10 100 1000
Shear Strain
 
Figure  3.5  Granular material behaviour under repeated loading (after Thom, 1988) 
The effect of stress on the resilient modulus of unbound materials (determined to match the 
data determined in RLT apparatus) has been described by a simple relationship, known as the 
K-θ Model (Boyce, 1980): 
Equation 1 K-θ Model for Resilient Modulus (Boyce, 1980) 
Mr = k1θk2 
Where Mr = resilient modulus, k1 and k2 are material parameters and θ is the sum of principal 
stress (σ1+2s3). The k-θ Model has several drawbacks and numerous alternative relatively 
complex materials specific models have been proposed, including various variables such as 
Poisson’s ratio (Lekarp et al, 2000a) or alternative approaches that use the volumetric strain 
approach (Boyce, 1980). Despite it is relatively simplicity the K-θ Model is considered as an 
adequate simplification for design purposes; however, tests on granular materials are still 
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needed to determine the various material parameters (Brown, 1996). 
A number of studies have been undertaken to assess the influence of various factors on 
resilient stiffness of unbound materials. Lekarp et al (2000a) summarised the factors that affect 
the resilient stiffness of granular materials in a state of the art review. In all, seven factors were 
identified and a semi quantitative assessment was undertaken. The testing was generally 
undertaken at research establishments using variation of the repeated load triaxial (RLT) 
apparatus and it is important to note that the overall assessment of these factors is complicated 
by the variability of materials tested, potential variability of equipment and research procedure 
(Dawson et al, 1994 and Chen et al, 1994), location and type of on-sample measuring devices 
(Mohammad et al, 1994) and the likely localised variations of the stress state within the 
specimen (Hughes, 1997). Therefore, somewhat unsurprisingly, disagreement and contradiction 
is noted between different researchers on the influence of certain factors. The factors controlled 
during sample preparation and conditioning are summarised in Table  3.1. 
Table  3.1 Material specific factors affecting the element modulus of granular 
materials (after Lekarp et al, 2000a) 
Factor Influence 
1. Density 
There does not appear to be a simple correlation between elastic modulus 
and density, and therefore relative dry density (degree of compaction). 
Thom (1988), Khogali and Zeghal (2000) all concluded that density does 
not significantly affect the resilient response of unbound granular materials. 
However, a number of researchers suggest that the resilient stiffness 
generally increases with increasing density (Lekarp et al, 2000a). This will 
also be dependent on the level of compaction the methodology adopted 
during sample preparation (Hoff et al, 2006). 
2. Effect of 
grading, fines 
content, and 
maximum 
grain size 
Several studies highlight the influence of grading on resilient modulus, 
including dependence on overall grading and nominal aggregate size 
(including Thom, 1988). In addition, the influence of grading is shown to be 
a function of the contrast between fines and aggregate (Tian et al, 1998). 
3. Effect of 
water content 
(during sample 
preparation 
and testing) 
The relationship between water content, pore pressures and suctions, with 
other parameters (grading, aggregate type and density) is complex. Several 
studies (Rada and Witzak, 1981, and Khogali and Zeghal, 2000) indicate 
this to be the second most significant variable (after stress). Excess pore 
water pressures have been shown to decrease element modulus (Rada et 
al, 1992), while other researches indicate reductions due to the lubrication 
of particle to particle contacts (Thom and Brown, 1987). 
4. Effect of 
aggregate type 
and particle 
shape 
Hardness and resistance to crushing appeared to be relatively insignificant 
to resilient stiffness. However, Thom (1988) noted a correlation between 
friction (related to the particle to particle contact) and elastic modulus. 
Several of the variables are interrelated, confirming the requirement for direct measurement of 
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element modulus rather than the adoption of generic predictive equations based upon index 
testing. The importance of manufacturing comparable specimens (in terms of density and 
grading), and testing over a range of water contents is highlighted. In addition, from a 
fundamental research point of view the facility to measure pore water pressures (and hence 
suctions) is clearly desirable.  
The experimental factors controlled during testing are summarised in Table 3.2. 
Table  3.2 Test specific factors affecting the element modulus of granular materials 
(after Lekarp et al, 2000a) 
Factor Influence 
5. Stress 
General agreement, with several researchers (including Uzan 1985 
and Sweere 1990) over a period of time, concluding that the most 
significant influence on resilient properties of granular materials 
measured in a RLT is stress level. 
6. Effect of stress 
history and number 
of load cycles 
Testing in a RLT showed that the load history of an unbound granular 
material does not significantly affect its resilient stiffness (Brown and 
Hyde, 1975). 
7. Effect of load 
duration, frequency, 
and load sequence 
Research in this area appears to be in general agreement that load 
duration and frequency appear to have very little or no impact on 
resilient stiffness values (Lekarp et al, 2000a). 
Work on the resilient behaviour of aggregate based HBMs has shown that the stress strain 
behaviour of weak HBMs does not appear dissimilar from unbound materials (Nunes, 1997). 
With increasing amounts of material strength (typically measured in unconfined compression), 
the non-linearity and stress dependency are reduced (Nunes, 1997). This statement is 
obviously dependent on the type and amount of binder, age and curing regime. Binder additions 
and type also interrelate with other factors such as mixture gradation, water content and 
achievable density (Williams, 1987 and Kennedy, 2006). 
Achampong et al. (1997) studied resilient stiffness testing on lime and cement stabilised soils. 
Resilient stiffness was shown to increase with decreasing deviator stress/increasing confining 
stress, increasing binder content and extended curing. Mineralogy was also found to have a 
significant effect for cohesive soils stabilised with lime; this is related to the reactivity of the clays 
tested. In summary, he noted that most prior information is geographically (in terms of the local 
geologies/soils studied) and that no studies have been undertaken to compare variables such 
as binder type or material property on the resilient stiffness of HBM. 
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3.6.2 PERMANENT DEFORMATION 
HBMs include “traditional” cement bound materials with rapid strength gains and relatively slow 
curing materials, which (in terms of early age trafficking) rely on their internal cohesion and 
friction characteristics, prior to the development of long-term bond strengths (Kennedy, 2006). 
Any short-term initial large stress applications can, therefore, result in unacceptable permanent 
deformations (rutting) in HBMs. A minimum curing period or strength requirement is typically 
adopted on sites to prevent this issue (Williams, 1987). 
Unbound mixtures by definition are assumed not to gain strength over time and as such, the 
pavement design has to consider a limiting stress level (to prevent the onset of significant 
permanent deformation/rutting) during the design life. Lekarp et al (2000b) notes that 
comparatively little research into permanent deformation and plastic response of unbound 
materials has been undertaken, concluding that it may be due to relatively long timescales 
(permanent deformation requires more load applications than for the determination of elastic 
modulus) and destructive nature of the testing making it significantly more time consuming with 
many more specimens required to obtain the necessary test data. 
3.7 LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF RESILIENT AND 
PERMANENT DEFORMATION 
As indicated earlier, it is not possible for performance based assessments of pavement 
foundations to be derived from classification or index tests of the component materials (Brown, 
1996); and direct measurement in situ and/or within the laboratory is preferred. The focus of this 
research is on direct measurement under laboratory conditions. The benefits of laboratory 
testing versus site testing are control and economics. Control includes varying the test 
conditions to assess durability; economics includes aspects such as accelerated testing (time) 
and the numbers of samples that can be tested in comparison to a single site trial.  
The next stage of the review was to evaluate which laboratory tests could be used to directly 
measure elastic modulus and resistance to permanent deformation, and what level of control 
could be achieved. A review of performance related tests of aggregates for use in unbound 
layers undertaken by the NCHRP (Saheed et al, 2001) details the range of testing equipment 
available (from a US perspective) for determinations of various material properties. 
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Unfortunately, the NCHRP assessment for determination of elastic modulus only comprises the 
RLT. However, an assessment of the Hollow Cylinder Apparatus (HCA), K-mould, shear box 
and CBR were included for the assessment of shear strength. 
The shear box is used to give an estimation of resistance to permanent deformation and can 
accommodate large particles (Earland and Pike, 1986). The CBR test applies a steady strain 
rate to a 50 mm diameter plunger, seated on a 152.4 mm diameter specimen. Both tests do not 
replicate pavement loadings or the non-linear behaviour of unbound materials (Thom et al, 
2005). Therefore, they have not been detailed within this review. However, it is important to note 
that the key qualities of simplicity, repeatability, robust equipment design and cost (which rank 
highly for the CBR) are all features that are desirable in any newly developed test. 
The three main tests that can be used to measure element modulus and resistance to 
permanent deformation of unbound materials are shown alongside the CBR and shear box in 
Figure  3.6 (after Thom et al, 2005). In addition, the NAT indirect tensile stiffness test (Section 
 3.7.4) and static stiffness test (Section  3.7.5) are included for HBMs. The HBM test 
configurations require specimens to be bound as they do not provide any lateral support, which 
makes them unsuitable for unbound materials. 
 
CBR Shear Box 
Triaxial HCA K-Mould 
 
Figure  3.6 Laboratory tests showing stress states during testing (after Thom et al, 
2005) 
RLT 
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3.7.1 HOLLOW CYLINDER APPARATUS (HCA) 
For an analytical design method, the most obvious way of deriving parameters from laboratory 
testing is to replicate the loading conditions that will occur during the pavement’s design life. A 
close match to the complex field conditions (including the reversal of shear stresses) can be 
derived with the HCA (Chan and Brown, 1994). The HCA is a research tool with a number of 
practical limitations, including availability, productivity and complexity. In addition, the maximum 
aggregate size is reported as being around 12.5 mm (Frost et al, 2002). 
The use of the relatively more accessible, simpler and more productive RLT; therefore, 
dominates most elastic modulus research (Thom et al, 2005), while simpler more direct 
apparatus such as use of pavement test bays or site trials are generally favoured for the 
assessment of permanent deformation/rut development. 
3.7.2 REPEATED LOAD TRIAXIAL (RLT) 
Triaxial testing was first developed for determination of failure properties, namely the angle of 
shearing resistance and the cohesion intercept, for use in geotechnical engineering. However, 
the in-service loading conditions associated with pavement foundations are likely to be well 
below that of failure (Brown, 1996). Therefore, standard triaxial test equipment requires 
significant adaptations to simulate the large number of repeated loadings applicable to 
pavement design. 
A hydraulic servo controlled triaxial testing facility was developed by Boyce (1976) which had 
the capability to apply both repeated confining and deviatoric stresses to test specimens. 
Subsequent modifications have occurred, including work at Nottingham University (Brown et al, 
1989 and Raybould 1992). In addition, large-scale triaxial test equipment have been developed 
(standard 2:1 height to width ratio with a 300 mm diameter, in comparison to the norm of 100 or 
150 mm diameter specimens) facilitating the assessment of coarser materials (Sweere, 1990). 
In terms of replicating the complex loading conditions within pavement layers under a moving 
wheel load the repeated load triaxial test has the following limitations (Dawson et al, 2000): 
• The inability of the triaxial loading to replicate the rotation of principal stresses occurring 
in a pavement under a moving wheel. Chan (1990) demonstrated the underestimation 
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of permanent deformation in RLT tests when compared to the more complex HCA 
• Inability to apply tensile stresses which occur at the base of treated or bound layers, 
simultaneously with the other stresses 
• Simplification of tri-dimensional stress state existing in the field to axisymetric conditions 
• Maximum aggregate sizes are limited by the specimen size and boundary conditions of 
the testing apparatus 
In addition to Dawson’s summary, it is important to note that, in common with most of the other 
laboratory test methods discussed in this literature review, that the specimen preparation 
methodology is critical. Undertaking relatively complex testing with specimens that are prepared 
in different ways (curing, compaction and soaking are all potential variables) will lead to 
inconsistency and lack of repeatability in results. Of particular note with unbound materials is 
the requirement for on-specimen instrumentation (Figure  3.7). This is often housed on studs 
that become embedded in the specimen during the compaction process. Experience of this 
procedure indicates it is a feature best avoided (from a practical point of view) in any simplified 
test. 
 
Figure  3.7  Repeated load triaxial, on-specimen strain hoop and vertical LVDTs 
Studies of the repeatability and reproducibility of equipment for testing unbound materials 
across Europe indicate the mean deviation to be in the order of 14 to 23% (intra laboratory), and 
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22 to 32% (between laboratories) over a representative range of stress levels (Hoff et al, 2005). 
The test programme followed the BS EN procedure (BS EN 13286-7, 2004), and increased 
reliability is cited as a necessary requirement for this test, prior to its wider adoption (Hoff et al, 
2005). 
The RLT as been used to assess the performance of HBMs. Issues raised by Nunes (1997) 
included: 
• Selection of a suitable stress path 
• Data acquisition - high stiffness/very small strain measurement 
Data acquisition is a problem related to the resolution required for the permanent deformation 
and elastic modulus data sets. Relatively large measurements of strain are required from the 
instrumentation to allow for measurements of permanent deformation. These same instruments 
measure the resilient response of the material. In the case of a very stiff material (for example 
HBMs), the transient strains of the material are small and hence resolution problems with the 
standard instrumentation occur. 
In summary, the majority of research on element modulus has been undertaken with RLT 
equipment. This equipment has tended to be used for unbound materials rather than HBMs. It is 
a research tool, complex set up and not widely used in non-research testing (primarily due to 
cost/complexity). In addition, the reliability of the equipment, especially from an industrial point 
of view, is questionable. 
3.7.3 K-MOULD 
The K-mould was developed in South Africa to enable the rapid determination of elastic and 
shear properties of pavement construction materials. The K-mould itself is broadly circular in 
shape and formed of eight segments with an internal diameter of 152.4 mm. Each segment is 
mounted on two horizontal shafts, which fit into two mounted linear ball bearings to allow each 
segment to move freely in a radial direction. The speed of loading is actuator dependent 
(typically down to 25 ms load duration). At a load duration of 0.1s and a rest period of 0.2s it is 
possible to apply 250,000 load applications in 24 hours (Handy and Fox, 1987). 
The K-mould test system is described as a mechanical device, which automatically increases 
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the lateral restraint on the test material as it is being vertically loaded (via spring plates). 
Horizontal deformation is only measured on three of the eight spring plates or by a horizontal 
strain loop fixed around the circumference of the spring plates. The K-mould spring plates can 
either be locked in place (preventing horizontal deformation of the test specimen), or the 
specimen can be permitted to horizontally deform via the variable confinement provided by the 
spring plates (Semmelink and De Beer, 1993). The horizontal stress (confinement) provided by 
the spring plates is dependent on a series of experimental factors including; the vertical load 
applied to the surface of the specimen and the linear spring stiffness. 
A disadvantage of the K-mould is that it is incapable of measuring pore water pressures, 
restricting its use in fundamental research. However, for pavement design purposes, it has been 
argued that this is appropriate because of the rapid loading cycles and unpredictability of pore 
water pressures under field conditions (Handy and Fox, 1987). 
Advantages of the K-mould when compared to the RLT are that it is more productive (in terms 
of ease of set up and time taken to test specimens). However, the fact that it lacks a liner 
system means specimens which are not bound (for example aggregates), can only be stored 
within the test apparatus. The test only requires one specimen to determine a Mohr Coulomb 
envelope and all the elastic and shear properties can be determined for each specimen. It is 
also compatible with the modified AASHTO CBR mould (Semmelink and De Beer, 1993). The 
main disadvantage is the complex construction of the segmental mould. 
3.7.4 NOTTINGHAM ASPHALT TESTER (NAT) 
The NAT is well established in the UK for the determination of elastic modulus and fatigue 
values for bound materials (primarily asphalt). The asphalt testing procedures rely on the 
material being sufficiently competent to be tested as an unconfined specimen (Figure  3.8). 
Assuming this is the case they also need to be of a low enough stiffness to deflect under the 
load applications capable of being applied in the NAT (specifically for the indirect tensile 
stiffness testing). A suite of tests for unbound materials is not available in the NAT. 
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Figure  3.8  Indirect tensile stiffness test (ITSM) on a HBM in a NAT 
The use of the NAT for testing HBMs is discussed in Appendix E (EngD Paper 5 Sections 1 and 
3). In summary, HBMs have historically been tested in the NAT, using the same set up as the 
asphalt suite of tests. For Indirect Tensile Stiffness Modulus (ITSM) testing, specimen diameters 
are in the range 100 to 150 mm, although facilities also exist for testing specimens up to 200 
mm in diameter. The thickness of specimens is recommended to be as close to the layer 
thickness as possible, with a minimum of 45 mm recommended for cores containing aggregate 
equal to or greater than 20 mm. Large diameter slag bound materials (SBMs) have been 
successfully tested in this manner at SWPE. However, the horizontal deflection (normally 
targeting 7 microns) is not readily achievable, which is an issue for stiff materials (Widyatmoko 
et al, 2005), including HBMs. Achieving a lower target value of 3 microns (well below that which 
might damage a specimen of HBM) with HBMs is not always possible (Edwards et al, 2006). 
The main issue with this is the indirect tensile stiffness test output for bituminous bound 
mixtures has been shown to be dependent on the horizontal deflection; low deflections require 
correction factors to be applied during analysis (Widyatmoko et al, 2005), but HBMs are 
generally stiffer than bituminous bound mixtures. Therefore, the issue is more common with 
HBMs and the test data sets often show a relatively large scatter, especially with larger 
diameter cores of the higher stiffness materials and/or using a NAT with a lower load capability. 
Therefore, the NAT was questionable in terms of its suitability to test HBMs. In addition, 
comparative testing using the NAT and elastic modulus test (Appendix E Paper 5) over a range 
of variables (including HBM type and strength) indicate that the elastic modulus outputs are not 
equivalent. 
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3.7.5 ELASTIC MODULUS (STATIC STIFFNESS TEST) 
The use of the HBM static stiffness test is discussed in Appendix E (EngD Paper 5 Sections 1 
and 3). In summary, the test standard BS EN 13286-43 (2003) was introduced as an option for 
the testing of HBMs as part of the European harmonisation of standards. The test requires 
cylindrical specimens (the dimensions of which are dictated by maximum aggregate size). The 
test requires that the specimen is loaded to failure (monotonic loading) under free draining 
unconfined conditions; therefore, the specimens must be bound. The determination of elastic 
modulus (element modulus) is based upon 30% of the peak force and the corresponding strain 
(a secant modulus). Three main options for the determination of an HBM’s modulus are 
permitted: 
• Compression 
• Direct tensile testing 
• Indirect tensile testing 
Little UK experience of this test (or design of HBMs on the basis of static stiffness) was found, 
since historically the designs for HBMs have been based upon electro dynamic stiffness testing 
and flexural strength (Nunn, 2004). The electro dynamic stiffness test involves the application of 
very low stress to a prismatic specimen via vibration and the resultant modulus is significantly 
above that expected (due to the stress dependency of HBMs at very low stress levels). The 
stress level is significantly below that expected within a pavement (Williams, 1986). In addition, 
this test was not included within the European harmonised standards and so it was not 
considered any further. However, a review of available data sets from this test was undertaken, 
which indicated that no robust correlation exists between the two types of stiffness test (electro 
dynamic and static testing) (Nunn, 2004). Further to this, where historic data sets do exist they 
tend to be limited, in terms of the range of hydraulic binders (the focus being on cement bound 
applications) and primary aggregates (Williams, 1986). 
3.8 SUMMARY 
3.8.1 FINDINGS 
The review of laboratory tests that have the capability to measure the fundamental properties of 
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pavement foundation materials indicates the requirement for a practical test to fill the gap 
between relatively complex research tests and the more empirical CBR test. The performance 
parameters required for pavement foundation materials are elastic modulus (an element 
modulus that can be related to layer modulus for design) and resistance to permanent 
deformation. A summary of the subjective assessment of the available tests is shown in Table 
 3.3. 
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Table  3.3  Summary of considerations for available tests 
Factors for consideration 
Fundamental output 
Realistic Loading Representative 
specimens 
Practical and 
experimental issues Unbound 
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Shear box N Y Y Y Y Y L M N 
CBR N N1 Y Y Y Y L L N 
HCA Y N1 ? Y - - H H Y - 
RLT Y N Y Y ? Y Y ? H H Y N Y 
K-mould Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y H ? Y N Y 
NAT 
(ITSM) Y N N N Y N Y Y M M Y N 
Static 
stiffness N N N N Y Y Y Y M H Y N 
Notes: 1 – Maximum aggregate size <20 mm 
Key:  = Yes, N = No, H= high, L= low, M = medium and ? = unknown. 
 
The factors for consideration include: 
• Realistic loading – it is important that any newly designed test (especially for unbound 
materials) is able to load the specimen such that it enables the determination, or an 
approximation, of an element modulus, which is a realistic approximation of the layer 
modulus. Note: the loading conditions required to determine permanent deformation are 
relatively complex compared to that for elastic modulus. 
• Representative specimens – the ability to manufacture specimens with representative 
grading and degree of compaction is important. In addition, the ability to cure 
specimens and adjust water content is also desirable (especially for assessing a 
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material’s durability and long term performance). 
• Practical and experimental issues - it is clear from a research point of view (in terms of 
undertaking fundamental research) that the HCA and RLT are most suited. The main 
advantage of the RLT is specimen size, versus the HCA’s ability to approximate the 
stress conditions under a passing wheel. However, both of these tests have practical 
(mainly complexity and economic) limitations that prevent widespread uptake and it is 
generally recognised that these tests are not suitable for routine use in industry. The K-
mould is the main alternative, which also facilitates the determination of elastic modulus 
and relative permanent deformation. The test should be relatively practical, but the main 
complexity is dictated by the mechanism for providing variable confinement. 
• Repeatability and reproducibility – studies with the RLT have indicated the complexity of 
determining a design element modulus for unbound materials. Highlighting the 
importance of standardisation in sample preparation as well as testing. 
In terms of bound materials, the NAT has arguably achieved a balance between a fundamental 
output and achieving a practical test for determining the elastic modulus of asphalt, but has 
limitations when assessing unbound materials and HBMs. It is not considered suitable for 
testing HBMs or unbound materials without further development. 
The static stiffness test (Section  3.7.5) provides an alternative to the NAT. It has the same 
limitation as the NAT (in terms of only being able to accommodate bound material), but has the 
advantage of being able to test stiffer materials. 
A ‘grey area’ for materials testing is identified between the unbound materials and HBMs. This 
is especially important for early life assessment of weakly bound HBMs, which can behave as 
unbound material (Section  3.6). 
3.8.2 CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS 
Developments to pavement foundation material specifications and design procedures provide 
the framework (Section  1.4) for assessing pavement foundation material options. The design 
procedures require fundamental inputs, for which the lack of a suitable laboratory test(s) (that 
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strikes a balance between factors sufficient to encourage uptake in industry), and the production 
of data sets that can be used as a direct design input was a major constraint.  
The direct design inputs, developed in conjunction with parallel work on the pavement 
foundation guidance are an element modulus (which can be related to layer modulus) and a 
material’s resistance to permanent deformation. It is recognised that testing under laboratory 
conditions is not always ideal, in terms of being directly representative of a material’s on site 
behaviour, but it is required to give confidence (in the absence of case study data sets) that a 
material will perform in a certain application.  
The literature review showed a gap between the relatively fundamental research tests and a 
simpler approach that could provide a routine design input. Therefore, the concept of 
developing a simplified laboratory test capable of measuring fundamental properties of both 
unbound and weakly bound pavement foundation materials is identified. The ideal would be to 
develop a test for design purposes that could be related to more fundamental research or site 
trials (particularly measurements using the in situ testing devices).  
The concept for the test developments and the experimental research undertaken to fulfil this 
requirement is detailed in Chapter 4. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter covers the research undertaken to achieve Objectives O2 and O3 (Section  1.3). 
The research methodology and experimental issues have been outlined within Section  2.2.2 
and the requirements for research are stated in Section  3.8.  
The overall process by which the objectives were achieved is summarised in Figure  4.1. This 
included iteration and exchange of information related with parallel design and specification 
developments (Section  1.4). 
Alternative 
materials
Literature review & 
define research 
requirement (Section 3)
Conceptual design  
(Section 4.2)
Objective 1 Objective 3
EngD Paper 1 
Conclusions 
(Section 5)
Static stiffness 
test procedure 
(Section 4.8) EngD Papers 2 
to 5
Objective 2
Unbound material HBMs
Springbox test 
procedure  
(Section 4.7) 
Detailed design 
(Sections 4.3)
Manufacture & develop 
(Section 4.4)  
Evaluation 
(Section 4.5)  
?
Validation 
(Section 4.6)  
 
Figure  4.1  Route of test procedure and equipment development 
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4.2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
The literature review revealed a gap between research and industry based practice (Chapter 3). 
The design or development of any new test requires the input and assessment (often 
subjective) of a wide range of varying considerations. Figure  4.2 diagrammatically shows the 
range of considerations that were taken forward into the conceptual design. 
Calibration
Manufacture
Elastic 
modulus
Relative 
permanent 
deformationCyclic 
loading
Variable 
confinement Speed of test
Base around 
existing kit
Sample 
preparation
Ease of use
Maintenance 
requirements
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Manual 
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Noise/ vibration
Repetitive use
Standards & 
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Resolution
Design 
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Health and 
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Design    output
Sample 
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Curing
Test conditions 
& control
Reproducibility
Repeatability Practicalities
Economics
 
Figure  4.2  Range of test considerations and requirements 
Certain aspects (test considerations and requirements) overlap, while others can be argued to 
be exclusive. Therefore, it was clear from the outset that any equipment design would include a 
degree of compromise.  
Previous tests (see Section 3.7) developed for research purposes have practical limitations 
which have prevented widespread uptake. These barriers include level of expertise/complexity, 
training required prior to use, capital costs and likely cost of testing. In order to develop a 
reliable practical test (both of which are key requirements for industry) certain factors were 
prioritised (based upon a subjective assessment of practicalities, economics and reliability 
(covering both repeatability and reproducibility). In addition to reliability and practicality, health 
and safety is also a priority during design. Risks were identified (for example manual handling), 
and where possible removed or mitigated (for example by minimising the mass of equipment 
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and/or incorporating lifting points). The above prioritised factors have to be balanced with 
obtaining a fundamental output for design use (Section 3.6). 
The aspects controlling the reliability of the output were defined as instrumental, technical, 
human and environmental factors (Section  2.2.2). 
The requirements for testing unbound materials and HBMs are different. HBMs have the 
advantage of being able to form monolithic specimens that do not require support (confinement) 
during testing, except at an early age before inter particulate bonds have developed. Therefore, 
the static stiffness test (Section  3.7.5) was selected as the focus for developing an element 
modulus test for HBMs since this property can be used (along with tensile strength) to give an 
indication of the mechanical performance of a HBM layer (Section  3.5). In addition, the BS EN 
standard provides a good basis for development of the test (in terms of standardisation) and 
compatibility with available test equipment in Europe. Research as part of this EngD looked into 
the robustness of the test (assessed across a range of HBMs) and developed the material 
assessment procedure subsequently adopted into the revised HA pavement foundation design 
guidance (IAN73, 2006). 
Variable confinement and repeated loading are two desirable concepts in determining element 
modulus for unbound materials. In terms of test set-up, it is clear from the review that the HCA, 
RLT or the K-mould would be well suited to characterising unbound or weakly bound HBMs, but 
that all three are presently excessively complex for day to day usage. An advantage of the K-
mould is that it is not necessary to use on-sample instrumentation or membranes to enclose the 
specimen, thereby cutting out two of the complexities of using the RLT. However, this 
advantage appears to be outweighed by the mechanical complexity required. Therefore, it was 
decided that the most appropriate test for this project would be one that made use of the K-
mould principle, but with significant simplification. Instead of the eight movable and spring 
loaded sides of the K-mould, it was decided to adopt two loaded spring sides, simulating a 
confined axi-symmetric case. This design consideration was also influenced by the selection of 
loading frame (see below).  
Following the literature review, discussion with industry experts and laboratory staff at SWPE, 
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the key conceptual aspects of the test device were identified as being able to determine elastic 
modulus and relative permanent deformation of unbound and weakly bound materials by 
applying a realistic load. In addition, the test should be user friendly and be based upon widely 
available UK test equipment (specifically the NAT). The selection of the NAT loading frame, 
influences subsequent design issues (detailed in Section 4.3), for example the dimension of the 
NAT load frame dictates the upper size limit and geometry of test specimens. 
The specimens must be of sufficient dimensions to accommodate the upper end of aggregate 
gradations and permit curing and/or soaking of the specimen. In order to accommodate the 
largest possible specimen within the NAT frame, the simplified axi-symmetric test proposal was 
to include a specimen chamber of cube or cuboid shape, with two fixed and two spring loaded 
sides. Vertical load would, as with the K-mould, be applied through a full face plate. Restricting 
spring loading to just two (opposite) faces also meant that apparatus size could be reduced in 
the fixed face direction. This conceptual decision had the following implications: 
• The specimen size should be sufficient to include larger aggregates (up to 31.5 mm 
aggregate). However, coarser capping materials could not be accommodated within a 
laboratory test, without increasing the specimen size/mass and having practical 
implications. 
• The specimen would be confined in one plane, but variable confinement in the other 
plane would allow accumulation of strain within the specimen. 
• Compaction of a specimen into a cubic mould is more problematic than a cylindrical 
mould, with bridging of aggregate/creation of voids in the specimen near the corners 
being the main issue. 
• The ideal specimen preparation would be to adopt ‘realistic’ compaction and curing 
regimes. 
• Full surface loading of a square is not as uniform as that of a circle. This was both 
important during compaction and also during repeated loading of the specimen. 
• Cubic liners would be required with the following properties: 
o Provide constraint to the specimen during compaction, transportation and 
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storage 
o Allow the specimen to be soaked and also drained 
o Facilitate variable confinement during the test 
• Data capture of the following data sets would be required; load, vertical strain 
(permanent and transient) and horizontal strain (permanent and transient) 
• Friction between the sample and adjacent components of the test apparatus would 
occur. Friction being defined as the force between two surfaces rubbing together. This 
force is likely to increase the resistance to movement within the specimen and test 
apparatus. Several variables are likely to influence friction, including; surface texture 
and area. The influence of friction would need to be minimised wherever possible during 
the equipment design (Section 4.3), sample preparation procedures (Section 4.4.8) and 
also allowed for within subsequent analysis of the test outputs (Section 4.5.5). 
The NAT frame and asphalt testing software allowed the load to be readily captured across a 
range of repeated load frequencies. The magnitude of strains which was desirable to measure 
may be as little as 10 micro strain, equivalent to only 2 microns over 200 mm specimen size. 
For this, Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDTs) are seen as the only realistic option. 
The LVDTs required have a resolution of around 1 micron providing a mechanism for recording 
both permanent and transient deformations during repeated loading. Cooper Research 
Technology Limited (manufacturers of the NAT) were consulted on software requirements and 
mechanics of the NAT loading frame. Experimental research (testing) was undertaken at 
various iterations of the design process (Section 4.3). This included specimens manufactured 
during the development of the equipment, focussing on soils and aggregates that were relatively 
easy to handle and had relatively well known properties (Section 4.4), and subsequently sample 
manufacture and testing across a wider range of materials for the test evaluation (Section 4.5). 
In summary, two concepts for testing materials were taken forward into the experimental 
research. These were a repeated loading mechanical test for unbound materials (based around 
a mechanically simplified version of the K-mould) and the static stiffness test for HBMs (based 
around BS EN 13286-43). A “grey area” between the two testing concepts exists, namely the 
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short term (unbound) condition of a HBM (before significant cementing reactions occur). This 
initial stage of material behaviour is generally only significant for the slow curing HBMs 
(IAN73/HD25, 2006), or weak HBMs that may be damaged during early life loading. 
4.3 DESIGN 
4.3.1 ACTUATOR AND LOADING FRAME 
The concept of using a variable confined test utilising the NAT (or equivalent) loading frame 
(Figure  4.3) required the design of two main physical components, the specimen liners and test 
apparatus. These additions had to be compatible with the NAT (both hardware and software) 
and methods for preparing laboratory specimens. 
 
Figure  4.3  Typical NAT loading frame and environmental control cabinet 
 
The main physical limitations related to the use of a NAT are: 
• Maximum load (5 or 10 kN for different types of NAT) which is dependent on the 
capacity of the actuator 
Key :   
 
A = NAT load cell and actuator 
B = Vertically adjustable columns 
C = Centring stud for use when testing 
cores 
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C 
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• The dimension of 250 mm between the vertical columns of the NAT loading frame, 
which has to accommodate the full width of the test apparatus 
In order to accommodate as large a particle size as possible, the full 250 mm dimension should 
be used. Other items, such as load and strain measuring devices, could be arranged to avoid 
the NAT frame support columns. Therefore, the first stage of the design was to determine the 
maximum size of specimen (within a liner) that could be accommodated. 
4.3.2 LINERS 
A cuboid specimen had been decided upon at the conceptual design stage of the test 
development and the requirement for a specimen mould (liner) defined. This was a compromise 
to allow the maximum aggregate size that could be permitted within the test (based upon the 
size limit of the specimen) and allow for a simplified mechanical set up, in comparison to the 
benefits of testing a cylindrical specimen (Section  4.2). By utilising a liner, the relatively 
expensive test apparatus (i.e. the NAT) would not be tied up during curing or resting (post 
compaction) of specimens. 
The functional design requirements for the liner are to: 
• Permit the curing, soaking and drainage of laboratory specimens 
• Be rigid (during compaction of specimens and storage) and also permit lateral 
movement of the specimen under repeated loading (in one horizontal plane only during 
testing) 
• Be easy to handle and manoeuvre (preferably without the requirement for a hoist) 
• Be a relatively semi-disposable item that requires minimal maintenance (similar to 
concrete cubes or CBR moulds) 
Several of the design requirements conflict; for example the requirement for varying degrees of 
support (confinement) to the specimen during compaction, storage and testing. 
The solution adopted was to design the liner to support the material during storage only. 
Support to the liner during compaction was to be supplied by utilising a compaction jacket, and 
support during repeated loading would be by the test equipment. Both items had to be fully 
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adjustable to the liners to allow for liner manufacturing tolerances. 
The liner design is shown in Figure  4.4; dimensions could not be determined until the test 
apparatus dimensions had been determined. 
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BB
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Figure  4.4  Typical NAT loading frame and environmental control cabinet 
Aluminium and plastic were initially considered as materials for the liner construction. They were 
both discounted on the grounds of cost, ease of maintenance, durability and hardness. Steel 
was selected due to its relatively low cost, resistance to abrasion, accepted use in CBR and 
concrete cube moulds, and its relatively high stiffness. 6 mm thick steel was selected to 
manufacture the liner, with the base and side walls separate from the removable liner side. A 
strut running across the top of the liner would allow the removable sides to be housed, and also 
locks them in place via two threaded bolts. Tightening of these bolts allows the application of a 
load sufficient to prevent the liner doors slipping sideways out during storage. A 1 mm gap was 
left around the side and top of the removable edges; such that upon release of the locking bolts 
it movement would not be impeded. 
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4.3.3 COMPACTION JACKET 
The compaction mould needs to be adjustable so that it gives continuous and adequate support 
to the liner during specimen manufacture. The design is shown in Figure  4.5 and comprised four 
dovetailed sections of 10 mm steel. The threaded bars and locking bolts allowed the ‘jacket’ to 
be tightened up to the specimen. The compaction jacket needed a boss, which could be 
pressed in on the removable sides, which were internally restrained by the internal liner base. 
Plan
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A = Compaction jacket
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Key
A
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D
E = Locking nut
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Figure  4.5  Compaction jacket details 
The intended procedure was to assemble the liner, with the jacking screws holding the 
removable sides in position. The compaction jacket would then be assembled around the liner 
and tightened. Compaction would normally be carried out by means of a vibrating hammer, in 
layers, following the type of procedure used for CBR specimens (Section  4.4.8). The design risk 
assessment highlighted that the combined mass of the liner, specimen and compaction jacket 
would be significantly in excess of what an individual should handle. Therefore, once 
compaction is complete, the compaction jacket is released and the liner removed via handles. 
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4.3.4 SPRINGBOX 
The apparatus used to hold the specimen in its liner during testing, which will from this point be 
referred to as the Springbox, has to fulfil a number of design requirements, summarised as 
follows: 
• Fit within the maximum dimensions dictated by a standard NAT loading frame and the 
environmental control cabinet 
• House the spring plates, which give confinement to the specimen during testing 
• Constrain the removable liner along its fixed edges to prevent significant deflections 
during testing 
• Lock the liner in place during testing 
• Provide a housing for horizontal displacement measurement transducers 
The likely manufacturing tolerances for the liners (+/- 0.5 mm in width) meant that it was 
impractical to obtain a perfect fit between the liner and Springbox (Figure  4.6). Therefore, 
locking bolts were required to provide lateral support in one plane, while the other horizontal 
plane is variable confined (following release of the liner locking bolts shown in Figure  4.5). 
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Figure  4.6  Schematic plan of and cross section through the Springbox 
The Springbox was originally manufactured from steel plates of 6 mm thickness. Solid steel 
sections (stiffeners) were added to the outside of the box, along with a boss for each locking 
bolt. The use of stiffening sections ensured sufficient support was given to the liners, while 
enabling the overall mass of the Springbox to be maintained below 20 kg. 
The maximum dimension of the specimen was defined at this point, 170 mm in width, based 
upon the gap between the vertically adjustable loading columns (Section  4.3.1), and combined 
thickness of the liner and Springbox (allowing for manufacturing tolerances).  
The loading plate (Section  4.4.6) was designed to be full surface (allowing for a 1 mm gap 
around the edge of the specimen). Full surface loading was selected in order to mimic 
confinement of the specimen during in-service conditions (Section  3.8.3). 
The mechanism for providing variable confinement (in order to allow the specimen to deform 
under repeated loading) is described in Section  4.2.5. 
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4.3.5 SPRING PLATES 
Upon locking the liner into the Springbox, it was envisaged that a mechanism for providing 
variable confinement would be placed up to the removable sides and tightened, prior to release 
of the locking bolts (Section  4.3.2). This mechanism would at least permit 2-3% horizontal strain 
(Section  4.2) while providing uniform support to each removable liner side (Figure  4.7). The 
design option selected was to use commercially available die springs designed for high 
frequency, precision, resistance to buckling and long life. The springs selected had flat ends (for 
an even load bearing surface), ability to tolerate the maximum deflections during testing whilst 
displaying linear stiffness within their operating length. 
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Figure  4.7  Schematic plan of a spring plate and housing within the Springbox 
The springs (5 in number on each spring plate) were required to permit limited horizontal strain, 
to prevent excessive horizontal deformation of the specimen during repeated loadings. In terms 
of selecting spring stiffness, die springs brought an additional advantage - the hole diameter 
(the outside diameter) and rod diameter (inside diameter) are standardised between springs of 
varying stiffness. Therefore, springs could readily be interchanged on a standardised assembly 
between the adjustable bolts (B in Figure  4.7) and spring plates (accommodating a free length 
of spring between 30 mm and 60 mm). The initial design required that each adjustable bolt and 
spring be tightened up to the spring plate, prior to the release of the liner locking bolts and 
commencement of testing. 
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4.3.6 INSTRUMENTATION 
Instrumentation is required to control the test and record sufficient data sets for subsequent 
analysis. The NAT actuator originally used already provides the facility to cycle loads with an 
approximately square load wave. This was subsequently replaced with a servo actuator that 
allowed increased control during the equipment evaluation and could produce a haversine load 
wave (Section  3.7.4) more representative of vehicle loadings (Section  3.4). The load cell and 
LVDTs within the actuator facilitated recording of load magnitude and vertical displacement 
(both transient and permanent).  
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Figure  4.8  Schematic plan of a spring plate and housing within the Springbox 
In addition, some adaptation of the spring plates was required (Figure  4.8) to measure 
horizontal displacement (both transient and permanent). This involved projecting rods up from 
the spring plates. Two LVDTs were specified to monitor any tilt developed by the spring plate 
during repeated loading. It was envisaged that the standard NAT LVDTs (Section  3.7.4) would 
be used. 
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4.4 EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURE AND TEST DEVELOPMENT 
4.4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The manufacture and development stages have not been separated as these were integral to 
the main problem solving stage of the experimental research. The focus of this stage was on 
the development of the test equipment. Therefore, specimens manufactured to assist the 
development of the equipment focussed on soils and aggregates that were relatively easy to 
handle and had relatively well known properties (for example pea gravel and sand). Following 
the initial development of the test, the specimen manufacturing procedure and test procedure 
was refined. These procedures were then evaluated across a wider range of soils and 
aggregates (Section  4.5). 
This section is divided on the basis of equipment components and procedures, although it is 
recognised that the developments generally occurred in parallel. Key developmental issues 
(such as the influence of friction and uniformity of stress) are tackled under these divisions. It 
does not overly detail the manufacturing process, the majority of which was undertaken with 
sheet metal and welding; however, since welding often resulted in distortion of plate sections, 
the manufacturing was typically done on thicker sections of metal which were then machined 
down to a flat surface, thereby tightening surface tolerances. 
4.4.2 LINERS AND COMPACTION JACKET 
The steel liner (without its removable door) and compaction jacket are shown in Figure  4.9. 
 
Figure  4.9  Compaction jacket and prototype steel liner 
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Although steel is commonly used for standard soil, aggregate and concrete testing moulds, any 
worked (including heated or machined) surfaces of steel are susceptible to corrosion. This was 
found to be unacceptable (especially in the case of curing stabilised soils). The main concern 
from this was added resistance/friction around the detachable sides during testing. This was not 
found to be a significant problem for the initial set of specimens, but effectively rendered the 
liner unusable for subsequent tests.  
Removable 
side
Locking bolts
Handles
BaseCBR mould (for scale)
 
Figure  4.10  Stainless steel liner with aluminium base 
The adoption of stainless steel resolved this issue (Figure  4.10). Although the relative increase 
in material cost for the liner construction is large (over 200%), the actual increase in cost of liner 
construction was minimal (around 15% per liner), despite stainless steel being more difficult to 
weld than steel. Additional developments on the stainless steel liners included: 
• The addition of thin stiffeners along the bottom internal corner of the liners (10 mm 
square section). This prevented the detachable sides from being forced in as the 
compaction jacket was tightened onto the liner. 
• Various designs for the contact between the liner and bottom of the detachable sides 
were trialled. These included a flat 90 degree contact between the bottom edge of the 
removable liner side and liner base, the removable side resting on a rounded edge, and 
the detachable side resting on a chamfered edge. These trials were conducted to try 
and promote ease of movement of the detachable side plate during the test, while not 
compromising the requirement for the detachable sides to be locked. The inclusion of a 
“false bottom” (next point) actually proved to be the best solution. 
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• The inclusion of removable aluminium 20 mm high “false bottom” to the liner (which sits 
on thin stiffeners). This was designed to facilitate subsequent adaptations for specimen 
drainage. An additional benefit included increased ease of movement of the detachable 
sides on release of the jacking screws. 
• The jacking screws designed to hold the liner side in place were modified (the thread 
was removed from the lower sections and dog tooth tips utilised)  
• A limited trial using side wall sizes of slightly reduced width was undertaken (the 
standard side was designed at 169 mm width in a 170 mm gap). Widths of 168.5 mm 
and 168 mm were not found to significantly alter measured horizontal deflections during 
comparable tests.  
• A removable frame for the vertical LVDTs was added (Section  4.4.5). 
• Friction reducing membranes and lubricants were trialled (Section  4.4.8). 
4.4.3 SPRINGBOX DESIGN 
The prototype steel Springbox was housed in a modified NAT frame (Appendix B Paper 2 
Figure 1). This included a cradle which bolted the Springbox to the floor. The need for a cradle 
to contain the Springbox arose due to the non-standard aluminium frame used for part of the 
developmental testing works. 
Use of the prototype in this cradle highlighted several issues directly related to the Springbox, 
including: 
• Centring of the specimen and time taken to set up the test 
• Manual handling of the Springbox 
• Maintenance/cleaning of the Springbox 
• The zero start condition of the springs (Section  4.3.5) 
• Location of the LVDTs and potential underestimation of a specimen’s elastic modulus 
(Section  4.4.5) 
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The redesigned aluminium Springbox (Appendix C Paper 3 Figure 1) adopted the use of a set 
spacer and meant a more consistent start condition could be used (Figure  4.11). This halved 
the number of horizontal locking bolts (from eight to four) and ensured liners were parallel to the 
Springbox sides. A gap of 1.5 mm was provided between the liner and Springbox walls (to allow 
for the liner manufacturing tolerance). The horizontal locking bolts were also refined (in terms of 
flat heads being adopted with improved ‘grip’ on the liner sides). In addition, the spring plates 
were also redesigned (Section  4.4.4). 
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Figure  4.11  Schematic plan of a spring plate and housing within the Springbox 
Construction from aluminium has the advantage of significantly reducing the mass of the 
Springbox (facilitating ease of cleaning and manual handing), but the disadvantage of being a 
lower stiffness material (in comparison to the relatively higher stiffness of steel). Calculations 
demonstrated that an 8 mm thickness of aluminium would not directly compensate for the 
previous 6 mm of steel. Therefore, solid aluminium stiffeners 16 mm by 16 mm running along 
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the outside of the Springbox were spot welded into place (ideally a stiffer metal would have 
been used, but practicalities dictated that aluminium had to be used). This was then carried 
forward into the evaluation stage, with the need for monitoring both deflection during testing 
(provisions were made for additional stiffening sections to be retrofitted) and also potential 
issues related to fatigue (resulting from fluctuating stresses encountered during repeated 
loading). In addition, sections were removed from the base of the Springbox (circular holes were 
machined) to further reduce the mass and permit ease of maintenance. 
4.4.4 SPRING PLATES 
The spring plates abut up to the removable liner doors, and are tightened to a nominal zero start 
condition; then the locking bolts holding the liner doors in place are released prior to testing. 
Experimentation with the spring plates showed the initial design (version i in Figure  4.12) 
offered significant resistance to movement (due to the mass of the plate and friction at the 
interface with the Springbox). In addition, the spring plate was found to be difficult to 
consistently set up (in terms of alignment of the plate and springs relative to the liner). 
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Figure  4.12  Schematic sections of spring plates (version i to iii) 
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The spring plate was redesigned (version ii in Figure  4.12) with a reduced mass, low friction 
bearings and steel location flanges (Figure  4.13). Advantage was taken of this redesign to 
remove the central (5th) spring, allowing centralisation of a horizontal LVDT (discussed further 
in Section  4.4.5). A consistent start condition for the springs was achieved by utilising a torque 
wrench. The springs were selected with regard to the amount of strain desirable in each test 
(dependent on the material type and loading conditions). Since granular materials under simple 
stress conditions tend to reach peak stress at a strain of around 1-3%, it was considered 
sensible to allow movement at least up to this level. With a specimen dimension of 170 mm, this 
equates to a movement of around 2 mm at each spring. The vertical load level to be applied to 
the specimen is variable (dependent on stress conditions to be replicated in the specimen), but 
is likely to be a maximum of 300 kPa. This is capable of generating an accumulated horizontal 
stress of up to 150 kPa under repeated load, equating to a little over 1 kN per spring (assuming 
four are used). Thus a spring stiffness of around 375 to 500 N/mm is appropriate for the test. 
Figure  4.13 shows the interchangeable nature of the die cast springs (red being heavy and 
yellow being extra heavy). 
  
 
Figure  4.13  Spring plate version ii (left) and version iii (right) 
Research undertaken with spring plate version ii is reported in EngD paper 2 (Appendix B). Its 
use over a six month testing programme demonstrated that the maintenance of the low friction 
bearings was problematic and that repeatability of the test set up procedure (including both 
human and other mechanical factors) could be improved. Therefore, the third design iteration 
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(version iii in Figure  4.13) of the spring plate included low friction bearings running on raised 
bars (aiding in maintenance and centring of the spring plate), facilitating a simplified test set up 
procedure. The front and rear spring plates are then inserted into the Springbox as a pre-
assembled unit, adjusted up to the specimen via a single adjustable threaded section. The 
spring plate unit (mainly manufactured from aluminium to minimise its mass) includes a brass 
thrust plate (M in Figure  4.13), to prevent fatigue/indentation of the back spring plate from the 
male threaded steel section. The female threaded section has also to be manufactured from 
steel and is housed within a boss that is inserted though the Springbox liner. Steel guide bars 
(fixed to the front spring plate) run through the back spring plate, facilitating the spring plate to 
be held together during set up and positioning, but permitting movement of the front spring 
plate, relative to the back spring plate (compressing the springs which are sandwiched between 
them). 
A consistent start condition (in terms of spring compression) is facilitated by the central LVDT 
being located within the spring plate. Compression of the springs is measured in real time 
during the test set-up (display on the test set up screen to the nearest 0.01mm). 
4.4.5 INSTRUMENTATION 
The actuator LVDT did not have the required accuracy to measure the transient deformations 
(required for the determination of stiffness). Given the balance between measuring permanent 
deformation and stiffness, 5 mm sweep LVDTs were selected (with an accuracy of +/- 1 
micron). Due to the location of the central actuator, it was required that two vertical LVDTs be 
used to measure any tilt of the loading plate. In addition, the rigid bar affixed to the movable 
liner sides was thought to be inherently difficult to produce a stable datum. Therefore, it was 
decided to locate a horizontal LVDT at the midpoint (defined as the midpoint of the specimen 
within the liner) on the spring plates (Section  4.4.4).  
Prior to finalising the details of the above LVDT set up, the vertical LVDT were attached to 
various datum points. Experimentation indicated that the more remote the vertical LVDT datum 
from the liner, the increased potential that specimen stiffness be undervalued (influenced by the 
test loading condition and response of the specimen). 
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Figure  4.14  Influence of datum for vertical LVDT on transient deflections 
An example is shown in Figure  4.14 where a specimen of sand has been loaded from 0 to 5 kN 
(5 kN equates to a stress of 175 kPa). The procedure was repeated over a range of loads 
(between 1 to 5 kN). A single vertical LVDT was used in contact with the loading plate during 
repeated loading of the specimen, and 3 datums were set, remote from the Springbox, on the 
Springbox itself, and on the liner. The experimentation highlighted three issues: 
• The datum for the vertical LVDT should be the liner. Therefore, a secure mount that 
fastens through the handles of the liners, which also dictates a standard location for the 
two vertical LVDTs was designed (Figure  4.15). 
• Even with the datum for the vertical LVDT being on the liner, the stiffness for the 
specimens appeared relatively low (based upon working knowledge of in situ data sets). 
By a process of elimination (of potential contacts where transient deflection could 
occur), attention was focussed on the contact between the loading plate and specimen. 
The software ( 4.4.7) and loading plate (Section  4.4.6) were modified to minimise this 
effect. 
• The liner was moving in relation to the Springbox. This required the locking mechanism 
and head of the horizontal bolts to be refined. 
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Figure  4.15  Schematic sections of liners and vertical LVDT mount (datum) 
4.4.6 LOADING PLATE 
The loading plate is the interface between the actuator and the specimen. The loading plate 
was initially designed from steel (version a, Figure  4.16) and used in conjunction with a 
standard NAT actuator. Initial data sets indicated that the resulting contact between the loading 
plate and specimen resulted in an underestimation of elastic modulus (Section  4.5.4). The 
specimen manufacture procedure was refined to reduce the influence of having irregularities in 
the specimen surface (Section  4.4.8). In addition, the loading plate (version b, Figure  4.16) was 
modified (in terms of shape and material) and a servo actuator trialled to assess the influence of 
seating load (the constant load applied during testing above which the repeated load is cycled). 
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Figure  4.16  Schematics of the loading plates 
The aluminium loading plate (thickened plus utilising stiffeners and with a chamfered edge) 
reduced the mass by around 50%, while the servo actuator and accompanying software 
permitted an increased range of variables to be considered as part of the developmental 
research. The chamfered edges minimised the potential for fines migration which could create 
additional resistance between the side of the loading plate and liner wall. A half ball joint was 
adopted (based on experience utilising the NAT for asphalt testing) to improve seating between 
the actuator and loading plate. 
A further iteration of the loading plate design was undertaken as part of the test evaluation 
(Section  4.5). It involved putting the vertical LVDTs in direct contact with the specimen (version 
c, Figure  4.16). The LVDT ‘tips’ were replaced with flat heads to improve surface area contact.  
4.4.7 SOFTWARE 
The specification for the data required under and the test conditions was developed as part of 
this EngD; the actual integrated control and data acquisition package to achieve this aim was 
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developed by Coopers Research Technology Limited, manufactures of the NAT. An overview of 
the final software follows. Further details of the test software, inputs and outputs are given in 
Appendix B (Paper 2, Section 2.4). 
The software test input screen is shown in Figure  4.17. This version includes the facility to 
define a seating load to the specimen. 
 
 
Figure  4.17  Screen shot of Springbox test input screen 
4.4.8 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 
The importance of manufacturing realistic specimens has been highlighted (Section  3.6). The 
specimen manufacturing procedures that required adaptation from standard practice are 
compaction, issues related to reducing friction, and surface finishing related to improving 
contact between the specimen and loading plate. An overview of the initial sample preparations 
procedures is given in Appendix B (Paper 2 Section 3) and further details in Appendix C (Paper 
3 Section 3). 
Additional background on the development of the procedure for the compaction the unbound 
granular specimens follow. The experimental work was undertaken on aggregates with a 
maximum aggregate size of 31.5 mm (giving a maximum aggregate size to test specimen length 
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ratio of around 5.5). 
Various methods were identified for compacting specimens into a mould for subsequent testing 
(Edwards et al, 2006). The ideal method would be one that replicated the compactive state of 
the site materials within the laboratory test specimen (in terms of achieving a comparable 
density, without unrepresentative degradation). 
The BS EN 13286-4 (2004) methodology for compacting samples with a vibrating hammer was 
used as a starting point for the sample compaction procedure. Reference was also made to 
Parsons (1992) review of compaction methods for soils and granular materials. Samples were 
taken and prepared in accordance with BS EN 13286-1 and standard compaction tests 
undertaken, using the BS EN 13286-4 methodologies (both hand held vibrating hammer and the 
Annex B compaction rig). The Springbox liner is a different size and shape to the standard 
laboratory compaction moulds (illustrated in Figure  4.18).  In order to achieve comparable levels 
of compaction within the Springbox liner it was decided to vary the following parameters: 
i. Size of the compaction foot (full surface, or 90 mm by 90 mm) 
ii. Compaction layer thickness (3 or 4 layers) 
iii. Duration of compaction on each layer 
All other variables (specifically between the BS EN 13286-43, 2004 and Springbox method) 
were kept constant between the sample preparation methods. 
 
Figure  4.18  Springbox liner, CBR and litre (Annex B) compaction moulds 
Although the static load on the hand held vibrating hammer was kept between 300 N and 400 N 
as specified in BS EN 13286-4 (2004), it was found that the hand held vibrating hammer 
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methodology produced a broader scatter of results than the BS EN 13286-4 Annex B 
(normative) methodology. The Annex B test method uses the litre mould, a single specimen 
layer and compaction rig assembly. Therefore, a compaction rig was adopted for sample 
preparation in the Springbox liner. The main advantages being that a relatively more constant 
static load can be maintained during sample preparation, the compaction foot is kept horizontal 
(aiding in achieving a horizontal finished level sample surface which is important to minimise 
any seating effects, discussed further in Section  4.5.4) and it also avoids technician fatigue. 
The compaction procedures were trialled across a range of crushed rocks and gravels, at their 
respective optimum water contents. The remainder of the sample testing protocol was kept 
constant and complied with BS EN 13286-4 (2004). 
The findings of the trials were that the use of the 90 mm by 90 mm square foot caused visible 
mechanical deterioration of the aggregate samples (confirmed by comparative particle size 
distribution undertaken post compaction). An extreme case is shown in Figure  4.19 where the 
surface of a compacted specimen of crushed rock (a relatively weak Dolomitic limestone) has 
broken and loosened during compaction. 
 
Figure  4.19  Overstressing and degradation of specimen during compaction trials 
Compaction in four layers with full surface compaction was found to produce samples with 
comparable density to the reference samples. However, the geometric properties of the 
aggregates and maximum particle size (in relation to the layer thickness) meant that some 
 
Full surface compaction with a vibrating hammer 
 
 
 
Degraded specimen surface resulting from 
compaction with a vibrating hammer using a 90 
mm by 90 mm compaction foot 
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mixtures did not achieve their target maximum dry density (MDD). 
Compaction in three layers with full surface compaction was also found to produce samples with 
comparable MDD to the reference samples. In order to achieve this the period of compaction on 
each layer was between 90 and 100 seconds. The exemplar data set in Figure  4.20 shows the 
comparative plots between two Carboniferous Limestone gradations (0 to 37.5 mm and 0 to 
31.5 mm).  
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Figure  4.20  Full surface compaction in 3 layers (nominal layer thickness of 56 mm) 
 
In summary, the compaction procedure adopted for unbound mixtures involved a full surface 
compaction foot, with the sample constructed in 3 layers. Compaction on the basal layer was 
typically undertaken for 70 seconds (in order to minimise density gradation through the 
specimen), with the compaction duration increased to 100 seconds for the subsequent layers. 
The top of the basal and subsequent layer was roughened prior to placement of the next layer 
to provide layer interlock. In addition, care was taken to avoid the placement of large aggregate 
particles adjacent to the liner corners. The remainder of the sample preparation procedure 
(sampling, sub sampling, mixing and so on) was undertaken in accordance with the relevant 
standard, with no specific adaptations required to allow testing within the Springbox. 
In addition, further aspects of sample preparation included development of the sample 
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preparation procedure to try and minimise the influence of friction. The design of the liner 
(Section  4.2.2) with two fixed sides and two removable sides meant that the influence of friction 
(at the interface between the liner sides, base and underside of the loading plate) was likely to 
restrain movement of the sample under repeated loading. Various lubricants and membranes 
were trialled in an attempt to limit its influence. These included paper thin sheets of PTFE, 2 mm 
rigid sheets of PTFE, grease proof paper, and lubricants. Lubricants proved to be impractical 
and the thin PTFE and grease proof paper were often damaged during sample preparation. The 
thicker PTFE sheets were simplest to enable sample manufacture; however, the hardness was 
insufficient to prevent embedment of angular stones, resulting in variable restraint to the 
specimen (dependent of the geometric properties of the aggregate). In short, the trials did not 
produce a suitable methodology for inclusion of any friction reducing measures at the sample 
preparation stage. The alternative approach adopted was to determine the influence of friction 
and accommodate it within the data analysis (Section  4.4). 
4.5 EVALUATION 
4.5.1 APPROACH TO EVALUATING THE SPRINGBOX 
The approach adopted to evaluate the Springbox equipment and test procedure was to trial it 
across a range of materials (including cohesive soils, unbound mixtures and weakly bound 
HBMs). The focus of this section is on elastic modulus data sets derived from unbound 
mixtures; however, experience from testing other materials is referenced where appropriate.  
The evaluation includes examination of sample preparation procedures, the test procedure and 
equipment itself (including delineation of limits), data interpretation, repeatability of the 
Springbox test and reproducibility. 
EngD Paper 2 (Appendix B) primarily includes information on testing undertaken during the 
equipment development. EngD Paper 3 (Appendix C) details the Springbox test procedure 
adopted during the evaluation and analysis, as well as presenting and drawing conclusions 
based upon data sets derived from a range of materials during the early stages of evaluation. 
The data sets presented in EngD Paper 3 are supplemented within this section by results of 
testing undertaken since the initial evaluation of the Springbox. 
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4.5.2 MATERIAL SELECTION 
The range of variables influencing the elastic modulus and permanent deformation of unbound 
materials is known to be large (Section  3.6), including; the influence of grading, fines content, 
maximum grain size (an upper limit of 31.5 mm having been adopted), aggregate type, and 
particle shape. Therefore, the unbound materials selected to evaluate the Springbox equipment 
and test procedure covered a range of sources (including recycled, secondary and primary 
aggregates), geometric properties and particle size distributions.  
Details of aggregate sources and index properties are given in Appendix C (EngD Paper 3 
Section 3). In summary, the materials included a range of geometrical and physical properties, 
from crushed rock subbase materials through to pulverised fuel ash (general fill).  
4.5.3 SAMPLE PREPARATION 
The key areas of sample preparation identified within the literature review (Chapter  3) are 
density (shown to influence permanent deformation and, to a lesser degree, elastic modulus), 
water content (indicated to have a significant influence on unbound material behaviour).  
Springbox specimens were compacted to a target dry density in accordance with the procedure 
outlined in Section  4.4.8, and evaluated against a maximum dry density as determined in 
accordance with BS EN 13286-4 (2004). It was found that the target density could readily be 
achieved without ‘excessive’ visual degradation to the specimen (Section  4.4.8). This was 
confirmed on a limited number of samples (selected on the basis of being an aggregate likely to 
degrade) by measuring Hardins total breakage Bt (Hardin, 1985).  
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Table  4.1 Exemplar data sets comparing degradation under compaction. 
Test 
Open graded Limestone 
(coarse uniform grading 20-
31.5 mm) 
Open graded Granodiorite 
(coarse uniform grading 20-
40 mm) 
Los Angeles Coefficient (BS 
EN 1097, 1998) 27 8 
Micro deval (BS EN 1097, 
1998) 20 7 
Hardins total breakage (Bt) – 
after compaction in CBR 
mould 
0.07 0 
Hardins total breakage (Bt) – 
after compaction in Springbox 
liner 
0.05 0 
Hardins total breakage (Bt) – 
after compaction and loading 
in Springbox test 
0.09 0 
Comparison between duplicate samples, post compaction in the Springbox liner and CBR 
mould, and post Springbox testing, indicate that degradation can occur and is dependent on the 
material type and grading (“prone to degradation” and “open grading” being a worse case 
scenario). The highest level of degradation was encountered on a coarse uniform limestone 
which was visually prone to wear. The results are presented in Table 4.1 alongside a 
Granodiorite (known to be relatively resistant to degradation) tested for comparison. Higher 
levels of Bt are related to increased degradation that has occurred (after allowing for any 
variation in grading between the two specimens); in the case of the open graded limestone this 
relates to an additional 1.6% of material passing the 0.063 mm sieve. The limited available data 
sets for compaction (mainly from Parsons, 1992) indicate that this is not unrepresentative of site 
compaction (or the likely level of material variability on site) and the vibrating hammer was; 
therefore, considered suitable for standard use during compaction. In terms of specimen 
manufacture for RLT testing this is also confirmed by comparative studies undertaken using 
proctor compaction and the vibrating hammer (Hoff et al, 2004). 
Issues associated with compaction into a cylinder (e.g. CBR mould) versus a cube (e.g. 
Springbox liner) were assessed during the manufacture of HBM specimens. Comparative 
assessment between cubes (Springbox liner) and cylinders both compacted to refusal in 
accordance with BS EN 13286-51 (2003) enabled the influence of liner shape to be evaluated 
(Table  4.2). The data sets indicate that the influence of mould dimensions (maximum aggregate 
size of 31.5 mm within a broadly graded mixture) was minimal, with comparable mean values 
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and variation. 
Table  4.2 HBMs compacted in cubic and cylindrical moulds 
Cylinder (150 mm diameter) 
2:1 height / diameter 1:1 height / diameter 
Cube (170 mm by 170 
mm by 170 mm) 
Mixture 
N Mean BD Cov N 
Mean 
BD Cov N 
Mean 
BD Cov 
0/31.5 
Granodiorite with 
cement 
15 2.51 1.67 31 2.54 1.79 15 2.55 1.86 
0/31.5 
Granodiorite with 
pulverised fuel 
ash 
25 2.48 1.70 50 2.47 1.50 12 2.47 1.14 
SBM: 0/31.5 
Granodiorite with 
ground 
granulated blast 
furnace slag 
15 2.49 1.60 51 2.50 1.08 27 2.48 1.32 
Key: N= number of specimens, BD = bulk density (Mg/m3), Cov = coefficient of variance, 0/31.5 
denotes the lower and upper grading limits 
Visual observations during the sample manufacturing procedure indicated that equal care was 
required to avoid layering or creation of voids in the shadow of aggregates which are unable to 
reorientate during compaction (especially in the region of the liner walls) in both the cubic 
Springbox liner and cylindrical specimens ( 4.8.3). This is a general issue associated with any 
specimen manufacture. The influence on the quality of test outputs is mitigated by ensuring a 
high level of workmanship during sample manufacture, and reporting the condition of the 
specimen (in particular noting any voids) by removing the side doors of the Springbox liner (post 
testing). 
In summary, the level of workmanship required to manufacture cubic samples is believed to be 
similar to cylindrical specimens (further discussed in Section  4.8.3), and the target density for 
Springbox specimens was readily achieved across a range of materials. The use of a 
compaction frame should be considered mandatory as it addresses health and safety issues, 
introduces a greater degree of control during compaction and facilitates an acceptable surface 
finish. 
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The variables associated with water content and its influence on unbound material behaviour 
was evaluated by: 
• Allowing the sample to rest for up to 2 hours, prior tot testing or 24 hours post 
compaction prior to testing 
• Compacting a range of materials over a range of water contents 
• Immersing the specimens in water prior to testing (allowing 2 hours for drainage) 
Appendix C (EngD Paper 3 Section 8.1) presents data for specimens tested between 2 and 24 
hours post compaction. It concludes that certain materials display an increase in elastic 
modulus and resistance to permanent deformation following this ‘rest’ period. Therefore, a 
minimum hiatus of 24 hours between compaction and testing is recommended for the 
determination of a long term value (to avoid reporting results before any potentially elevated 
pore pressure increase resulting from compaction gas dissipated). 
Results for materials compacted at optimum water content (OWC) and between 2 to 4 above 
OWC are also presented. Values above OWC were found to markedly decrease measured 
values of elastic modulus and increase relative permanent shear deformation. This is attributed 
to a combination of factors: 
• Firstly, target densities and acceptable surface finishes to the specimens were difficult 
to achieve. 
• Secondly, water contents above OWC could have a lubricating effect between 
aggregate particles, and possibly the development of excess pore water pressures, 
(decreasing the effective stress), which subsequently decreases both the strength and 
stiffness of the material (Section  3.6). 
The procedure for evaluating the sensitivity of sample behaviour to immersion in water was 
found to be a pragmatic option (especially in terms of standardisation). The adopted procedure 
involved compaction at OWC, followed by a 24 hour hiatus prior to testing, and the comparison 
against  specimens that were immersed for a minimum of 96 hours, prior to being allowed to 
drain for a further 24 hours before testing. Data sets derived using this procedure are shown in 
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Figure  4.21 and Figure  4.22.  
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Figure  4.21 Relative permanent deformation across a range of unbound mixtures 
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Figure  4.22 Relative elastic modulus across a range of unbound mixtures 
In general, relative permanent deformation increased and elastic modulus decreased, as would 
be expected. In terms of performance (low permanent deformation and high elastic modulus for 
the given test conditions), the materials rank as follows: graded crushed rock > well graded 
crushed sand and gravel > well graded sand and gravel/Incinerator bottom ash > silt.  
Water sensitivity of unbound materials can be expressed as a ratio between the two results for 
conditioning protocols. The ratio of soaked to unsoaked typically ranges between 0.70 and 0.92 
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for elastic modulus (although the coarse relatively open graded Andesite mixture had a ratio of 
0.99 indicating it was relatively free draining). The ratio of soaked to unsoaked results for 
permanent deformation ranged between 1.28 and 3.71, indicating a stronger control (influence) 
of water on permanent deformation for these materials than elastic modulus. 
The data sets in Figure  4.21 and Figure  4.22 include a source of MCHW Type 1 Andesite 
subbase, for which sets of specimens were prepared at the mean, coarse limit and limit of its 
permitted grading envelope (shown in Figure  4.23). The influence of soaking was evaluated on 
sets of specimens representative of each particle size distribution curves Andesite (mean), 
Andesite (fine limit) and Andesite (coarse limit). 
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Figure  4.23 Grading curves for three sets of crushed rock Springbox specimens 
 
The relative permanent deformation data sets (Figure  4.21) indicate that the resistance to 
permanent deformation for the all three gradations are comparable; however, following 
immersion but that the fine gradation is shown to have a relatively higher increase in permanent 
deformation (with the ultimate value being comparable to a relatively lower specification 
material, for example the sand and gravel). The elastic modulus data sets (Figure  4.22) indicate 
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a comparable performance between the fine and mean gradations, while the coarse gradation is 
lower. Upon immersion the coarse gradation remain unchanged (indicating it to be relatively 
free draining) and the mean and fine limit both reduced. These variations between permanent 
deformation and elastic modulus are thought to reflect a combination of geometric factors 
(primarily aggregate gradation) and the influence of negative pore water pressures. This reflects 
general trends within a source of unbound material, which are likely to be material specific, for 
example the observed trends fit with similar observations made for crushed limestone by Tian et 
al, 1998, but not for a crushed sandstone included within the same study (the crushed 
sandstone at the coarser grading limit produced the highest element modulus values).  
This testing both highlights the requirement to testing representative samples and also the 
importance of comparing both unsoaked and soaked specimens for unbound materials. 
4.5.4 TEST PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT 
The main areas of evaluation related to the test procedure and capabilities of the equipment 
are: 
• Influence of loading rate 
• Location and resolution of the LVDTs 
Previous research indicates that loading rate (within the typically range of load and frequency 
outlined in the testing procedure) does not influence the resilient behaviour of unbound 
materials (Lekarp, 2000a). However, the influence of loading rate on the test mechanics 
required evaluation. The testing was; therefore, undertaken at the maximum load capacity (5 
kN) of the actuator, with test specimen reused (but reset between tests), and repeated over a 
range of frequencies (as shown in Table 4.3). 
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Table  4.3 Influence of load duration on element modulus for unbound materials 
Test no: 
Duration 
of full load 
(msecs) 
Duration 
of zero 
load 
(msecs) 
Element 
modulus 
(MPa) 
Notes 
P1 500 500 102 Satisfactory loading 
P2 1000 1000 97 Satisfactory loading 
P3 1500 1500 97  Satisfactory loading 
P4 500 700 102  Satisfactory loading 
P5 500 400 53 Software produced double pulse 
P6 400 400 117  Satisfactory loading 
P7 300 400 118  Satisfactory loading 
P8 200 200 831 Too quick; specimen not fully loaded 
P9 200 800 101  Satisfactory loading 
P10 100 900 103  Satisfactory loading 
 
Satisfactory loading was recorded across a range of frequencies (defined by the stress/strain 
plots for the LVDTs). An apparent threshold frequency was identified (Test P8) and an 
anomalous result (Test P5) was related to an issue with the actuator which was subsequently 
resolved. A loading frequency of 1 Hz (Test P2) was adopted, and satisfactory loading was 
monitored over a range of materials, during all the evaluation testing with the Springbox. 
The location (of the vertical LVDT) and resolution of all the LVDTs was evaluated both 
experimentally and theoretically. Experimentation included testing of unbound mixtures 
(crushed rock and gravels) and HBMs across a typical range of stress conditions. Seating stress 
values between 10 kPa and 35 kPa, and cyclic stress between 35 kPa and 175 kPa). The 
vertical LVDTs were set up so that one LVDT was in contact with the sample (via a hole in the 
loading plate) and the other located on the plate. These vertical LVDT set ups are termed the 
on-sample LVDT and off-sample LVDT, respectively.  
100 load applications were then applied at each stress, prior to the LVDT set up being 
alternated and a further 100 load applications being applied (i.e. each specimen was loaded 
200 times with the on-sample and off-sample vertical LVDT location being alternated). The 
mean on-sample and mean off-sample LVDTs were then used to determine element modulus 
values (termed the element modulus on-sample and element modulus off-sample) as a mean of 
the two test set ups (undertaken for each set of stress conditions).  
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Figure  4.24 Influence of vertical LVDT location on element modulus 
Figure  4.24 shows the mean element modulus for on-sample and off-sample LVDT set ups (the 
specimen and test procedure having been kept constant). The line of equality, included within 
Figure 4.24, represents the on-sample and off-sample LVDT producing identical determinations 
of elastic modulus (all other test and material variables being equal). The experimental data 
sets do not plot on the line of equality and the following comments relate to the observed 
relationship between the two vertical LVDT set ups: 
• Element modulus is up to 32% and 90% lower with off-sample LVDTs (compared to on-
sample LVDTs) for unbound materials and HBMs, respectively 
• Increased seating stress on the loading plate (between 10 and 35 kPa) did not show 
any consistent reduction in variability between the elastic modulus determined with the 
on-sample and off-sample LVDTs 
• The variability of unbound elastic modulus values was higher (for the average of two 
sets ups) for the off-sample LVDTs (mean of 9.2%, range between 1.1% and 20%) in 
comparison to the on-sample LVDTs (mean of 5.8%, range between 0.16% and 9.4%). 
Although not a direct measurement of reliability, the data sets do indicate an 
improvement with the use of on-sample instrumentation 
In short, element modulus determined using off-sample instrumentation results in an 
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underestimation of a material’s element modulus, the magnitude of which is dependent on the 
properties of the material being tested. This underestimation is thought to be related to 
additional transient deflections (under loading) between the sample and loading plate. 
Therefore, wherever practicable it is recommended to use on-sample LVDTs during testing (see 
loading plate modification in Section  4.4.6) 
The use of on–sample LVDTs with fine grained soils that can potentially migrate upwards 
through the loading plate holes is limited. Laboratory performance testing (focussing on 
comparison between the Springbox and triaxial testing) of fine grained materials (specifically 
clays) is discussed in Edwards et al, 2005. This is not seen as an issue with aggregates, where 
care during the test set up, and minimisation of the diameter of the hole through the loading 
plate, mitigate any risk.  
A further iteration considered was the placement and compaction of studs into the top of the 
specimen to facilitate attachment to the LVDT. Evaluation of the data sets obtained to date does 
not indicate that this additional complexity is justified. 
As well as the location of the LVDTs, the uncertainty of measurement (associated with the 
measurement of deflections), derived from their calibration was also assessed. Uncertainty of 
measurement is a parameter, associated with the result of a measurement that defines the 
range of values that could reasonably be attributed to the measured quantity (UKAS, 2007). A 
theoretical evaluation of confidence (in terms of a material’s elastic modulus) over the range of 
test conditions for the Springbox (Section  4.7) was undertaken. The uncertainty of 
measurement associated with the vertical LVDTs measuring transient deflections was 
theoretically 5% for an elastic modulus of 180 MPa (at 45 kPa cyclic stress) and 600 MPa (at 
175 kPa cyclic stress). This was seen as a suitable compromise for unbound materials, between 
certainty in a measurement over a short length (the transient deflections) and the requirement to 
measure permanent deformation. The overall uncertainty of the Springbox test was then 
determined by repeat testing, as discussed in Section  4.5.6. 
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4.5.5 DATA INTERPRETATION 
The behaviour of pavement foundation materials under repeated loading has been described in 
Section  3.6. A simplified model of the normal stresses and strains within an in situ element of 
material within a pavement foundation (a triaxial model of the principal stresses and strains), 
alongside an element of material within the Springbox is illustrated in Figure  4.25. The main 
difference between the triaxial state acting on an element within a pavement foundation and the 
Springbox is that horizontal deformation is permitted (via variable confinement) in one direction 
only, with rigid confinement in the other horizontal plane (provided by the fixed sides of the 
Springbox liner). 
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ε3 = 0
ε2
ε1σ1
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Figure  4.25 Simplified illustration of normal stresses on an element of material (left), 
alongside the Springbox model (right) 
A typical set of stress/strain curves determined using the Springbox for a crushed rock 
aggregate is shown in Figure  4.26. 
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Figure  4.26 Typical stress (σ1) strain (ε1) plot for three load levels 
When a Springbox specimen is preloaded, a seating stress of 10 kPa is typically applied. This 
approximates to the overburden pressure of around 0.5 m thickness of pavement, ‘typically’ for 
the mid point depth of a granular subbase layer in a pavement. The subsequent strain response 
of the unbound granular materials and behaviour under repeated loading in the Springbox 
(Figure  4.26) are comparable to the data outputs determined in the RLT (Section  3.6). However, 
unlike the RLT, the horizontal stress (σ2) changes with the vertical stress (σ1), and unlike the K-
mould the σ3 is fully confined. 
The data sets presented in Appendix B (EngD Paper 2 Section 5) for the Springbox were 
analysed using a simplistic model. The vertical stress (σ1), and both transient and permanent 
strains (ε1 and ε2) are known. This leaves Er (elastic modulus also referred to as resilient 
modulus when discussing unbound material behaviour), ν (Poisson’s Ratio), σ2 and σ3 to be 
determined. However, an initial evaluation of ν against published values (predominately from 
RLT studies such as Nunes and Dawson, 2000) indicated that the unbound materials (post the 
data sets presented in EngD Paper 2) were being restrained (i.e. the simple model 
overestimates elastic modulus). Frictional resistance between the sample and adjacent surfaces 
of the test apparatus (liner sides, loading platen and base of the sample liner) was thought to be 
the most likely factor.  
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Traditional methods adopted in RLT testing to reduce end effects were found to be impractical 
(Section  4.4.8). Therefore, it was decided to accept the determination of a frictional stress (i.e. 
make an allowance within the analysis rather than over complicate the test procedure). No 
accommodation or investigation of this type of frictional resistance within analysis of other test 
outputs (for example the K-mould) was found on which to base this work. Therefore, this project 
included an initial experimental determination of the influence of frictional resistance. This was 
computed by testing specimens over a range of horizontal confinements. A coefficient of friction 
(cf) was then introduced into the analytical model. The analytical model allowed for uniform 
application (an average condition allowing for variation between the edge and midpoint) of cf 
over the sides and base of the liner, and underside of the loading platen (the points of contact 
between sample and test equipment). The test output ν was then compared over the range of 
test conditions; σ1, ε1, ε2 and the spring stiffness being measured, and ν, Er and σ2 being 
analytically determined. A cf of 0.38 was found to produce comparable determinations of ν, 
across the range of controlled test variables (nominally identical samples tested across the 
typical range of cyclic stresses adopted within the Springbox methodology). Assuming that ν is 
a material constant (over the range of cyclic stresses adopted within the Springbox 
methodology), the influence of friction was; therefore, included within the preliminary analysis. 
Both the determination of cf and incorporation into the Springbox analysis model were led by Dr 
Nick Thom (project advisor). Further details of the refined analysis are given in Appendix C 
(EngD Paper 3 Section 5). 
The method adopted for calculating elastic modulus (subsequent to the data sets presented in 
EngD Paper 2) is given in Appendix F (the Springbox test procedure). It is recognised that this 
model is a simplification (in particular the influence and accommodation of frictional resistance 
within the analysis) and both the uniformity of stress and determination of parameters such as 
bulk stress (Section  3.6) are estimations. This is further discussed in the validity of the 
Springbox (Section  4.6). 
4.5.6 REPEATABILITY 
Repeatability was assessed in terms of within-laboratory testing variation, and the repeatability 
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followed the developed Springbox test protocol (Section  4.7). Two conditions of repeatability 
were investigated (as defined in BS EN 932-6, 1999): 
• Scenario 1 - conditions where test results are obtained on nominally identical test 
portions of aggregate with the same test method, in the same laboratory, by the same 
operator, using the same equipment and within short intervals of time 
• Scenario 2 - conditions where the test results are obtained for different test portions of 
aggregate (from the same laboratory sample), with the different operators with the same 
test method on, in the same laboratory, by the same operator, using the same 
equipment 
Appendix C (EngD Paper 3 Section 8.2) details trials across a range of materials. In summary, 
the laboratory sample for twelve sources of aggregate (ranging from capping materials to 
crushed gravel) were reduced into a test portion from which two test specimens were 
manufactured. Tight control was adopted to minimise variation between the specimens. 
Therefore, this testing falls under Scenario 1. Twelve pairs of samples were tested by the same 
operator. The elastic modulus output typically varied between 6% and 10%. The Scenario 2 
testing was undertaken by a range of operators on separate test proportions of aggregate. The 
level of workmanship and control followed the standard procedures for reducing samples and is 
thought to represent an industry standard. A range of twelve materials are shown in Table 4.4, 
ranging from crushed rock to silty sand. These were tested over a 6 month period, allowing for 
some influence of time into the assessment (for example wear on the liner surfaces). 
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Table  4.4 Different laboratory samples of the same bulk sample 
Elastic modulus (MPa) 
Aggregate type Specification 
compliance 
Cyclic 
stress 
(kPa) 
Seating 
stress 
(kPa) Mean n Cov 
45 10 140 4 14.03 
100 10 165 4 9.96 Crushed rock (Limestone) Type 1 (0/31.5) 
170 10 188 4 7.21 
45 10 120 9 19.12 
100 10 136 9 21.72 
170 10 150 9 19.56 
45 17 129 9 22.69 
100 17 145 9 19.51 
Crushed rock 
(Andesite) Type 1 (0/31.5) 
170 17 157 9 17.31 
45 10 124 9 24.72 
100 10 134 9 14.57 
170 10 152 9 10.76 
45 17 140 9 11.49 
100 17 151 9 12.29 
170 17 154 9 14.91 
45 35 196 9 18.47 
100 35 201 9 12.83 
Crushed gravel and 
sand Type 2 (0/31.5) 
170 35 212 9 13.79 
95 10 135 9 22.80 
170 10 162 3 26.19 Crushed rock (Limestone) 
Open graded 
(0/31.5) 
270 10 222 15 18.51 
95 10 153 3 14.46 Crushed rock 
(Granodiorite) 
Railway ballast 
(<40 mm fraction) 270 10 193 15 15.95 
45 10 38 4 10.99 
Silty sand Fill 
100 100 50 4 13.95 
45 5 92 5 20.15 
100 5 105 5 18.24 Incinerator bottom 
ash aggregate  
6F2 Capping 
(<31.5 mm fraction) 
170 5 112 5 23.30 
 
The test data sets indicate: 
• A mean coefficient of variance of 15% which is comparable to that for the RLT (Section 
 3.7.2), although the RLT data sets are limited 
• The lowest cyclic stress (σ1 of 45 kPa), and hence the lowest transient strain, typically 
has the highest coefficient of variance (although the mean for cyclic stress falls between 
14% and 17%). This pattern was also evident in the inter laboratory testing of samples 
with the RLT reported by Hoff et al (2005), and is likely to result from greater uncertainty 
when measuring small transient strains 
Comparison of the two scenarios indicates the variability within unbound materials influence 
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the closeness of agreement between test specimens. This could also include the influence 
of the sample preparation procedures, which again could be interrelated to the test 
conditions. Factors influencing results could include uniformity of the stress conditions 
within the sample, assumptions included within the analysis, and mechanics of the test. 
Given the nature of the Springbox tests (having been developed as a practical test) the 
repeatability appears acceptable; however, further testing (including repeatability testing 
over an extended period of time, and reproducibility testing) is recommended to further 
evaluate the confidence in the test outputs and improve test procedures where appropriate. 
4.5.7 REPRODUCIBILITY 
Reproducibility requires testing on identical or different test portions of aggregate, in different 
laboratories, by different operators using different apparatus (as defined in BS EN 932-6, 1999). 
Variation between operators was assessed within the repeatability trials (Scenario 2) in Section 
 4.5.6. In addition, the Springbox was utilised during two independent studies by MSc students. 
Currently there is only one Springbox (excluding early prototypes). A single test unit restricted 
the assessment of reproducibility to that of qualitative assessment. 
However, the issues related with reproducibility raise the following points: 
• The LVDTs, load cell, and springs can readily be calibrated and assigned an uncertainty 
of measurement 
• The sample manufacturing procedure is standardised and the vibrating hammer can be 
calibrated 
• The likely Springbox reproducibility would improve by adopting tight manufacturing 
tolerances (associated with mould casting technologies). The alternative would be to 
develop a method of calibrating the Springbox unit as a whole 
Methods for calibration have been investigated, for example the use of synthetic specimens as 
have been trialled with a range of materials for the RLT (including Stokoe et al, 1991 and Frost, 
2000). In terms of testing bituminous bound materials within the RLT, the NCHRP (2004) have 
specified quality assurance testing of dummy specimens on a minimum frequency (once every 
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hundred specimens) or minimum period (once a week). The test protocol is tightly specified and 
synthetic specimens (such as polyethylene) are suggested as being suitable. The adoption of 
such a quality assurance protocol and the manufacturing methodology for both the Springbox 
and synthetic specimens would be an area for further research. 
4.6 ASSESSMENT OF THE VALIDITY OF THE SPRINGBOX 
4.6.1 AIM OF VALIDATION 
Having evaluated the Springbox (Section  4.5), validation was undertaken to corroborate the 
analysis procedure, to assess the validity of the Springbox outputs, and also to assess if the 
specific requirements (raised during the conceptual design) had been fulfilled. 
4.6.2 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
Theoretical analysis (based on FE modelling) of the Springbox (in terms of stress distribution 
and validity of the test outputs) was undertaken across a range of materials as part of a 
separate research project (reported in Coni et al, 2006). Involvement was limited to provision of 
detailed information, and demonstration of the equipment. The following conclusions were 
drawn from the study:  
• The stress distribution within the Springbox test set up is relatively homogeneous, with 
the exception of the top borders where the gap between sides and loading plate creates 
stress spikes that may become more relevant as the particle dimension decreases 
• The presence of particles of large dimensions might be expected to affect this 
homogeneous distribution, particularly when these particles are in contact with the 
spring-loaded plates. 
Upon review, the FE analysis simply confirmed that the likely stress conditions during the testing 
of an unbound material are likely to be complex and problematic to model. Therefore, the 
current simplified analytical approach appears valid (with the possible adoption of a factor of 
safety). Additional experimental research is recommended across a range of materials to further 
understand the influence of friction and stress distribution within specimens tested in the 
Springbox (Section 5.4). 
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4.6.3 VALIDITY OF RESULTS 
As previously stated, two sets of data are produced by the Springbox (elastic modulus and 
relative permanent deformation). The relative permanent deformation data can be used for a 
generic ranking of material, as presented in Appendix C (EngD Paper 3 Section 7). In summary, 
the lower specification materials (fills and capping) can be readily distinguished from the 
crushed rock subbase materials. In addition, limited data sets indicate a general trend of 
increased permanent deformation with decrease in density. The overall conclusion is that, 
similar to the RLT, the Springbox can be used to rank the relative permanent deformation of 
materials. It can not be used to directly estimate rut depths. Any relative ranking would need to 
be carefully assessed in terms of stress levels (possibly related to the shear strength of the 
material) and confinement (especially when comparing the full surface loading of the Springbox 
to direct trafficking). Further work could include the development of a comparative acceptability 
scale, whereby the standard is based on results generated for relatively well-understood 
materials such as Type 1 crushed rock subbase. In the meantime any laboratory testing can 
only be seen as indicative, and further in situ trafficking trials are recommended to ensure 
suitability (e.g. in wet conditions), prior to adoption in the permanent works. 
The Springbox element modulus data sets can be assessed by three methods. 
i. Assessing the trend in stress dependency of the Springbox data sets, and 
comparison against laboratory data sets obtained for element modulus in the 
RLT 
Previous laboratory data sets of element modulus for unbound materials have predominantly 
been derived using the RLT. The main limitation of the majority of these data sets is the 
percentage of data that has been tested at stress levels in excess of those used within the 
Springbox. Direct comparison with RLT is; therefore, not straight forward, since the elastic 
modulus of unbound materials is stress dependent. 
Numerous RLT studies and material specific models to predict element modulus have been 
produced (Section  3.6). Comparing the Springbox outputs with these models requires an 
approximation of the stress conditions. The bulk stress summation for the essentially biaxial 
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RLT (Section  3.6) is not appropriate for the Springbox. The bulk stress equation used for the 
Springbox is given in Equation 2. 
Equation 2  Bulk stress in the Springbox 
θ = σ1 + σs + σ2 + σ3 
 
where θ = Bulk stress (kPa), σ1 = Cyclic stress measured during the test (kPa), σs = Seating 
stress measured during the test (kPa), σ2 = Variable confinement provided by spring plates 
(kPa), determined during Springbox analysis (Appendix F) and σ3 = Rigid confinement (kPa), 
determined during Springbox analysis (Appendix F). 
The unbound mixtures all showed the expected stress dependency (non linear), with increasing 
values of elastic modulus with bulk stress. The K-θ Model (Hicks and Monismtih, 1971), detailed 
in Section  3.6, provides the opportunity to indirectly compare the relationship determined in the 
Springbox across a range of materials to that determined in the RLT. The K1 and K2 values 
determined in the Springbox shown in Figure  4.27, Figure  4.28 and Figure  4.29 indicate stress 
dependency within the range of values associated aggregates, between 1.6 and 14, and 0.4 
and 0.6, respectively for K1 and K2 (Rada and Witczak, 1981).  
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Figure  4.27 Bulk stress versus elastic modulus plot for a crushed rock 
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Figure  4.28 Bulk stress versus elastic modulus plot for a range of open graded crushed 
rock with varying amounts of fines (increasing between the ‘clean’ to ‘dirty’ subballast) 
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Figure  4.29 Bulk stress versus elastic modulus plot for a Class 6F2 sand and gravel (31.5 
mm down) 
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ii. Comparison against design values of elastic modulus adopted for unbound 
materials 
Comparison against the design values adopted within various pavement models is complicated, 
as each model includes a number of assumptions, relate to their calibration against specific 
scenarios. This is evident when you compare the layer modulus values adopted for unbound 
materials for example between 200 MPa and 600 MPa in France (LCPC, 1997), and UK design 
values of 100 to 150 MPa for unbound Type 1 crushed rock subbase (HD29, 1994 and IAN73, 
2006) and 50 to 100 MPa for unbound capping materials (Powell et al, 1984) or the capping 
categories of 50, 75 or 100 MPa adopted within Chaddock and Roberts (2006). The design 
values adopted in the UK (Section  3.5), compare relatively well to the low stress level (an 
approximation of an in-service stress level at mid layer point in a granular subbase or capping) 
data sets derived from the Springbox. Therefore, a degree of confidence can be drawn in the 
values since it is the UK design method that requires input from the Springbox. 
iii. Comparison against in situ measurements of elastic modulus 
Comparison of in situ elastic modulus values for unbound materials has been limited to 
determinations under a pavement. The added complication of comparison against surface test 
techniques (including light weight devices) are that they would need to be tightly controlled to 
provide meaningful correlations. Alternatively large numbers of test could be undertaken to 
provide a statistically meaning full correlation. However, the different stress conditions are likely 
to be the main source of variation between the Springbox any partially confined surface plate 
tests. This comparison is considered an area for further research and would ideally relate to 
feedback from site trials where the Springbox has been used to characterise the unbound 
materials (Chapter  5). 
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4.6.4 REVIEW AGAINST TEST REQUIREMENTS 
Part of any assessment of validity is that the requirements outlined (Section  4.2) for the 
development of the new test have been met. The key factors of health and safety, economics, 
reliability and practicalities were identified, alongside obtaining a fundamental output for design. 
Table  4.5 Assessment of the Springbox against the initial concept 
Factors for consideration Assessment 
High loading rate Yes A standard loading frequency of 1 Hertz (pulse duration of 500 
ms) has successfully been trialled. 
Magnitude Yes 
The upper load limit of around 175 kPa or 350 kPa is 
achievable (dependent on load capacity of the NAT). This 
range is suitable for in-service conditions within a pavement. 
Repeated Yes 
Testing of between 200 to 10,000+ cycles is feasible and only 
limited by data file size. 
Reversal of shear 
stresses No 
Any assessment of permanent deformation can only be 
considered relative. 
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Realistic stresses Yes 
The stresses are realistic (in terms of allowing variable 
confinement), but are likely to be influenced by the rigid liner 
sides, friction and the potential stress peaks associated with 
large aggregate particles. 
Unbound & weakly 
bound HBMs Yes 
Unbound and HBMs (that behave as unbound materials) can 
be tested. The specimens appear representative (evaluated in 
terms of density, particle size distribution. 
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Facility to adjust 
water content Yes 
Testing is drained. The specimen preparation protocol 
includes soaking and draining of specimens. 
Repeatability Yes 
Up to a theoretical threshold elastic modulus limits (the lowest 
being 600 MPa at low stress levels) with on sample 
instrumentation. Repeatability appears in line with comparable 
RLT testing; however, this requires further examination to 
provide confidence in the use of the test. 
Reproducibility ? No detailed assessment made. Manufacturing and calibration 
are the main issues for consideration. 
Complexity 
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The Springbox has been used by MSc students and a range of 
laboratory technicians. Test specific training was found to be 
minimal and a subjective assessment of the influence of 
human factors indicates the test to be significantly less 
dependent on the technician than any equivalent research 
based tests. The main issue with complexity is the manual 
handling of specimens in the liners. This is an inherent 
problem with testing aggregates; it requires mitigation during 
any operational risk assessment. 
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Economics have been assessed in term of productivity. 
Specimen manufacture is equivalent to that for the slightly 
lower volume CBR mould. The test typically takes less than 20 
minutes to set up and the test duration is defined by the 
number of load applications and levels. Typical productivity is 
in the order of 7 tests per day. 
Element modulus Yes 
Stress distribution and friction are the main complications in 
determining the element modulus. However, it is believed that 
the test outputs could be used within design. 
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Relative permanent 
deformation Yes 
Ranking of materials has followed expected trends and been 
used to discern which materials may be problematic in 
advance of site trafficking trials. 
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4.7 SPRINGBOX TEST PROCEDURE 
The Springbox test procedure included within Annex C of Interim Advice Note 73/06 (IAN73, 
2006) within the Design Guidance for Road Pavement Foundations (Draft HD25) issued in 
February 2006 is contained in Appendix F. It includes details of the equipment specification, 
specimen manufacture procedure, testing protocol and analysis for deriving the element 
modulus of unbound mixtures. 
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4.8 HBM STATIC STIFFNESS TEST PROCEDURE 
4.8.1 INTRODUCTION 
As discussed in Section  4.2, the requirements for testing unbound materials and HBMs are 
different. The historic testing suites for HBMs are overviewed in Appendix D (EngD Paper 4, 
Section 5) and E (EngD Paper 5, Section 1). In summary, 28 day accelerated curing regimes 
were adopted into the MCHW1 (2006). These design values are related to a 365 day 
performance (a layer modulus), upon which the pavement design is based. The accelerated 
curing at 20 0C or 40 0C meant that the majority of HBMs were not able to be reliable tested in 
the Springbox (Section  4.5.4). Historical testing had been undertaken using procedures based 
around the NAT indirect tensile stiffness test (ITSM) standard for bituminous bound mixtures. 
However, the NAT ITSM test was not developed for HBMs and its use is questionable (Section 
 3.7.4). Therefore, the opportunity to adopt the static stiffness test, specifically included with the 
BS EN standards for HBMs, was progressed (Section  3.7.5). 
4.8.2 MODE OF TESTING 
Determination of the elastic modulus in compression was selected as the preferred test set up 
following a review of the three options comprising; direct tensile, indirect tensile and 
determination in compression. The basis for selecting the elastic modulus in compression was 
simplicity (in terms of test set up and analysis), determining strain over the longest length of 
specimen, and compatibility with widely available UK equipment and sample manufacturing 
procedures. The test set up options and method of analysis are detailed in Appendix D (EngD 
Paper 4 Section 5). The main development to the standard test rig (specified within BS EN 
13286-43, 2003) were the inclusion of metal spacers to prevent the LVDT tip being damaged 
(forced upwards into its housing) during failure of the specimen (Figure  4.30). 
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Adjustable LVDTs to measure vertical deformation 
 
 
Metal spacer to protect LVDT and assist in the test 
set-up 
 
Figure  4.30 Unsatisfactory failure of cement bound chalk during static stiffness 
testing 
4.8.3 SPECIMEN MANUFACTURE AND CURING 
Unlike the Springbox procedure (Section  4.4.8) the mode of testing for determination of elastic 
modulus for HBMs required 28 day accelerated curing of 2:1 (height to diameter) cylindrical 
specimens that had been compacted to refusal. This is further outlined in Appendix C (EngD 
Paper 5 Section 2 and 3). 
It was found that strict control was required during sample manufacture and a protocol was 
developed from which satisfactory specimens could be obtained. Examples of unsatisfactory 
specimens of aggregate based HBMs are shown in Figure  4.31. Poor sample manufacture led 
to difficulties in setting up the static stiffness test and/or underestimation of elastic modulus, 
while delamination or drying rendered samples untestable. 
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Figure  4.31 Unsatisfactory specimens for static stiffness testing 
4.8.4 EVALUATION 
One of the factors likely to influence the repeatability of the test is the centring and horizontality 
of the test rig. The influence of this was evaluated by repeated cyclic loading and unloading of 
specimens up to a predetermined target load of 0.3 of the peak force determined, while varying 
the rig set up. These included 1:1 and 2:1 height diameter specimens, and the location of the rig 
on the 2:1 samples being off centred by various degrees (Figure  4.32). 
 
Figure  4.32 Variations on the length of cylinder and centralisation of the rig set up 
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Repeat testing showed that the variation between the three individual measurements of 
transient deformation markedly increased with proximity to the specimen ends (indicating that 
the uniformity of the stress conditions was decreasing). The use of three standard spacers, on 
which the rig sits, prior to tightening up the frame ensures that the rig is set up over the centre of 
the specimens. This standardisation ensured a level set up (relative to the base of the sample) 
and consistent location of the rig over the central portion of the specimen. This was then 
adopted during subsequent repeatability testing. 
Prior to the main phase of repeatability testing, confirmatory testing was undertaken to ensure 
that the loading rate (within the standard range of the test) did not influence elastic modulus 
(Section  3.7.5). Two sets of 5 specimens were loaded at a range of rates, but the loading rate 
(within the standard range) was not found to influence elastic modulus. (Figure  4.33). In 
addition; tests undertaken in the NAT frame outside of the test standard range indicated that the 
set of HBM specimens displayed relatively linear elastic behaviour. The NAT tests were 
undertaken at a maximum load of 10 kN, versus the Set A testing in accordance with the 
standard which targeted 31.5 kN). This confirms the finding of the literature, that stress-strain of 
aggregate based HBMs (specifically cement bound materials) is essentially linear up to around 
35% of the strength or 25% of the strain at rupture (Williams, 1986). 
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Figure  4.33 Repeat testing of HBM specimens over a range of loading rates 
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The static stiffness test was evaluated over a range of HBMs and also in comparison to the 
alternative tests (NAT ITSM and Springbox). The initial study (Edwards et al, 2006) indicated 
that the Springbox was unsuitable for testing HBMs with an elastic modulus in excess of 600 
MPa (Section  4.5.4). Comparative testing with the NAT ITSM and static stiffness is presented in 
Appendix E (EngD Paper 5). In summary the key points related to the determination of elastic 
modulus for HBMs are: 
• Stiffness testing shows a larger scatter of results than strength testing (i.e. repeatability 
is lower for the stiffness tests) 
• Static stiffness tests showed a comparable scatter of results to those determined from 
the NAT ITSM (additional analysis is given in Table  4.6) 
Table  4.6 Strength and stiffness testing over a range of HBMs 
Strength Element modulus 
Compressive 
1:1 (h/d) 
Compressive 
2:1 (h/d) 
Indirect 
tensile 
Static 
stiffness NAT ITSM Springbox 
n Cov n Cov n Cov n Cov n Cov n Cov 
94 9.9 90 9.1 94 11.4 90 14.8 95 14.4 9 29 
Key = Cov is the coefficient of variation, a measure of dispersion of distribution (defined as the 
ratio of standard deviation to the mean and expressed as a percentage). 
• Comparative stiffness data sets from the static stiffness and the data sets from the NAT 
ITSM indicate that the NAT ITSM gives higher values of elastic modulus (up to 60%). 
• The stiffness and strength classification testing highlights varying performance 
dependent on a range of variables (for example aggregate type, grading, percentage 
and type of hydraulic binder). 
• The range of published data sets, and established correlations between mechanical 
properties, are limited for the non cement bound material group and across the range of 
permitted aggregate sources. 
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4.9 SUMMARY 
The requirements for testing unbound materials and HBMs are different, as unbound materials 
require support (confinement) whereas bound mixtures can form free standing monolithic 
specimens. Therefore, two separate testing procedures have been developed, namely, a 
repeated loading mechanical test for unbound materials (the Springbox) and the static stiffness 
test for HBMs.  
The requirement to develop the Springbox was identified following a review of the available 
tests for determining the elastic modulus of unbound materials, such as the HCA, RLT and K-
mould, which concluded that they were prohibitively complex (for general uptake within 
industry).  
As part of the Springbox development a list of criteria was formulated including;  
• the key parameters for characterising unbound and weakly bound materials (elastic 
modulus and relative permanent deformation),  
• specimen size so that aggregate up to 31.5 mm may be tested without being affected 
by boundary conditions, while not of a size or mass that would additional incur health 
and safety implications,  
• specimen preparation, curing soaking and drainage  
• realistic loading 
• confinement and data capture during the test 
The Springbox test has been developed for characterising unbound and weakly bound materials 
using the NAT actuator, loading frame and testing software. The size of the frame is sufficient to 
allow a suitable specimen size and the software has been developed to capture data from 
repeated loading. The Springbox houses two sets of springs and the specimen contained in a 
sample liner, which has two moveable sides and two fixed sides. The springs are set up to the 
moveable sides to provide confinement during the test and LVDTs are located on the top and 
sides of the specimen to recorded displacement induced by the cyclic loading. 
The influence of the loading rate has been evaluated and a satisfactory loading was recorded 
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across a range of frequencies. The location of the LVDTs and uncertainty of measurement have 
been evaluated both experimentally and theoretically as part of the test development. It is 
recommended to use on sample LVDTs wherever practicable. 
Once the Springbox test procedure was developed the repeatability and reproducibility were 
evaluated to assess the validity of the Springbox and the data produced. These data sets were 
then compared against element modulus obtained from the RLT, and elastic modulus design 
values and in situ data. The comparisons give confidence that the Springbox output of element 
modulus could be used within design. However, it is recognised that the determination of the 
exact stress conditions within the test is an approximation to the precise stress regimes that 
occur in the field and can be measured in more advanced research test equipment. 
The static stiffness test procedure characterising the elastic modulus (in compression) of HBMs 
has been evaluated and developed (based around the BS EN procedure). This procedure has 
been compared against the NAT ITSM (based around the standard for bituminous mixtures). 
Good quality samples and a standardised procedure for setting up of the static stiffness rig were 
found to be important factors.  
Comparative testing indicates that the NAT ITSM element modulus values are higher than those 
determined in static stiffness apparatus, but that a correlation between the two methodologies 
may be possible. 
In summary, both tests (the Springbox for unbound materials and static stiffness for HBMs) 
have been included as material testing options within the guidance for performance based 
specifications for pavement foundation design (IAN, 2006). They have been trialled across a 
range of materials, and issues requiring further work highlighted. These include further 
repeatability and reproducibility trials of the Springbox, and feedback from in situ performance 
for comparison with laboratory determinations. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter concludes the findings of the research in the context of the tests developed and 
the testing performed on both unbound materials and HBMs. It then reviews and explains the 
implications of the work on both the sponsoring company and the wider industry, and finishes by 
presenting a critical review of the work undertaken and future research required to further 
enhance this work for implementation  
5.1 FINDINGS 
The literature review and research undertaken to revise the HA guidance on recycling and 
secondary materials draws together evidence to demonstrate within which highway applications 
recycled and secondary materials can be used. The industry guidance was simplified, updated 
(in terms of terminology and current knowledge) and expanded to include the following 
aggregates; foundry sand, incinerator bottom ash aggregate, phosphoric slag and recycled 
glass. In addition, the material applications were expanded to include newly introduced 
hydraulically bound mixtures for use within pavement foundations and pavement base layers. 
Within this, pavement foundations are highlighted as a highway application relatively open to 
the use of recycled and secondary aggregates. In addition, this review showed that some 
engineering properties of recycled and secondary materials were highly advantageous and 
relatively well understood (for example blastfurnace slag as a cement replacement). Other 
aggregate sources were less well understood and required additional investigation (including 
laboratory testing) to determine their suitability for use. 
The adoption of performance specifications and testing was seen as a way of removing barriers 
to the use of materials that are ‘fit for purpose’. This type of specification is reliant upon a 
suitable design and compliance testing regime. Both the design and testing regimes are well 
established for bound pavement materials and for the structural pavement layers. However, this 
was not the case for pavement foundations where the design methodology is traditionally 
empirical, conservative (in terms of taking advantage of or making best use of superior materials 
or good overall performance) and restrictive (for example potentially excluding locally available 
aggregates). 
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Whilst this research was being undertaken work by others produced parallel developments to 
the in situ compliance testing and pavement design methodology. This facilitated the 
introduction of performance based specifications for pavement foundation materials. However, it 
was clear that the currently available laboratory based performance tests for pavement 
foundation materials (unbound and HBMs materials) were either excessively complicated for 
routine use (but suited for fundamental research) or unrealistically simplistic. Therefore the 
research requirement was identified to develop and trial tests that could fill the gap between the 
fundamental research testing and a simplified approach to provide performance based design 
inputs. 
The performance parameters identified for pavement foundation materials were elastic modulus 
(considered a resilient modulus in the case of unbound material behaviour) and resistance to 
permanent deformation. Ideally both unbound and HBM materials should be tested in a single 
apparatus. However, parallel development of specifications and testing methods for HBMs 
(associated with accelerated curing, designs based upon 360 day values and adoption of 
degradation factors) resulted in the stress range required to test HBMs being significantly above 
that for unbound materials. This meant that a combined test could not be produced. 
5.1.1 CHARACTERISATION OF UNBOUND MATERIALS  
The variables that influence the behaviour of unbound materials under repeated loading have 
been identified. The non-linear stress dependent nature of unbound materials was identified as 
one of the most significant factors. 
A review of the conceptual design of the Springbox (in terms of design requirements) against its 
evaluation over time is given Section  4.6.4. In summary, a rapid loading, variable confined test 
was developed (utilising a liner system) that can readily be used with the widely available NAT 
equipment (test frame, software and hardware). The test is simple to use, and has been 
evaluated by a number of operators during routine use. It provides an output of material element 
modulus and relative permanent deformation. Design patents are pending for the Springbox 
demonstrating the novelty of the apparatus. 
Specimen manufacture procedures were developed, refined and evaluated, and assessed to be 
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comparable to current industry practice. The importance of good workmanship (for example with 
HBM specimens compacted in cylinders) was found to be critical to the production of specimens 
suitable for testing (in terms of a level finish and avoidance of any macro voids). 
The liner system meant that specimens could be soaked and that the manufacture and 
compaction of test specimens required minimal modifications to industry standard practice. 
A simplified analysis procedure was developed including an allowance for sample/equipment 
friction. The test data sets can be readily analysed for a number of load levels or against bulk 
stresses to produce design inputs with a degree of stress dependency data. However, it is 
recognised that the determination of the exact stress conditions within the test is an 
approximation of the precise stress regimes that occur in the field, which can be measured in 
more advanced research test equipment. 
The following material behaviour was identified with the Springbox: 
• Stress dependency of unbound materials, followed similar trends to those published for 
RLT data sets. 
• The test apparatus does not permit the fundamental replication of stress conditions 
under a moving wheel (rotation of principal stresses). Therefore, the measurement of 
permanent deformation is relative (i.e. it allows ranking of materials). Rotation of 
principal stresses is not considered an influence on elastic modulus, therefore, the 
elastic modulus value assessed in the test is suitable for adoption in design; 
• Soaking specimens prior to testing showed a reduction in stiffness (material dependent 
reduction in elastic modulus and increase in relative permanent deformation); 
• The requirement to allow specimens to rest following compaction. This is believed to be 
related to allowing elevated pore water pressures within specimens to reduce 
(associated with specimen compaction); 
• An increase in relative permanent deformation with decrease in specimen density; 
• Variation within a single material dependent on grading (interrelated to other factors 
such as water content and density); 
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• On-sample instrumentation is required to avoid any underestimation of elastic modulus 
due to the contact between the loading plate and specimen; 
• The upper limit of elastic modulus for the lower stress level of testing is around 600 
MPa (based upon the uncertainty of measurement for the vertical LVDTs); 
• The elastic modulus determinations (for the stress level which is comparable to in-
service conditions) correspond well with the UK pavement design assumptions (layer 
modulus values) giving confidence in the data sets. However, they are believed to be 
generally lower than comparative data sets determined in the RLT (comparative trials 
may be of interest to further investigate this); 
• Repeatability comparable to published results for the RLT. Further repeatability testing 
and reproducibility testing are an area for further research. 
The Springbox has been used to provide performance data sets over a range of unbound 
materials and the testing protocol has been included with pavement foundation design guidance 
(IAN73, 2006). 
5.1.2 CHARACTERISATION OF HBMS 
The relatively high stiffness (low strain within the repeated load range of the test equipment) 
meant that the Springbox equipment was unsuitable for the assessment of HBMs at all but the 
lowest stiffness range (i.e. within the performance range of unbound materials). Because of this 
the static stiffness test, (as specified within the harmonised European standards) was adopted. 
This included the adoption of accelerated sample curing and compaction of samples to refusal 
(using a vibrating hammer). 
The importance of good workmanship was found to be critical to the production of HBM 
specimens suitable for testing (in terms of a level surface finish and avoidance of any macro 
voids). 
The test procedure required some refinement and development of apparatus (in the absence of 
any ‘off-the-shelf ‘options compatible with pre-existing concrete or asphalt testing equipment); 
this was carried out as part of this research project. 
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The test adopted was evaluated in terms of reliability, and trialled across a representative range 
of materials, including the development of correlations between static stiffness and more 
established parameters/test outputs to produce initial guidance on material performance.  
The following material behaviour was identified with the static stiffness test: 
• Good quality specimen manufacture has been found to be essential to the successful 
determination of mechanical performance properties for HBMs; 
• Loading rate does not appear to influence HBMs elastic modulus (over the loading 
capabilities of a NAT and industry standard strength testing equipment); 
• Element modulus testing has a larger scatter of results than strength testing. However, the 
BS EN Category 2 material classification system and the IAN73(2006) design approach are 
relatively more sensitive to tensile strength variation than elastic modulus; 
• The performance of HBMs is strongly influenced by aggregate type; 
• For a given aggregate type the performance of a HBM is both reliant upon the binder type, 
quantity, mixture gradation and density. 
• Historic element modulus testing from the NAT ITSM may be possible to correlate with the 
static stiffness test. Further testing is required to confirm this. 
The static stiffness test (in compression) has been included within the latest pavement 
foundation deign guidance (IAN73, 2006). 
5.2 IMPACT ON SPONSORING COMPANY 
The research fulfilled the objectives set out in Section  1.3 by identifying the range of material 
sources (for use within the construction of pavement foundations), including recycled and 
secondary sources. Expertise developed in the laboratory assessment of these materials 
facilitated further research and application of that knowledge on several construction projects. 
The overall approach adopted was one of assessing the appropriateness of local materials, 
regardless of source, to enable its use helping move towards one aspect of developing a more 
sustainable construction industry. 
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The laboratory tools developed as part of this research have been utilised in parallel with 
standard material characterisation methodologies. Further to this the suite of laboratory test 
procedures developed has been extended into other areas of research, specifically tending to 
focus on the use of recycled and secondary materials within various mixtures, across a range of 
applications, including looking at durability requirements and giving assurance of long term 
performance. 
5.3 IMPACT ON THE WIDER INDUSTRY 
The research and developments reported herein have helped expand current knowledge of 
pavement foundation materials and developed their specification. This research has been 
incorporated into industry guidance and specification documents. The main HA documents 
which this research has contributed directly to, or helped inform recent changes include: 
• HD35 “Conservation and the use of reclaimed materials in road construction and 
maintenance” (DMRB Volume 7 Section 1 Part 2, 2004) 
• Draft HD25 “Pavement design and maintenance. Pavement design and construction. 
Foundations” (issued as IAN73, 2006) 
• HD26 “Pavement design and maintenance. Pavement design and construction. 
Pavement design” (DMRB Volume 7 Section 2 Part 3, 2006) 
The research reported herein is a part of; the advancement of pavement and pavement 
foundation design (in terms of its flexibility), encouragement and provision for the use of 
recycled and secondary materials (including stabilised soils and recycled aggregates), 
development of test procedures and guidance for the use of these materials. In addition, the 
encouragement to use certain materials (for example hydraulically bound mixtures and recycled 
aggregates in non highway applications) have been promoted via parallel research, often 
building upon the HA specification and guidance. In short, this comprises one part of industry 
wide developments towards sustainable construction and the overall efficient use of materials. 
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5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDUSTRY AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
Laboratory testing can only ever provide an indication of actual performance on site and the 
design procedures developed take account of likely variability and confidence in the test 
outputs. Redundancy in design can only be reduced, and further confidence gained (specifically 
long term durability) across the range of permissible materials, by feeding back actual site data 
sets into a design review. This is the main area for further research and includes issues such as 
degradation factors (e.g. relating an intact HBM element modulus derived in the laboratory to a 
long term layer modulus over a range of in situ scenarios). 
Aspects of material behaviour, such as the influence of material grading (at the extremes of the 
grading envelope) could be assessed and the specification limits refined. An example where 
this might be considered is for a crushed rock subbase which is compliant with the specification 
grading requirements (but at the coarser end), but which, allowing for further segregation and 
environmental conditions, could result in a failure to comply with in situ performance compliance 
testing. Conversely some materials may benefit from negative pore water pressures, resulting in 
relatively high values of elastic modulus being determined during in situ performance 
compliance testing, which may not be relied upon in the long term. 
Further to aspects of material behaviour, both the Springbox and the static stiffness tests results 
(for unbound and HBM materials, respectively) need to be assessed further in terms of 
reproducibility and uncertainty of measurement. The static stiffness test is closer to market and 
additional research is underway, including ‘round robin’ testing. The Springbox requires further 
development of the manufacturing process so that several, nominally identical, pieces of 
equipment can be used across a number of laboratories, on comparable ‘round robin’ tests. 
5.5 CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 
The research reported herein was undertaken in parallel to industry wide developmental work 
on specifications, standards and design guidance. Therefore, aspects of the research could 
have been more targeted, if the end result of all these developments were better known at the 
time of commencing the research. The researcher’s understanding of the complexities of 
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laboratory testing, standardisation and the numerous practical issues associated with this 
project also developed extensively during the course of the research which enable further 
refinement and revision of the tests. 
Aspects of the research that were particularly difficult were the balance between technical 
accuracy of fundamental output data and the pragmatism required to develop a routine test that 
is suitable for industry application. An example of this is the importance of stress dependency in 
determining an unbound material’s elastic modulus versus the complexity of developing 
apparatus capable of providing repeatable and uniform stress conditions to each sample.  
It is accepted that the tests evaluated and the material guidance produced is not assessed by 
measuring precisely the fundamental material parameters, under precise stress conditions that 
is only possible in advanced research laboratories. However such advanced testing is not 
suitable for routine use. Therefore, to conclude this research has developed and evaluated 
novel laboratory test equipment and techniques suitable for routine use, that provides robust 
test data suitable for inclusion in a more sustainable performance based design approach to 
pavement foundations. The test development and the associated materials testing and material 
reviews have over the life of the project contributed directly to the revision of the standards used 
by industry to design road pavement foundations. 
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ABSTRACT 
Achieving sustainability in construction is one of the key aims of the Highways Agency (HA). In 
order to update the guidance in HD35/95 of Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 7, 
stakeholder interviews and a comprehensive literature review have been undertaken to check 
on the current availability, usage, quality and suitability of recycled and secondary materials for 
inclusion in highways works. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
It is Government policy to encourage ‘sustainable’ development, defined as requiring the 
optimum use and, where appropriate, re-use of materials to conserve resources and minimise 
the environmental impact of abstraction, production, transportation and construction processes. 
The Landfill Tax and Aggregate Levy are seen as powerful drivers for sustainable construction. 
In addition, the 2003 review of Minerals Planning Guidance Note MPG61 recommended lower 
provision of primary aggregates than when it was originally published in 1994. The likely 
economic consequence of this new guidance will be an overall reduction in availability (via a 
reduction in new quarries) and potential resultant price increases of primary against secondary 
aggregates. 
The Specification for Highways Works2 (MCHW) specifies the use of materials in highway 
construction for the motorway and trunk road network. MCHW already permits a wide range of 
secondary and recycled materials, with design guidance given in HD35/953 “Conservation and 
the use of reclaimed materials in road construction and maintenance” (Design Manual for 
Roads and Bridges, Volume 7, Part 1). 
The Highways Agency (HA) commissioned Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering (SWPE) to 
review and update HD35/95 to ensure that it reflects current knowledge, practice, and future 
usage. Details of the review of the guidance document (hereafter HD35/03) are given in this 
paper; the date for formal publication is early 2004. The permitted use of materials is highlighted 
therein for Series 500 (Drainage), 600 (Earthworks), 800 (Unbound and Hydraulically Bound 
Sub-base), 900 (Bitumen Bound Layers), and 1000 (Concrete and Cement Bound Materials). 
Conservation of existing pavements is also covered, together with a glossary of terms that 
summarises the main materials available. 
The methodology comprised an extensive literature review of post 1995 academic journals and 
industrial guidance, and a series of stakeholder interviews (primarily with material suppliers). 
2 HD35/95 REVIEW 
The barriers to the use of recycled and secondary materials, are often cited as: 
• The availability of suitable specifications 
• Lack of confidence and perceived risk relative to conventional materials 
• Material availability and economics 
• Legislation (in particular the classification of many non-primary materials as ‘waste’) 
HD35/03 is concerned primarily with overcoming the first two barriers, while also providing 
guidance on current legislation relevant to those responsible for the design, specification, 
construction and maintenance of roads. Existing guidance was collected and collated during the 
literature review stage of the works. Of particular note is the Aggregate Information Services 
(AIS) Digest 1014, which is readily accessible on the internet via the AggRegain website. This 
information resource is maintained by the Waste & Resources Action Programme (WRAP) and 
details local suppliers, case studies, technical information and guidance. 
Discussions with informed representatives from the HA, research organisations, from industrial 
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and industry associations were held with SWPE as part of the review process. These 
discussions were primarily undertaken to ensure that significant/suitable secondary and 
recycled materials currently available for highway work were included in HD35/03, that all the 
materials included in the original HD35/95 continue to be available, and that future potential 
developments were highlighted.  
The current HD35/95 table (Table A1) presents the permissible materials by ‘use’ category. The 
HD35/03 table (Table A2) adopts the same approach, across a wider range of materials and 
applications, and with a simpler classification system. Materials with specific applications 
included for the first time are cement kiln dust, gypsum, non-ferrous slags, recycled ceramics, 
recycled railway ballast, recycled plastics, and recycled rubber. As with the current document 
this revised table is considered appropriate for initial guidance, since specific reference to 
MCHW is also required. HD35/03 emphasises that although provision is given for the use of 
recycled and secondary materials within the Specification (MCHW), this does not automatically 
infer environmental suitability. The increased use of recycled and secondary materials can have 
a significant positive impact on the environment via reductions in landfilling, quarrying and 
transportation of aggregates, and it is important to assess the potential construction applications 
of these materials in line with current environmental guidelines. The review clearly shows that 
some engineering properties of specific secondary and recycled materials are highly 
advantageous and relatively well understood. As such, HD35/03 does not aim to transform the 
highway into a linear waste tip; instead, it aims to highlight provisions within the specification for 
the cost-effective use of available materials. 
The 2001 amendment to MCHW, research work into ‘new to HD35’ materials such as 
Incinerator Bottom Ash Aggregate (IBAA), development of European Standards by CEN and the 
changing economics of specific materials were shown to impact on the use of recycled and 
secondary materials in highway works. Decline of certain industries, geographical location, and 
demands by other areas of industry for the materials, and changes of the transportation 
infrastructure, were all found to be important controls on the economics/availability of recycled 
and secondary materials for highway construction projects. China Clay Sand is an example of a 
material enjoying wider use due to transportation investment (deep-water port facilities), while 
99.9% of the total output of Furnace Bottom Ash in the UK, although a tried and tested material 
in pavement construction, is being used in the block making industry. 
The refurbishment of existing pavements was also found to have significantly progressed with 
the adoption of crack and seat techniques, for example, enabling retention of old concrete 
pavement as the lower base with a new asphalt overlay or via rubbleisation as the sub base for 
a new pavement. 
Discussions highlighted how significant work has been undertaken to alter perceptions 
associated with materials that were once considered to be “waste”.  
However, several interested parties were concerned that the advice from the Environment 
Agency to classify all “non primary aggregates” as “waste” will continue to provide an obstacle 
to their more widespread use. Although outside the scope of this review, it is clear that further 
action is required by Government to resolve these issues, facilitating the wider use of recycled 
and secondary materials within highway works where economically advantageous. 
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Table A1. HD35/95 Specification for Highway Works – Application of secondary 
aggregates 
APPLICATION 
& 
SERIES 
 
MATERIAL  
EM
BANK
-
 
M
ENT
 AND
 FILL
 
600
 
CAPPING
 
600
 
UNBO
UND
 SUB
-
BASE
 
800
 
BITUM
EN
 BO
UND
 
LAYERS
 
900
 
CEM
ENT
 BO
UND
 
SUB
-BASE
 
1000
 
CEM
ENT
 BO
UND
 
RO
ADBASE
 
1000
 
PQ
 
CO
NCRETE
 
1000
 
Crushed Concrete A B A C A A A 
Bituminous 
Planings 
B B C A B C C 
Demolition Wastes B B C C B C C 
Blastfurnace Slag A B A A A A A 
Steel Slag C C A A B C C 
Burnt Colliery 
Spoil 
A B A C B C C 
Unburnt Colliery 
Spoil 
B C C C B C C 
Spent Oil Shale B B A C B C C 
PFA A A C C B A A 
FBA B B C C B C C 
China Clay Waste B B B B B B B 
Slate Waste B B B C B B B 
A Specific Provision 
B General Provision - permitted if the material complies with the Specification 
requirements but not named within the Specification. 
C Not permitted 
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Table A2. HD35/03 Specification for Highways Works – Application of secondary and 
recycled aggregates 
APPLICATION 
& 
SERIES 
MATERIAL  
PIPE
 BEDDING
 
500
 
EM
BANKM
ENT
 AND
 FILL
 600
 
CAPPING
 
600
 
UNBO
UND
 SUBBASE
 
800
 
HBM
 AND
 CBM
 SUBBASE
 
800
 &
 1000
 
BITUM
EN
 BO
UND
 
 LAYERS
 900
 
CBM
 BASE
 
1000
 
PQ
 CO
NCRETE
 
1000
 
Blastfurnace Slag a a a a a a a a 
Burnt Colliery Spoil x a a a a x x x 
China Clay Sand/Stent a a a a a a a a 
Coal Fly Ash 
/Pulverised Fuel Ash  
a a a x a a a a 
Foundry Sand a a a a a a a a 
Furnace Bottom Ash  a a a x a x x x 
Incinerator Bottom Ash 
Aggregate 
a a a a a a a a 
Phosphoric Slag a a a a a a a a 
Recycled Aggregate a a a a a a a a 
Recycled Asphalt a a a a a a a a 
Recycled Concrete a a a a a a a a 
Recycled Glass a a a a a a a a 
Slate Aggregate a a a a a a a a 
Spent Oil Shale/ Blaise x a a a a x x x 
Steel Slag a a a a a a a a 
Unburnt Colliery Spoil x a x x a x x x 
 
a  Specific (permitted as a constituent if the material complies with the Specification 
(MCHW)) or General Provision (permitted as a constituent if the material complies with 
the Specification (MCHW) requirements but not named within the Specification 
(MCHW)) 
x Not permitted. CBM = Cement Bound Material. HBM =Hydraulically Bound Material. 
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ABSTRACT 
The requirement for a performance based test for unbound and weak hydraulically bound 
materials (HBMs), which is also simple to use in comparison with research based apparatus, 
was identified some years ago as being key to characterising non standard and stabilised 
pavement foundation materials. Resilient modulus and permanent deformation resistance were 
identified as key material performance properties to be determined, both for input into new UK 
design procedures (where pavement thickness will depend on foundation class), and for 
assessing potential constructability prior to more expensive trials. Design features for such a 
test include the incorporation of an aggregate size up to 40mm, the ability to cure HBM samples 
other than in the compaction mould or the test equipment itself, and utilisation of the standard 
Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT) loading frame, which is widely used for the testing of asphalt 
samples. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been a strong tendency throughout civil engineering to move away 
from traditional ‘recipe and method’ specifications and towards those that are ‘performance 
related’ (Fleming, et al 2000). The determination of fundamental engineering properties of 
materials is key to their inclusion within analytical or mechanistic pavement designs. An 
overview of laboratory test method indicated a lack of recognised mechanical tests in the UK 
applicable to unbound and weakly bound pavement materials (Edwards, 2003). Specialist tests 
are available such as the Repeated Load Triaxial (RLT) test and Hollow Cylinder Apparatus 
(HCA), as are much simpler techniques such as the California Bearing Ratio (CBR).  
A need was therefore identified for a relatively simple test which was capable of generating the 
required mechanical properties for input into analytical pavement design, most notably stiffness 
modulus, but also resistance to permanent deformation. The need for this test relates to 
conventional unbound materials (soils, capping, granular sub-bases), but is perhaps more 
critical in the case of less well understood materials, in particular stabilised soils, hydraulically 
bound cappings or sub-bases, and cement bound materials. In some of these cases, there is a 
clear need to be able to obtain information on specimens at different stages of curing. 
A new laboratory test for the characterisation of unbound and weak hydraulically bound 
mixtures under repeated loading was therefore developed at Scott Wilson Pavement 
Engineering Limited. The equipment is known as the ‘Springbox’ and is loosely based around 
the principle of a variably confined test, similar to that adopted in the mechanically more 
complex South African K-Mould (Semmelink and De Beer, 1993). The Springbox has been 
designed to fill the gap between relatively complex research based laboratory tools and the 
more empirical CBR test, as a relatively simple and practical tool, but one which is capable of 
generating scientifically meaningful data. 
The initial concept behind the Springbox was to utilise the Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT) 
loading frame, instrumentation and software. The NAT was identified as a piece of equipment 
commonly available in UK materials testing laboratories, and widely used for the testing of 
asphalt samples. 
Utilising the NAT loading frame and hardware meant the following constraints applied to the test 
design: 
• The maximum load is 5 or 10kN (dependent on type of NAT); 
• The width of the apparatus is restricted to 250mm; 
• The length of the apparatus is restricted to 500mm (assuming the temperature control 
cabinet is not removed). 
This paper details the test equipment, sample preparation protocol (primarily compaction), trials 
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and preliminary results for a range of materials tested, and then concludes by suggesting that 
the equipment described, whilst still a prototype, represents a real advance in material 
characterisation technology. Areas for further research prior to full implementation are 
highlighted. 
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SPRINGBOX 
In order to generate meaningful data, it was decided that a degree of horizontal strain had to be 
permitted within a test specimen and the Springbox achieves this by the specimen taking the 
form of a cube, a pair of whose horizontal faces are spring-loaded; the other pair are fixed. The 
Springbox has been designed for use within a NAT loading frame. In order to accommodate as 
large a particle size as possible, the full 250mm dimension (maximum width of the test 
apparatus within a standard NAT loading frame) is used, which restricts the dimension of the 
specimen to 170mm. The form of test is therefore to apply pulsed vertical load to the full upper 
surface of the specimen, recording displacement both vertically and in the movable horizontal 
direction. Vertical load is controlled (three levels have been used) and, since spring stiffness is 
fixed, the load in the movable horizontal direction can be deduced from the measured horizontal 
strain. The spring-loaded horizontal faces have been designed to accommodate a range of 
spring sizes, with varying spring rates, allowing material specific selection. 
The full test equipment comprises the following main elements; removable sample liners, 
sample liner compaction jacket, the Springbox test box; loading plate, adjustable spring plates, 
linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) frame, instrumentation, interchangeable chrome 
alloy die cast springs, PC, NAT loading frame, software and hardware. 
2.1 THE SPRINGBOX TEST BOX 
The Springbox test box has been designed to lock and constrain the removable liner along its 
fixed edges to prevent significant deflections during testing, to house the spring plates which not 
only give variable confinement to the specimen during testing but also to provide housing for 
horizontal measurement transducers. 
The design of the Springbox has been optimised with regard to weight. The 6mm plate 
thickness was considered a minimum to ensure acceptably low deformation of the box during a 
test. The design requires stiffening ribs along each side of the box and at each end (Figures 1 
and 2). These ribs give the added advantage that the box becomes easier to manhandle. 
Handles are also provided at each end to facilitate horizontal manoeuvring of the equipment. 
The total weight (not including the liner and specimen, which are inserted once the box is in 
position) is a little less than 20kg. 
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Figure 1  Photograph showing the Springbox apparatus 
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Figure 2  Representation of a longitudinal section through the Springbox 
apparatus 
2.2 ADJUSTABLE SPRING PLATES AND DIE CAST SPRING 
SELECTION 
The spring plates (shown in Figures 1 and 2), are adjustable up to the moveable inner liner 
sides, These plates run on low friction bearings along the base of the Springbox and house the 
die cast springs, which provide lateral confinement during testing. 
The springs have been designed with regard to the amount of strain expected, which is 
desirable in a test. Since granular materials under simple stress conditions tend to reach peak 
stress at a strain of around 1-3%, it was considered sensible to allow movement of at least this 
level. With a specimen dimension of 170mm, this equates to a movement of around 2mm at 
each spring. The vertical load level to be applied to the specimen is variable, but is likely to be a 
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maximum of 300kPa. This is capable of generating an accumulated horizontal stress of up to 
150kPa under repeated load, equating to a little over 1kN per spring (assuming four are used). 
Thus a spring stiffness of around 500N/mm is appropriate for the test. The decision was taken 
to limit the number of springs to each side of the box to four. This was primarily due to the 
practicalities involved with using/spacing out a larger number of springs. 
To ensure a consistent start-of-test condition with respect to the horizontally acting springs, the 
approach taken is to tighten them using a torque wrench only, until the first signs of resistance 
are encountered, the intention being for the start point to be zero horizontal stress (or as close 
as can be realistically obtained). 
2.3 INNER SAMPLE LINER AND COMPACTION JACKET 
The inner sample liners are constructed from stainless steel due to its relative cost, resistance 
to abrasion, resistance to corrosion, high stiffness and buildability issues associated with the 
liner’s detachable sides. The specimen weight is typically around 10-12kg and the total 
assemblage within the liner weighs 20kg. 
Additional support is given to the liner by the utilisation of a compaction jacket as can be seen in 
Figure 3. This compaction jacket was designed to be fully adjustable to individual liners 
(allowing for construction tolerances) and interfaces with the requirement of a mechanism, that 
would enable the two detachable walls of the liner to move freely during a test, but rigidly 
restrained while the liner was not in the test equipment. 
 
Figure 3  Sample inner liner and adjustable compaction jacket 
The intended procedure is to assemble the inner liner, with jacking screws holding the end walls 
in position. The compaction jacket is then assembled around the inner liner and tightened. 
Although it was known that the compaction jacket, sample and liner have a combined weight in 
excess of 30 kg, the system was designed so that the liner never needed to be lifted while the 
compaction jacket was affixed. 
The inner liner itself is constructed of 6mm steel. The base and the two sidewalls are monolithic; 
the two ends are separate 6mm sheets with a clearance of around 1mm to the sidewalls. A strut 
of steel connects the two sidewalls at the top of the liner at each end. Two jacking screws are 
threaded through each strut onto a rib at the top of each end wall. These screws are tightened 
whilst the liner is outside the test equipment, generating friction between the end walls and the 
base of the liner sufficient for zero slip. An approximate calculation was carried out based on the 
likely ‘locked-in’ horizontal stresses following compaction. The jacking screws have to be 
capable of generating sufficient downward force on the liner ends, and therefore friction against 
the liner base, to withstand these locked-in stresses. Once the liner is in position in the test 
apparatus, these screws are released. 
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The choice of 6mm steel plate was made after consideration of the forces involved. During the 
test, the fixed sides are supported against four adjustable bolts and the movable sides rest 
against the spring plates. An approximate computation suggests a maximum plate distortion 
under load of around 10 microns (for a 6mm plate). This is considered acceptable in 
comparison to the anticipated displacements during a test. 
To minimise friction between the specimen and the walls, base and loading plate combinations 
of lubricants and/or membranes were trialled with varying degrees of success during equipment 
development. After trials of several different options, 0.5mm PTFE membrane was found to be 
the most suitable material to use between the steel of the liner and the specimen. This 
generated very low friction between the PTFE and the steel and avoided the possibility of 
embedment of stones into the PTFE, which occurred when a thicker membrane was used. The 
PTFE membrane was continued around the internal angles of the liner, in order to prevent 
particles from the specimen entering the joint between the fixed and free panels of the liner and 
potentially inhibiting movement. 
2.4 INSTRUMENTATION, SOFTWARE AND DATA ACQUISITION 
SYSTEM 
The following measurements are taken during the test; load magnitude (controlled), vertical 
displacement (transient and permanent) and horizontal displacement (transient and permanent). 
The first, load magnitude, can easily be achieved through the existing NAT load cell. The 
magnitude of strains which it is desirable to measure may be as little as 10 microstrain, 
equivalent to only 1.7 microns over 170mm. For this, LVDTs are seen as the only realistic 
option. To give averaged data (and to remove any error due to plate tilt), two LVDTs are needed 
for vertical measurement and two more for horizontal measurement. The horizontal LVDTs 
measure to the centre of each movable liner wall/adjustable spring plate. 
Cooper Research Technology undertook software developments. The intention was to use the 
existing NAT software as a basis for the new developmental trials. Test/specimen reference 
details factually recorded during the set up comprised: operator, file name and specimen 
dimensions. Test input data comprised:; test duration (to the nearest 100 pulses), a facility for 
undertaking conditioning pulses prior to the test, test load (between 0.1 and 10kN, to the 
nearest 0.1kN), target load duration (between 100 and 1000ms, to the nearest 20ms) and 
duration of the whole load/unload cycle (between 100 and 3000ms, to the nearest 100ms). 
The software was written to record permanent deformation data from the four LVDTs, at every 
tenth pulse. A base line reading was taken on exiting the LVDT set-up screen prior to starting 
the test. 
LVDTs 1 and 2 extend during the test, while LVDTs 3 and 4 compress. At the development 
stage all the LVDT measurements were reported individually. The transient deflections of the 
sample were recorded by taking readings from the four LVDTs and the load cell every 5ms over 
the length of a specified pulse, and also by recording the loading stage of the subsequent pulse. 
The only limitation on the number of these data sets that could be specified is the size of the 
resulting data file. The time between reading the first and last channels at each specified point 
is approximately 4ms. The order in which the channels are read is: LVDT 1, LVDT 3, load cell, 
LVDT 4 and LVDT 2. This meant that the sum (or mean) of both the vertical and horizontal 
LVDTs is as coincidental with the load cell readings as possible. 
The in-test monitoring screen updates every 10 pulses and displays the 4 individual LVDT 
readouts, the approximate shape of the loading pulse, and the mean of the two LVDTs 
measuring the accumulation of permanent deformation which is also graphically shown against 
a number of load applications (pulses). 
The resolution of the LVDTs was reviewed and is still subject to re-assessment. At low stress 
levels the 5mm sweep LVDTs and 16-bit processor produce rather ill defined hysteresis loops 
(especially the LVDTs measuring horizontal deflections). This is a problem also encountered 
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with Repeated Load Triaxial testing where the measuring device needs to be able to measure 
relatively large permanent strains, while also requiring the resolution to accurately record 
smaller transient strains. An initial assessment indicated that this was not a significant problem 
during the trials, as it was only noticeable in very stiff materials at the lower stress applications. 
The Springbox software allows input of up to three consecutive load levels for a user-specified 
number of pulses. As with standard pneumatic NATs, the nature of the NAT hardware means 
that the target load is generally not instantaneously obtained. Dependant on the target test, the 
NAT equipment typically took up to a maximum of 5 pulses before the specified load was 
obtained. Given the simplified nature of the test, this was not considered overly significant. 
2.5 SAMPLE PREPARATION TRIALS AND PROCEDURES 
The range of unbound and lightly bound materials for which testing is ideally required is large, 
which gives rise to issues regarding the preparation of a range of realistic specimens. The main 
areas that were considered are: grading and maximum aggregate size, compaction, mixing 
(aggregate/soil binder affinity), curing and soaking. The materials chosen for testing included: 
Oxford Clay, Lime stabilised Oxford Clay, Type 1 unbound sub-base, slag bound material 
(SBM) and cement bound material (CBM). 
2.6 GRADING AND MAXIMUM AGGREGATE SIZE 
Various ratios of test specimen size to maximum aggregate size were identified during the 
literature review. There is clearly no unanimous view on the permissible limit of specimen size to 
particle size ratios; different researchers suggest numbers from 4 to 10 (Edwards, 2003). 
However, it seems clear that the chief complicating factor is the full particle size distribution in 
that the importance of the largest particle is greatly reduced when surrounded by a mass of 
significantly smaller particles. A maximum aggregate size of 40mm (in broadly graded 
aggregates) was selected during the equipment trials. 
2.7 COMPACTION 
Extensive work on the compaction procedure for Springbox sample preparation resulted in the 
recommendation of a method similar to that used for CBR, but with due account being taken of 
the difference in specimen area. The BS EN 13286-4 (2003) methodology for compacting 
samples with a vibrating hammer was used as a starting point for the sample compaction 
procedure. The vibrating hammer has the added advantage of being portable (when used with a 
small generator) and applicable to a wide range of materials. Ideally, alternative methodologies 
more suitable to compaction of materials prone to degradation under the relatively high 
compaction stress generated with a vibrating hammer should be considered. However, this is as 
an area for further possible research, using apparatus such as the vibrating table or gyratory 
compactor. 
Building the sample up in four layers, using a full surface compaction foot and applying the 
compactive force for between 90 and 100 seconds, produced suitable samples without undue 
sample degradation. In the case of material that benefits from a kneading action of compaction 
(such as cohesive soils), a smaller scale compaction foot capable of shearing the soil during the 
sample preparation was utilised. 
2.8 CURING 
Samples of lime stabilised Oxford Clay, Slag Bound Material (SBM) and Cement Bound Material 
(CBM) were all cured. The length of the curing periods meant that only two curing 
methodologies were trialled during the test development phase, namely; air curing with room 
temperatures recorded, sealed curing at recorded room temperatures and curing periods were 
varied depending on the expected rate of strength gain. For example cured samples of SBM 
were tested at 40 and 80 days age, while the cured CBM was tested at 7 days age only. 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Bearing in mind the likely use of the test and the non-linearity of the materials that would 
normally be tested, it was decided that a procedure had to be developed which applied a range 
of different stress levels, and so measured stiffness and permanent deformation resistance 
applicable to different levels in a pavement. The procedure adopted for these tests was as 
follows: 
• Apply 1000 load applications at a low load level (1.5kN, equivalent to 52kPa); 
• Apply the same number at an intermediate stress level (3kN, 104kPa); 
• Repeat at a high stress level (5kN, 173kPa). 
Results are presented for a range of materials tested which include; cohesive soil (Oxford Clay), 
lime stabilised Oxford Clay (5% quicklime), Type 1 sub-base (carboniferous Limestone from 
Longcliffe quarry), SBM (crushed limestone + 15% blast furnace slag + 10% steel slag and 
CBM material (capping ex M6 Toll + 4% OPC by dry weight). 
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Figure 4. Permanent axial strain data 
Figure 4 shows a range of permanent deformation measurements for the suite of materials 
tested in the Springbox. It is not considered that the permanent strain information will be input 
directly into design, since computation of permanent deformation in a pavement is not currently 
carried out. However, it is very important to ensure that excessive deformation will not occur due 
to trafficking during construction. It is clear that the test is able to discriminate between materials 
regarding their deformation susceptibility, and the data can be used to assess whether a 
particular material would meet the performance requirements identified or it needed to be 
untrafficked (or cured prior to trafficking). 
From Figure 5, it is immediately clear that the stiffnesses measured are in the correct range for 
such materials for use in pavement design. For example, the stiffness of Type 1 sub-base is 
generally taken to be 150 MPa for design purposes; the test results range from 157 to 185 MPa. 
Stabilised soil is normally expected to achieve a slightly better stiffness; the lime stabilised clay 
results range from 165 to 173 MPa at 28 days, rising to 285 to 448MPa at 56 days. The 
following points should be noted: 
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• The trend for unbound materials is for the measured stiffness to increase slightly at 
higher levels of stress. This is a function of the increase in confinement generated as 
the test proceeds and is expected for a granular material. 
• The trend for bound materials is for measured stiffness to decrease at higher levels of 
stress. This is almost certainly due to damage that is being induced under repeated 
loading. The measured compressive strength of slag bound material was only 1.5 MPa 
at 40 days, rising to 11 MPa at 80 days. The strength of CBM was measured at 7 days 
as 6 MPa. This tendency to induce damage in weakly bound materials is a useful 
feature of the test, since it is possible to include the effects of early trafficking on the 
achieved stiffness appropriate for pavement design. 
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Figure 5  Stiffness modulus data (taken from 1000th load cycle) 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
A piece of equipment (known as the ‘Springbox’) suitable for testing a range of unbound and 
lightly bound materials has been designed, constructed, refined and initially validated. In 
summary, the key aspects of the equipment are: 
• It is suited to use with a Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT) loading frame. 
• NAT software has been written to control the test and acquire the necessary data. 
• The test applies a repeated vertical load to a cube of material and also allows horizontal 
strain in the specimen in one direction, with sides restrained by springs. In the other 
horizontal direction the sides are fully restrained. 
• Both stiffness modulus and a measure of resistance to permanent strain are obtained. 
• Techniques have been designed for compaction and curing/conditioning, using a 
stainless steel liner to directly enclose the specimen, which is then inserted into the 
Springbox when ready for testing. 
• Data obtained on a wide range of unbound and lightly bound materials gives confidence 
that results from the Springbox test are suitable for use in material characterisation for 
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pavement design. 
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ABSTRACT 
The current trend in mechanistic (analytical) pavement design is to use the mechanistic 
properties of pavement materials. This is compatible with the move towards performance-based 
specifications, away from traditional empirical-based design methods and recipe specifications. 
Other drivers such as the European wide adoption of aggregate mixture standards, which no 
longer differentiate on source, and moves towards sustainable construction mean that a wide 
range of recycled, secondary and primary aggregate sources can potentially be utilized within 
highway construction. The requirement for accelerated, performance-based testing is therefore 
coming to the fore. 
The Highways Agency (UK) has funded an accelerated testing programme across a range of 
unbound capping and subbase materials. The performance parameters assessed, over a range 
of moisture/soaking conditions, are resistance to permanent deformation and resilient stiffness. 
The apparatus used during the unbound mixture assessments is the newly developed 
Springbox, which utilizes the standard Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT) loading frame and 
software. This follows a simplification of the K-mould test and facilitates repeated loading of 170 
mm cubic specimens under variable confinement. Samples are compacted into stainless steel 
liners. If required, samples can then be soaked prior to placement within the Springbox 
apparatus for testing. 
This paper discusses the aggregate mixture performance parameters being measured, briefly 
outlines sample preparation procedures, introduces the Springbox equipment and test 
procedures, describes a testing program of unbound capping and subbase materials, and 
presents results. The performance of the Springbox apparatus is discussed and conclusions on 
the relative performance of the aggregates are presented. 
1 BACKGROUND 
Empirically based pavement design methodologies are well established for UK pavement 
design; they work well, having been refined over a number of years and make use of well 
understood, although simplified, material “properties”. Simplistic index and relationship tests, in 
particular the California Bearing Ratio (CBR) for foundation layers, have stood the test of time in 
terms of continued widespread use, and have been correlated with pavement performance over 
a number of years. However, it is widely recognized that the CBR does not fundamentally 
measure the performance of a pavement foundation material (1). Drivers, such as the UK 
Highways Agency’s policy towards the use of performance based specifications (2 and 3), 
adoption of European wide aggregate standards (4), and sustainable construction pressures, all 
strongly imply the need for performance assessment of a wider range of materials than 
previously used. In addition, the design of upper pavement structures in the UK is currently 
independent of the quality of the road foundation. To overcome this, work is in progress in the 
UK to subdivide foundations into four different classes. The aim of these foundation classes, 
based upon broad ranges of foundation performance characteristics, is the optimization of 
pavement designs (3). 
Performance based assessments of pavement foundation layers can be inferred from 
classification or index tests, or alternatively directly measured in-situ and/or within the 
laboratory. Relationships based upon classification and/or index tests could potentially reduce 
flexibility in choice of materials and foundation designs. Direct mechanical performance testing 
is therefore a preferred option. Economical accelerated testing of unbound material 
performance can only be undertaken within laboratory conditions, especially when properties 
under varying loading and moisture conditions must be defined. In-situ performance testing of 
unbound aggregates is not considered within this paper. 
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2 LABORATORY PERFORMANCE BASED TESTING 
The performance of unbound aggregates is dominated by their mechanical behaviour. Dawson 
(5) noted, “…that perhaps the first engineers to recognize the importance of mechanical 
behaviour were … Macadam and Telford in the early 1800’s. In their construction practice they 
insisted that aggregates were angular or had crushed faces and interlocked well”. Mechanistic 
and analytical design methods treat the pavement as a structure, basing the performance 
assessment on the mechanical response of the pavement under specified environmental and 
loading conditions. For this approach to work (as with any design procedure) it is fundamental 
that the parameters inputted are representative. The required unbound material properties 
identified within the UK for use within pavement design models are resilient stiffness (Er) and a 
relative measure of resistance to permanent deformation (2 and 3). 
A review of performance based tests of aggregates for use in unbound layers undertaken in the 
U.S. (6) details the range of testing equipment available for determination of various material 
properties. Unfortunately, this NCHRP assessment for determination of stiffness only comprised 
the repeated load triaxial (RLT). Alternative apparatus, namely the K-mould (7) and Hollow 
Cylinder Apparatus (HCA) were only assessed in terms of determination of shear strength. 
Within the UK, RLT apparatus suitable for the testing of unbound materials is generally 
considered specialist and is typically only available within research organizations. The general 
agreement is that the test is not suitable for routine use (8). 
Lekarp et al (9) noted that comparatively little research into permanent deformation and plastic 
response of unbound materials has been undertaken, concluding that it may be due to the 
relatively long timescales (permanent deformation requires more load applications than for the 
determination of Er), and the destructive nature of the testing (making it significantly more time 
consuming with many more specimens required to obtain the necessary test data). Although the 
practicalities offer some explanation for the lack of research into permanent deformation, a 
more obvious reason exists; namely, that with the possible exception of the HCA, laboratory 
tests do not currently recreate the actual loadings (especially the rotation of principal axes) 
particularly well. However, the HCA is a research tool with a number of practical limitations, 
including availability, productivity and complexity (6).  
The Springbox (10) was developed to fill the gap between relatively complex research based 
laboratory tools and the more empirical CBR test. Its primary function is to facilitate laboratory 
based, cost effective, reliable, mechanical assessment of unbound materials resilient stiffness 
(Er) and relative resistance to permanent deformation. 
3 THE SPRINGBOX EQUIPMENT 
The Springbox equipment (shown in Figure 1) is loosely based around the principle of a variably 
confined test, similar to that adopted in the mechanically more complex K-mould that originated 
in the U.S. before being modified and adopted in South Africa (7). The equipment utilizes the 
standard Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT) load frame, software and hardware. The only 
significant amendment to the NAT apparatus, which is widely used throughout UK material 
testing laboratories, is the utilization of four Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT’s), 
rather than the standard two used in asphalt testing. The key elements of note are that the test 
applies a repeated vertical load to a cube of material and allows horizontal strain of the 
specimen in one direction, with these sides restrained by springs. In the other horizontal 
direction the sides are fully restrained. 
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Figure 1  The Springbox 
The spring housing plates, shown in Figure 2, have been designed to accommodate a range of 
spring sizes with varying spring rates, allowing material specific spring selection. These plates 
are adjusted to the moveable inner liner sides, which can then be released by unlocking the top 
locking bolts, allowing horizontal straining of the sample under repeated load. Additional rigidity 
is given to the inner liner during compaction by placing it within a fully adjustable compaction 
jacket. This jacket is removed after compaction and the movable liner sides are fixed in place 
with the locking bolts, until set up in the Springbox testing mould. The springs have been 
selected based on the amount of strain, which is desirable in a test. Since granular materials 
under simple stress conditions tend to reach peak stress at a strain of around 1-3%, it was 
considered sensible to allow movement of at least this level (10). With a specimen dimension of 
170 mm, this equates to a movement of around 2 mm at each spring. The vertical load level to 
be applied to the specimen is variable, but is likely to be a maximum of 300 kPa. This, it is 
suggested, could generate a horizontal stress of around 150 kPa under repeated load, equating 
to a little over 1 kN per spring (four are used). Thus a spring stiffness of around 375 to 570 
N/mm is appropriate for the test; 420 N/mm has been selected for the testing carried out to 
date. 
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Figure 2  Representation of a longitudinal section through the Springbox 
apparatus 
4 TESTING PROGRAMME 
4.1 SPRINGBOX TEST PROCEDURE 
A standardized test procedure was adopted to allow direct comparison of results between 
selected materials. Unbound materials typically display a non-linear stress dependency. The 
test procedure therefore applied a range of stresses to each material, simulating conditions at 
different levels in the pavement. As with the more mechanically complex K-mould (7), the 
Springbox automatically increases the lateral restraint to the specimen as horizontal strain 
accumulates during the test. 
A loading frequency of 1 Hz was selected with an approximately haversine pulse shape. The 
following test procedure was applied to all the specimens: Apply 500 load applications at a low 
stress level (50 kPa), apply the same number at an intermediate stress level (100 kPa) and 
repeat at a high stress level (170 kPa). Prior testing (10) of unbound materials had shown 
permanent deformation to be approaching an asymptotic value at around 400 cycles. The 
choice of 500 load cycles was made following this initial testing. 
The selected stress levels were kept constant throughout the testing of the different materials to 
facilitate ease of comparison. No conditioning of the samples was undertaken prior to 
determination of Er and the results presented for each stress level are based on the 500th cycle. 
The three stress levels are tested consecutively, meaning that the lateral restraint on the 
sample increases with horizontal deformation of the specimen resulting from vertical loading. 
This means the test has the advantage over the RLT of not needing to calculate a 
predetermined confining stress prior to testing (7). 
4.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION PROCEDURES 
The test samples were prepared within the Springbox stainless steel test liners (10). A 
maximum aggregate size of 40 mm for broadly graded aggregates was utilized during the test 
programme. This partially results from boundary condition assessments undertaken during the 
equipment development trials, but also reflects a maximum aggregate size relative to the 
compaction procedure (layer thickness related to maximum aggregate size). 
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Samples were compacted to comparable densities, similar to those determined in standard 
laboratory tests, by utilizing a vibrating hammer methodology. The vibrating hammer is mounted 
within a vertically adjustable frame, thus controlling the horizontal level of the finished sample 
surface and the level of the static load applied during compaction. The compaction foot applies 
full surface loading. The static load applied was calculated proportionally from that used with the 
relatively smaller CBR compaction foot. The standard procedure of building up the sample in 
three layers, and applying the compaction force for between 80 and 100 seconds, produced 
suitable samples without unrealistic sample degradation occurring (10). Some care was taken to 
avoid placing the largest aggregate particles near the corners of the inner liner, to prevent 
bridging and the creation of a macro void. This practice is not dissimilar in nature to the care 
required with sample preparation in the RLT apparatus around the on-sample instrumentation 
studs. 
The remainder of the sample preparation procedures did not require modification from industry 
standards. Sampling for each of the selected materials was undertaken from stockpiles. Each 
test was undertaken on a separate, representative sub-sample taken from the aggregate 
stockpiles. A number of sub-samples were selected for repeatability testing. Special care was 
taken with these sub-samples, to try and produce two samples that could nominally be treated 
as being identical. These samples were used to assess the repeatability and reliability of the 
Springbox equipment. The remainder of the testing was less tightly controlled, to allow an 
assessment of other sources of variability. 
Materials were generally compacted at their optimum moisture content (OMC) as determined 
using a vibrating hammer (11). On selected materials the effect of variation in moisture content 
on Er and resistance to permanent deformation was explored over a range of moisture contents 
and also by soaking the samples. Soaking was achieved by placing the sample in a water tank 
for a 24-hour period, with water ingress permitted through the base of the liner, a head of water 
equivalent to the upper surface of the sample was maintained throughout. The sample was then 
removed for immediate testing. Drainage of samples was permitted throughout the sample 
preparation and subsequent testing. 
4.3 MATERIAL SELECTION AND ENGINEERING INDEX 
PROPERTIES 
Eleven sources of aggregate were selected for this study. The aggregates and some selected 
properties are given in Table 1. The materials included a range of primary, secondary and 
recycled sources. 
The grading requirements and minimum resistance to fragmentation requirements for each of 
the aggregate materials/unbound mixtures, as drawn from the European Unbound Aggregate 
Mixture Specification (12), and contained within the UK highways specification (13) are 
summarized in Table 2. The materials tested within this study were compliant with the 
application requirements of the UK highways specification (13). The only exception to this was 
the Furnace Bottom Ash (FBA), which fell outside the required grading envelope. It should be 
noted that current practice in UK means that ‘site won’ materials (i.e. capping and fill) are 
assessed against British Soil Standards, unlike ‘off site’ materials which are assessed against 
the European Aggregate Standards (4). This explains the difference in some of the sieve sizes 
referenced in Table 2. For simplicity the ‘site won’ and ‘off site’ materials have been grouped 
under a single UK highways specification (13) application. 
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Table 1   Unbound aggregate source and classification 
Source Source 
Classification 
Process/Type Specification 
Compliance (13) 
Code 
Site won capping: 
Birmingham Northern 
Ring Relief Road 
Primary 
Graded Fluvioglacial 
rounded gravel and 
sand with a high fines 
content 
Capping (6F2) SG 
Municipal Solid Waste 
(MSW) Incinerator 
(Source 1) 
Recycled Processed Incinerator Bottom Ash Aggregate 
Capping 
(equivalent to 
6F2) 
IBA1 
MSW Incinerator 
(Source 2) Recycled 
Processed Incinerator 
Bottom Ash Aggregate 
Capping 
(equivalent to 
6F2) 
IBA2 
Rugeley Power 
Station, West Midlands Secondary 
Conditioned 
Pulverized Fuel ash General fill PFA 
Rugeley Power 
Station, West Midlands Secondary Furnace Bottom Ash 
Capping 
(equivalent to 
6F2) 
FBA 
Site processed 
concrete and 
demolition materials 
Recycled Crushed concrete and brick Subbase (Type 2) CC 
Bardon Hill Quarry, 
Leicestershire Primary Crushed Granodiorite Subbase (Type 2) CG2 
Highway 
reconstruction Recycled 
Recycled Asphalt 
Planings Subbase (Type 2) RAP 
Processed river 
terrace sand and 
gravel, Norfolk 
Primary Graded rounded chert gravel and sand Subbase (Type 2) RG 
Longcliffe Quarry, 
Derbyshire Primary 
Crushed 
Carboniferous 
Limestone 
Subbase (Type 1) CCL 
Bardon Hill Quarry, 
Leicestershire Primary Crushed Granodiorite Subbase (Type 1) CG1 
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5 ANALYSIS 
In the first instances the Springbox results have been analyzed by making the simplistic (but 
practical) assumption of linear elasticity as shown in equations 1 to 4. The orientation of the 
principal stresses (σ1, σ2 and σ3) and corresponding strains (ε1, ε2 and ε3) are shown in Figure 3. 
The parameters σ1, ε1 and ε2 are all measured during testing and ε3 is zero. The parameter κ is 
the spring rate related to the surface area of the specimen. 
σ1
σ2
σ3
Springs
ε3 = 0
ε2
ε1
 
Figure 3  Principal stresses and strains modelled within the Springbox  
The parameters σ1, ε1 and ε2 are known; this leaves Er (resilient stiffness), υ Poisson’s Ratio), σ2 
and σ3 to be determined from Equations 1 to 4. 
Eq1. Er 3211 υσυσσε −−=  
Eq2. Er 3122 υσυσσε −−=  
Eq3. Er 2133 0 υσυσσε −−==  
Eq4. 22 κεσ =  
The following adjustments have been made to take account of wall friction using a coefficient of 
friction (cf). The parameter σ3 requires no adjustment. 
Eq5.  3211 σσσσ cfcfmeasured −−=  
Eq6. 3122 5.05.0 σσσσ cfcfmeasured −−=  
A frictional stress of the cf x normal stress is assumed to apply over the top, bottom and fixed 
walls. The cf was calculated for a particular material by comparing the results from the standard 
test to those with all the sides fully restrained (ε1 = ε3 = 0). Identical values for Er and υ were 
computed from the two test specimens when the value of cf was 0.38.This value of cf has 
therefore been used in all the Springbox modelling presented within this paper. 
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6 RESULTS 
6.1 RESILIENT STIFFNESS 
The resilient behaviour of the unbound aggregate materials is summarized in Figures 4 and 5. 
These results are based on an average of between three and six separate samples for each 
material type. The Springbox is shown to be able to discriminate between materials based on 
their resilient characteristics. As expected, lower specification materials (fill and capping) 
uniformly show lower values of Er when compared to the subbase materials. The one exception 
to this is crushed demolition waste (CC). This is probably due to the relatively high proportion of 
brick within the aggregate mixture. 
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Figure 4  Resilient stiffness results for fill and capping aggregate materials 
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Figure 5  Resilient stiffness results for subbase aggregate materials 
The time span between compaction and testing was tightly controlled during this test 
programme and was insufficient to allow for any self-cementing between particles to occur. 
Dependent on pore water conditions aggregates containing limestone, some fly ashes and 
concrete can potentially have long-term gains in resilient performance (14). 
Good agreement is found within the subbase material groups. The higher specification Type 1 
(13) (typically crushed graded aggregate) materials are noticeably stiffer than the Type 2 (13) 
materials (typically sand and gravel). 
One of the major controls on the resilient behaviour of the unbound materials is shown to be the 
stress level of testing. This agrees with established knowledge of unbound material behaviour, 
with stress level being noted as one of the most significant influences on resilient properties of 
granular materials measured in the RLT (15). The benefit of using a variably confined apparatus 
is that it allows materials to move laterally under vertical loading, leading to the development of 
realistic confining stress (calculated from equations 1 to 4). However, it should be noted that 
increasing the vertical applied stress in the Springbox increases both bulk and cyclic stress and 
so direct comparison with the RLT is not straightforward. The authors are currently evaluating 
the suitability of non-linear elastic models, such as the Uzan model (16), in interpreting the 
Springbox data for pavement design, including assessment of comparative testing in the RLT. 
Compaction of samples at moisture levels above their Optimum Moisture Content (OMC), as 
determined using the standard vibrating hammer methodology (11), was found to markedly 
decrease measured values of Er. This is attributed to a combination of factors. Firstly the 
samples compacted at the higher moisture content levels did not achieve comparable densities 
to those specimens compacted around the OMC. Secondly variations in moisture content above 
OMC could have a lubricating effect on the material, decreasing Er (17). In addition, the lowering 
of Er values at moisture contents above OMC and approaching saturation point could also be 
attributed to the development of excess pore water pressures, decreasing the effective stress, 
which subsequently decreases both the strength and stiffness of the material (15). 
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7 RELATIVE PERMANENT DEFORMATION 
Figures 6 and 7 show the range of permanent deformation measurements for the unbound 
materials tested within the Springbox. Clear definition, in terms of relative performance, can be 
seen between the lower specification fill/capping and the subbase materials. The permanent 
deformation data may not be directly usable in design, but is seen as a valuable tool to highlight 
those materials that cannot be trafficked under wet conditions without risk of deformation (and 
hence failure of any underlying subgrade). As expected, the materials compacted at moisture 
contents above the OMC displayed relatively poorer performance, in terms of permanent shear 
deformation, than those compacted at OMC. This is not only a function of moisture content, but 
also the degree of compaction achieved with the adopted compaction method. A significant 
observation is that material ranking in terms of Er does not necessarily correspond to ranking in 
terms of relative permanent shear deformation. 
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Figure 6  Permanent vertical deformation of the fill and capping aggregate 
materials 
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Figure 7  Permanent vertical deformation of the subbase aggregate materials 
7.1 POISSON’S RATIO 
The unbound aggregates tested as part of this project displayed Poisson ratios typically 
between 0.3 and 0.4. These are in line with expected values. 
8 DISCUSSION 
8.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION 
The vibrating hammer methodology adopted for the preparation of the Springbox samples was 
found to be satisfactory, both in terms of achieving consistent and comparable levels of 
compaction to the standard Proctor compaction, without causing unrepresentative degradation 
of the sample. 
BS EN 13286-4 (11) allows a hand-held vibrating hammer procedure to be adopted for 
establishing the relationship between moisture content and dry density for unbound mixtures. 
Compaction of the Springbox samples was found to be comparatively sensitive to the static load 
applied by the operator, when compared against the standard procedure (11). A compaction 
frame was therefore adopted. This produced a number of advantages; namely ensuring of the 
vibrating hammer remains perpendicular to the specimen during compaction (leading to the 
consistent production of level surfaced samples), a consistent static load during compaction, 
and the avoidance of operator fatigue. 
A 24-hour delay between compaction and testing was adopted following comparisons with initial 
performance results. This is in line with similar research on unbound materials (18). The most 
sensitive response in both Er (shown in Figure 8) and resistance to permanent deformation was 
displayed in the graded fluvioglacial capping material (SG), and is thought to result from 
insufficient time between compaction and testing for any elevated pore water pressure to 
dissipate. 
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Figure 8  Effect of time delay between sample compaction and testing on Er 
Soaking of individual samples within the Springbox inner liners prior to testing was found to be 
an effective way to assess the aggregate mixture’s performance at an extreme ‘worst case’ 
moisture content. Figure 9 shows comparative results for two sets of Municipal Solid Waste 
Incinerator Bottom Ash (IBA) samples. The samples were tested at OMC content prior to 
soaking and retesting. This approach was often found to be preferable to trying to compact 
samples wet of OMC. 
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Figure 9  Effect of soaking on the Er of tested IBA samples 
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8.2 SPRINGBOX TEST RESULTS 
Reliability of the Springbox equipment has been assessed in two ways during this project. 
Repeatability was assessed by manufacturing pairs of samples from a variety of materials, prior 
to testing them over a range of stresses. The resultant comparative Er plot is shown in Figure 
10. The test data fit to the line of equality is especially good at the lower Er range (i.e. higher 
transient strain). At the higher Er range the differences between the tests are in the order of 6%. 
This is comparable to the repeatability demonstrated by the RLT during unbound material 
testing (19). Further confidence in the results is given by plotting the effect of density against 
permanent deformation for the graded fluvioglacial capping material (SG) –see Figure 11. This 
material was used during sample compaction trials and the resultant data shows a good 
correlation between density and permanent shear strain over a range of cyclic stresses. 
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Figure 10  Repeatability of Springbox Er results 
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Figure 11  Effect of density on vertical permanent deformation 
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9 CONCLUSIONS 
This study, utilizing the newly developed Springbox on a range of unbound aggregate materials, 
delivers the following conclusions: 
• The Springbox apparatus provides a relatively rapid and economic accelerated test 
method for determining Er and resistance to permanent deformation. 
• Dependent on material type, a 24 hour delay between compaction with a vibrating 
hammer and testing was found be beneficial to the measured performance of certain 
materials. 
• The Springbox was effective in ranking materials in terms of performance, over a range 
of densities and moisture content/soaking conditions. 
• Reliability assessment of the Springbox and the range of results produced for unbound 
materials give confidence that the Er results are suitable for material characterization in 
pavement design. 
• Ranking of materials in terms of Er does not directly correspond to the ranking for 
resistance to relative permanent deformation. 
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ABSTRACT 
Aggregates form the predominant proportion of material used within pavement constructions, 
but the majority come from primary sources such as quarries and gravel pits. Developments to 
guidance documents, specifications and design methodologies are potentially removing barriers 
to the use of alternative recycled and secondary aggregates. This paper focuses on how 
increased utilisation of alternative materials can be achieved via the adoption of performance 
based specifications, rather than the more traditional recipe approach, which tends to favour 
materials from established aggregate sources.  
Performance specifications and their associated testing suites are relatively well established for 
the upper layers of pavements, with equipment such as the Nottingham Asphalt Tester used to 
determine design parameters under laboratory conditions. More recently, specifications for 
pavement foundations have also been moving towards performance based approaches, linked 
to the introduction of different foundation classes in pavement design. These foundation classes 
are based around in situ control, particularly stiffness testing. However, accelerated testing of 
unbound and bound material options, in order to obtain design values, can only realistically be 
undertaken under laboratory conditions. The lack of suitable tests with which to assess the 
performance of these foundation materials, or a lack of familiarity with the BS EN mixture test 
standards, could potentially result in a barrier to the use of otherwise suitable material. 
Therefore, this paper describes developments in laboratory-based assessment of pavement 
foundation materials, utilising robust user-friendly tests, specifically focussing on stiffness 
measurement and areas of ongoing research. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The use of recycled and secondary materials within the construction industry is a key element in 
achieving sustainable construction, with recycling targets becoming an increasingly common 
part of the tendering process (Hooper, et al 2005). Drivers, such as the Highways Agency’s 
policy towards the use of performance based specifications (Fleming et al 2003; Chaddock and 
Merrill, 2004), adoption of European wide aggregate standards (Rockcliff and Dudgeon, 2004), 
and sustainable construction pressures, all strongly imply further need for ongoing 
developments to specifications and performance assessment methodologies in order to avoid 
creating barriers to the use of otherwise suitable materials. 
The Highways Agency guidance document on the use of recycled and secondary aggregates 
(HD35, 2004) presents the permissible materials by application. HD35/04 and the background 
work to this publication clearly showed that some engineering properties of specific secondary 
and recycled materials are highly advantageous and relatively well understood; for example the 
use of ground granulated blast furnace slag as a cement replacement, and the use of crushed 
concrete as unbound subbase aggregate (Edwards, 2003). Other aggregate sources are less 
well understood and there is a requirement for suitable tests to be available in order to give 
assurance of their performance, dependent on the proposed application.  
On a component level, the BS ENs for aggregates now all contain production control systems to 
ensure that the aggregates comply with the appropriate standards. In addition, the Quality 
Protocol for the production of aggregates from inert waste helps identify the point where a waste 
becomes a product, and also gives assurance that the aggregate products conform to 
standards common to both recycled and primary aggregates (WRAP, 2005). Mechanical 
performance related testing of aggregate products within mixtures, such as asphalt bound 
mixtures, within the upper pavement layers has been employed since the 1990’s (Widyatmoko 
et al, 2005). However, laboratory based performance testing of unbound and hydraulically 
bound mixtures, for potential use within pavement foundations, is relatively less well developed, 
yet is still of importance to the overall performance of a pavement construction (Thom  et al, 
2005). The application of performance specifications within the lower pavement construction 
layers is on the verge of moving from research based studies into the Design Manual for Roads 
and Bridges, with the division of pavement foundations into four performance classes (50, 100, 
200, 400 MPa), first introduced as a development to the design methodology for flexible 
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composite and flexible pavements in TRL Report 615 (Nunn, 2004).  
Performance based assessments of pavement foundations can be derived from classification or 
index tests of the component materials, or alternatively directly measured in situ and/or within 
the laboratory. Relationships based upon classification and/or index tests could potentially 
reduce flexibility in the choice of secondary materials and innovative foundation designs. Direct 
mechanical performance testing is, therefore, a preferred option. However, a balance has to be 
struck between this need and the introduction of any overly complex test methods for measuring 
material properties to obtain input data (Nunn, 2004). Therefore, this paper focuses on 
developments in robust, user-friendly tests for laboratory based assessment of pavement 
foundation materials, specifically focussing on stiffness testing. It includes “close to industry” 
research, and discusses new test methodologies resulting from the introduction of the European 
unbound and hydraulically bound mixture standards. 
2 RECYCLED AND SECONDARY MATERIALS 
Unbound mixtures are defined within BS EN 13285: 2003 as granular material, normally of a 
controlled grading, which is generally used in pavement bases and subbases; they can also 
include imported capping materials. Recycled concrete, asphalt, blastfurnace slag, incinerator 
bottom ash (up to 15% by mass) and non plastic shale all have specific provisions for use within 
subbase mixtures, while other sources have a general provision, with only pulverised fuel ash, 
furnace bottom ash and unburnt colliery spoil specifically excluded (HD35, 2004). Conversely 
guidance on aggregates within hydraulically bound granular mixtures (HBMs) does not 
specifically exclude any aggregates (HD35, 2004). HBMs are defined within BS EN 14227-1 to 
3: 2004, dependent on the binder type, as an aggregate of a controlled grading and with a 
binder, mixed using a technique that provides a homogeneous mixture. A range of secondary 
materials can also be used as part of the hydraulic binder within HBMs, including pulverized fuel 
ash and ground and/or granulated blast furnace slag, and the mixtures cover a range of 
performance, with compressive cube strengths ranging from 1 N/mm2 to in excess of 20 N/mm2.  
HBMs have two main advantages over their unbound counterparts; firstly they are generally 
stiffer, and therefore will potentially achieve a higher foundation class; and secondly HBMs offer 
the ability to use a wider range of recycled and secondary materials within the pavement 
construction, which might otherwise be excluded (for example, in unbound mixtures) because of 
technical and/or environmental factors. In short, HBMs have the potential to provide improved 
resource efficiency in construction. 
3 PAVEMENT FOUNDATION PERFORMANCE 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Empirical specifications can act as a barrier to the use of ‘new’ materials, including some 
recycled and secondary materials, since adopting alternative materials into an empirical 
specification intrinsically means that assumptions, such as the acceptability of that material in 
terms of durability, have to be made. Conversely performance specifications aim to provide the 
client with the assurance that what is being paid for is being provided, and are defined as 
“Quality Assurance Specifications that describe the desired levels of fundamental engineering 
properties that are predictors of performance and appear in primary prediction relationships i.e. 
models that can be used to predict stress, distress or performance from combinations of 
predictors that represent traffic, environment, supporting materials  and structural conditions” in 
Transportation Research Circular Number E-C037 (2002).  
Brown and Dawson (1992) proposed the characterisation of pavement foundations using a 
surface modulus, determined from a plate loading test. This has the added advantage of directly 
measuring the support provided by the pavement foundation layers, while also allowing for on 
site compliance measurements (Brown, 2004). Further development of a performance 
specification for pavement foundations is outlined in Chaddock and Merrill (2004), detailing the 
functional requirements of a pavement foundation and developments in the test techniques to 
ensure compliance at construction. In brief, the general properties for a pavement foundation 
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include: 
• Adequate resistance to deformation and, if bound, cracking 
• Sufficient stiffness to support the overlying layers 
• Adequate durability. 
The foundation performance specification approach is primarily orientated around in situ control 
and compliance testing. The foundation stiffness is determined using dynamic plate testing. 
Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD), Prima and the German Dynamic Plate have all been 
trialled across a wide range of sites to assess their use for the determination of  pavement 
foundation stiffness, and site specific correlations have been determined, for example between 
the FWD and Prima (Rahmzadeh, et al 2004). The use of in situ stiffness testing recognises the 
fact that it is not as easy to manufacture realistic specimens for pavement foundation materials, 
compared to their asphalt bound counterparts where the Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT) has 
been successfully used for this purpose within the UK (Brown, 2004). However, it is very 
important at the design stage to be able to assess the likely performance of an unbound or 
hydraulically bound mixture, since commercial decisions need to be made about sourcing of 
materials. The choice of pavement foundation materials may underpin the entire construction 
phasing, influencing cut/fill balance, plant utilisation, and programming. Site trials are essential 
to fine tune some design and construction elements, but only laboratory assessment at the 
earliest possible stage can identify if the overall material and design philosophy is not 
fundamentally flawed. In addition, economical accelerated testing of unbound and hydraulically 
bound mixtures can only be undertaken within laboratory conditions, especially when properties 
under a range of loading and moisture conditions must be defined (Edwards et al, 2005). 
4 LABORATORY MECHANICAL TESTING OF UNBOUND 
MIXTURES 
The California Bearing Ratio (CBR) is perhaps the most widely accepted specification/index 
type test used in the UK. The main problem with its use on new or alternative foundation 
materials is that it does not measure the fundamental properties of an unbound or weakly bound 
mixture (Brown, 1996); therefore, if this test is used in isolation, assumptions have to be made 
about the likely performance of the material. Designers may not have implicitly recognised this, 
since previous empirically based pavement designs have built-in the assumptions with 
appropriate safety factors. In order to determine material performance in terms of indicative 
values for stiffness (e.g. of unbound mixtures), the testing needs to replicate the variables 
(loading frequency, stress level, and confinement conditions) as realistically as possible, but 
without making the test overly complicated, slow or expensive. 
A review of the available laboratory tests for unbound mixtures has been undertaken by Thom 
et al (2005). This identified three levels of tests, depending on the use for which the information 
was required. Pure research required fundamental information to be generated and this type of 
test apparatus (for example the Hollow Cylinder) need not be particularly user-friendly, rapid or 
cheap. In contrast simple index testing (for example soaked CBR) may be too basic, sacrificing 
the ability to fully understand the material in question in order to provide something that is 
relatively repeatable and cost effective. Testing of materials that have the potential to be used in 
the new pavement foundation design procedure requires repeatability, cost effectiveness, and 
the provision of fundamental performance related information. 
4.1 THE REPEATED LOAD TRIAXIAL 
A review of available laboratory based tests for aggregates for use in unbound layers (Saeed et 
al, 2002) detailed the range of testing equipment available for determining various unbound 
mixture properties. The prime candidate for determining stiffness of unbound mixtures under 
various sample conditions is the repeated load triaxial (RLT), as shown in Figure 1, and a 
European Test Standard for unbound mixtures was introduced in 2004. However, although the 
RLT apparatus is suitable for fundamental testing of unbound mixtures, it is generally 
considered a specialised test and is typically only available within research organisations. 
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Practical complications with the RLT equipment are related to the confinement of the unbound 
mixture within rubber membranes, the utilisation of on-sample instrumentation, and the size of 
specimens required to accommodate standard subbase gradations. The general agreement is 
that the test is more suitable for research rather than routine use. In addition, Europe wide 
‘round robin’ testing highlighted the need to focus research efforts on improving the accuracy of 
the equipment (Hoff et al, 2005). 
 
Figure 1. Repeated Load Triaxial Specimen in Rubber Membrane, with On-sample 
Instrumentation Prior to Enclosure within the Pressure Cell. 
4.2 THE SPRINGBOX 
The Springbox (Edwards et al, 2004), shown in Figure 2, was developed to fill the gap between 
relatively complex research-based laboratory tools, such as the RLT, and the more empirical 
CBR test. It uses the same loading and data acquisition equipment as the familiar Nottingham 
Asphalt Tester (used for performance testing of asphalt mixtures) and its primary function is to 
facilitate cost effective assessment of unbound (or weakly bound) material stiffness and relative 
resistance to permanent deformation. Sensitivity of unbound mixtures to increasing stress or 
varying moisture conditions is readily assessed within the Springbox by rapid repeated loading 
and the facility to make water available to the sample. 
Research on the Springbox equipment has included comparison with alternative test methods 
(Thom et al, 2005), developments to the analysis methods (Edwards et al, 2005), and validation 
of the test stress condition assumptions by finite element analysis (Coni et al, 2005). 
 
See Paper 3 Figure 1. 
Figure 2. The Springbox (Edwards et al, 2005). 
See Paper 3 Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. Representation of a Longitudinal Section through the Springbox Apparatus (Edwards 
et al, 2005). 
 
The Springbox equipment (shown diagrammatically in Figure 3) is loosely based around the 
principle of a variably confined test, similar to that adopted in the mechanically more complex K-
mould that originated in the U.S. before being modified and adopted in South Africa (Semmelink 
and de Beer, 1995). Samples of material are manufactured in a cubical liner (0.17m cube, 
dimensions governed by size of existing NAT equipment, but also large enough to test 
aggregates up to 40 mm maximum size), enabling control of various curing regimes, externally 
from the test device itself. Additional rigidity is given to the inner liner during compaction by 
placing it within a fully adjustable compaction jacket. This jacket is removed after compaction 
and the movable liner sides are fixed in place with the locking bolts, until set up in the Springbox 
testing mould. The key elements of note are that the test applies a repeated vertical load to the 
cube of material, and allows horizontal strain of the specimen in one direction, with these 
moveable sides restrained by springs. In the other horizontal direction the sides are fully 
restrained. The spring housing plates, shown in Figure 3, have been designed to accommodate 
a range of spring sizes with varying spring rates, allowing material specific spring selection. 
These plates are adjusted to the moveable inner liner sides, which can then be released by 
unlocking the top locking bolts, allowing horizontal straining of the sample under repeated load. 
The springs are selected to allow a strain of around 1-3%, since granular materials under simple 
stress conditions tend to reach peak stress at this level (Edwards et al, 2004). By using a liner 
system the Springbox tries to overcome some of the practical difficulties associated with the use 
of the RLT; however, this introduces other factors, such as friction against the liner sides, which 
have to be taken into account during analysis of the test results (Edwards et al, 2005).  
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Figure 4. Springbox Stiffness results for samples of Incinerator Bottom Ash Aggregate (IBAA) 
and Recycled Aggregate from Crushed Brick and Demolition Waste 
The Springbox has been used to obtain properties for a wide range of unbound mixtures and 
low strength Hydraulically Bound Mixtures (HBMs), with the test undertaken over a range of 
stress conditions allowing selection of appropriate design stiffness for the material during both 
pavement construction and in the longer term. Exemplar stiffness data output from Springbox 
testing is shown in Figure 4. Sample preparation and test protocols have been developed 
(Edwards et al, 2005) and the test has been shown to be suitable for materials up to a stiffness 
of 1 GPa. This upper limit effectively excludes the testing of HBMs that contain aggregate 
(except at early age) as they generally have an element stiffness in excess of this value, 
whereas unbound subbase mixtures tend to range up to a maximum value of 0.3 GPa (Edwards 
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et al, 2005). However, alternative test methods are available once a sample is sufficiently strong 
to remain intact without external support, as described below. 
5 LABORATORY MECHANICAL TESTING OF 
HYDRAULICALLY BOUND MIXTURES 
Historically the UK specification for Hydraulically Bound Mixtures (HBMs) in subbases and 
bases has tended to focus on cement bound materials (CBMs). For these materials the 
specification is typically recipe based and compliance assessment relies upon design strength 
(based upon 7 day compressive strength tests) and a history of satisfactory use. Previous 
research testing of these materials predominately comprised dynamic elastic modulus, NAT 
Indirect Tensile Stiffness Testing Modulus (ITSM), and flexural strength. However, the new 
European mixture standards introduced in 2004 are based upon accelerated curing techniques 
(at elevated temperatures of 20 or 40oC) and 365-day design values. This facilitates the use of 
slower curing HBMs (fly ash and slag bound) within pavement designs, but creates a difficulty if 
new/alternative materials are to be used, since the empirical relationship between short term 
elevated curing and longer term “real” curing at ambient (or below ambient) may not apply. The 
performance classification system contained within the European Mixture standards is either: 
• System 1: based upon an indirect method such as compressive strength, or where 
permitted the CBR, or 
• System 2: according to a more fundamental combination of tensile strength and 
stiffness. 
The System 2 classification of HBMs uses two tests that have traditionally not been used in the 
UK, replacing the historical combination of dynamic modulus of elasticity and flexural strength. 
The lack of UK experience of both the System 2 stiffness test method, and more generally with 
the new HBM standards, means that there is a significant lack of data directly related to their 
performance. 
The testing standard for stiffness is BS EN 13286-43 (2003), the test method for the 
determination of the modulus of elasticity of HBMs; three main options are compression, direct 
tensile, and indirect tensile testing. The compression test configuration is shown in Figure 5. 
The minimum size of the specimen (and minimum size of the on-sample instrumentation collar) 
is dictated by the maximum aggregate size. 
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Figure 5. Static Stiffness On-sample Strain Collar on a 150 mm diameter HBM Specimen. 
Strain (ε) is measured over the central part of the cylindrical specimen and the strain at 30% of 
the peak force (Fr) is recorded (ε3). The mixture’s stiffness is calculated using Equation 1 and 
does not account for the material’s Poisson’s ratio or horizontal components of strain during the 
test. The resulting modulus of elasticity measurement (Ec) is sometimes referred to as a static 
stiffness due to the slow loading rate of the test. Test loading is specified as a constant rate 
causing failure of the specimen within 30 to 60 seconds of the commencement of the test. 
Equation 1. 
3
2
2.1
εpiD
F
E rc =  
Where: 
• Ec is the modulus of elasticity in compression (MPa) 
• Fr is the peak force (N) 
• D is the specimen diameter (mm) 
• ε3 is the longitudinal strain of the specimen (at 30% of Fr) 
A programme of testing on HBMs has been carried out on behalf of the Highways Agency (HA) 
in order to provide valuable experience in the use of the new European Mixture standards 
introduced into the Specification (MCHW1), Series 800, and the test methods. The System 2 
combination of tensile strength (determined via indirect testing), and stiffness testing of HBMs 
across a range of ages, highlights the following key points (Edwards et al, 2005b): 
• Strict control is required for the manufacture of suitable specimens for stiffness testing 
when utilising the BS EN vibrating hammer methodology. This is especially true for the 
0/31.5 mm gradations. 
• The stiffness output from NAT Indirect Tensile Stiffness Modulus testing is not directly 
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equivalent to that derived from BS EN stiffness testing on equivalent HBMs. 
• Standard concrete strength testing equipment can be adapted, with the addition of 
hardware and software taken from a NAT, to be used for the BS EN stiffness test. 
• Aggregate type is found to have a strong control on the performance of HBMs. 
• Performance ranking of the cement bound granular mixtures, in terms of System 1 
(compressive strength) and System 2 (tensile strength and stiffness), correlated well. 
• Ranking of the slower curing HBMs (slag and fly ash bound mixtures), in terms of 
System 1 (compressive strength) and System 2 (tensile strength and modulus of 
elasticity), showed some anomalous results. 
• Minimum binder contents for HBMs are likely to be dictated by the immersion test 
criteria. 
• The strength/stiffness gains for HBMs are dependent on the curing conditions. 
The final point is an important factor when looking to assess the durability and performance of 
HBMs under laboratory conditions. Durability of an HBM includes volumetric stability and 
resistance to weathering. The influence of adverse conditions during construction on the short 
term durability of an HBM is typically covered by aspects of the specification; including laying 
temperatures and minimum periods of curing prior to trafficking. The long term aspects of HBM 
durability have traditionally been covered by the use of concrete quality aggregates, minimum 
strength requirements, and volumetric immersion testing of cured specimens. However, the 
introduction of slower curing HBMs and the increased range of permissible HBMs (in terms of 
binders, aggregates and strengths) has introduced a requirement for performance based 
durability testing. In addition, the added complication for HBMs, compared to their unbound 
counterparts, is the requirement to undertake ‘unrealistic’ accelerated curing under sealed 
conditions to determine long term performance parameters. This provides no real guidance on 
the effect of inadequate protection during curing on the long term properties of the HBM, 
although there is clear evidence that damage incurred to a weakly bound material may have a 
permanent effect. Therefore, designers should be aware of the limitations of the new standards 
and tests for HBMs when incorporating these materials into pavement designs; and remember 
that the Springbox can provide an effective tool in understanding early age behaviour of HBM’s 
under adverse conditions and the relative durability of different mixture designs.  
The performance of recycled and secondary aggregates within HBMs is an ongoing area of 
research funded by the Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP), as HBMs potentially 
provide an area for improved resource efficiency in construction. Currently, work is being 
undertaken by the Tarmac Group, TRL and Scott Wilson, which specifically looks at the 
relationship between laboratory and site performance for a range of HBMs containing recycled 
and secondary materials. 
6 SUMMARY 
The use of performance specifications provides the opportunity to improve resource efficiency 
and remove potential barriers to the use of recycled and secondary materials within pavement 
constructions. The laboratory tools for assessing the performance of structural pavement layers 
are well established and performance specifications have been in place since the 1990’s. 
Performance based specifications for pavement foundations are a more recent development 
and are primarily based around in situ control and compliance testing. Laboratory based tools to 
assess the likely performance of foundation materials and their durability under adverse 
conditions are seen as key to the successful introduction of alternative materials. The stiffness 
of unbound mixtures under various environmental loading conditions can be assessed using 
research based equipment such as the repeated load triaxial test, or assessed on a more 
practical basis using the Springbox. The Springbox has specifically been designed to provide a 
robust and cost effective test method for unbound or weakly bound materials (especially to 
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determine early age performance). Hydraulically Bound Mixtures can be assessed using the BS 
EN stiffness test, making use of NAT hardware and software to adapt standard concrete 
strength testing equipment. Unlike cement bound granular mixtures, the designer needs to be 
more aware of the assumptions made about the materials long term performance, especially 
under adverse site conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cement bound materials (CBMs) have a long history of use within pavement constructions. 
Other hydraulically bound mixtures (HBMs), such as fly ash and slag bound mixtures have had 
more limited use in the UK, although several well documented case studies exist. In 2004 
European harmonisation and subsequent developments to the pavement design guidance gave 
the opportunity for the incorporation of these HBMs into the Manual of Contract Documents for 
Highways Work (MCHW). CBMs were replaced by Cement Bound Granular Mixtures (CBGMs). 
In addition, a wider range of mixtures, aggregates types, including Fly Ash Bound Mixtures 
(FABMs) and Slag Bound Mixtures (SBMs), and various treated soil subbase mixtures were 
introduced. 
The historic CBMs were characterised on the basis of 7 day compressive strengths and 
occasionally included stiffness testing based around the standard for bituminous mixtures, while 
the HBMs design procedure is based around a 365 day design value, determined from 28 day 
mechanical performance testing (where specimens have undergone accelerated curing). This 
performance testing includes the static stiffness test, for which few historic data sets were found 
within published works.  
This laboratory study demonstrates that the new European mixture standard equivalents of the 
traditional CBMs generally follow the predicted performance established on the basis of UK 
pavement design and previous laboratory studies. In terms of material parameters and testing 
methodologies no general correlation between the historic stiffness testing and the current static 
stiffness test was evident. This is thought to be related to specimen manufacture and limitations 
of the bituminous stiffness testing equipment. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The Hydraulically Bound Mixture family (HBM) comprise soil and aggregate mixtures that are 
bound with a hydraulic binder. The binders include cement, pulverized fuel ash from coal 
burning power stations and slag (an industrial by-product). Some of the binders require an 
activator, such as lime, in order for hydraulic reactions to occur, others simply require the 
addition of sufficient water. The rate of strength gain, ultimate strength and overall performance 
of a HBM is dependent on its curing conditions and its component parts (comprising the binder 
and aggregate). 
Historically, the UK specification for pavement base and subbase applications has tended to 
focus on cement bound materials (CBMs). The specification relied upon compliance testing 
(based upon 7 day compressive strength tests) related empirically to established design 
parameters (determined by dynamic elastic modulus and flexural strength) and a history of 
satisfactory use(1). European harmonisation has seen the introduction of a wider range of HBMs 
under several mixture standards(2), into the UK specification(3&4), and pavement and pavement 
foundation design guidance(5&6). They include slower curing combinations of binders (such as 
ash, lime and slag). Performance characterisation is based upon 28-day accelerated cured 
specimens and, a combination of static stiffness and tensile strength testing. Prior to the 
adoption of these HBM standards(2), a number of fly ash (for example termed granular fly ash 
mixtures7) and slag bound mixtures have been successfully used within the UK. Relatively few 
of these studies have used the accelerated curing or testing standards associated with the 
current HBM standards(1). In the absence of a specific stiffness test for HBMs, they have tended 
to adopt procedures based around the indirect tensile stiffness standard for bituminous bound 
mixtures, testing in the Nottingham Asphalt Tester (NAT ITSM). Variations of this test and its 
associated standard for bituminous bound mixtures have been used within research(8) and as a 
control test during works(9, 10 & 11). However, practical limitations associated with the NAT ITSM 
have been reported for performance testing of bituminous bound materials (12), and these issues 
(related to the load capacity of the NAT and reality of the data outputs) are only likely to be 
exacerbated when testing comparatively stiffer materials, such as HBMs. 
The first phase of this laboratory study focussed on examining if a general correlation between 
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the two stiffness tests was possible (NAT ITSM and static stiffness). In addition, this paper aims 
to provide some initial laboratory characterisation values from the use of these new tests, on 
both known materials (of equivalent performance to the relatively well understood CBMs) and 
also on new HBMs.  
The work described is part of a broader research programme undertaken by Scott Wilson 
Pavement Engineering on behalf of the UK Highways Agency to examine the laboratory 
characterisation of pavement foundation materials. Data sets from concurrent projects(1&14) and 
the literature have been included within the results and discussion. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
The work was carried out in accordance with the UK highways specification(3&4) and in 
accordance with the European mixture and test standards (2).  
2.1 MATERIAL SELECTION 
Aggregate from a range of sources was selected for testing and a summary of their properties 
are shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 Aggregate source, type and selected properties 
BS EN 
1097-2 
(1998) 
BS EN 
1097-6 
(2000) 
BS 1377-
2 (1990) 
BS EN 
933-5 
(1998) 
BS EN 933-1 
(1997) 
Type 
R
efe
re
n
ce
 
Los 
Angeles 
Coefficie
nt 
Water 
absorptio
n (%) 
Fines 
quality 
% of 
broken 
particles 
(C) 
Gradation 
(mm) 
Granodiorite 
(crushed rock) GD LA30 0.3 
Non 
plastic C90/3 0/31.5 
Carboniferous 
Limestone 
(crushed rock) 
CL LA40 1 Non plastic C90/3 0/31.5 
RPa 0.3 to 0.5 Non plastic C90/3 0/31.5 Recycled 
Asphalt 
Planings RPb 
LA50 
3 Non plastic C90/3 0/20 
Crushed Gravel 
(primarily chert) CG LA60 0.9 
Non 
plastic C50/30 0/31.5 
Chalk CH NA 5 to 6 Non plastic C90/3 0/31.5 
RAa LA40 7 
Non 
plastic 0/20 Recycled 
Aggregate 
RAb NA 10 Non plastic 
C90/3 
0/10 
Recycled 
Concrete 
Aggregate 
RC LA30 7 Non plastic C90/3 0/20 
Colliery Spoil CS LA50 5 Low plasticity C90/3 0/14 
Incinerator 
Bottom Ash 
Aggregate 
IB LA40 7 
Non 
plastic C90/3 0/20 
Note: RPb, RAa, RAb, RC, CS and IB are sourced from a WRAP funded project(13)  
The chalk is not considered as aggregate within this study, but was included for comparative 
purposes due to its relatively low strength (it could potentially be used as a treated soil). All the 
sources comply with the aggregate requirements(3&4) for both a base or subbase HBM, with the 
exception of the colliery spoil and crushed gravel, limited by its Los Angeles Coefficient value to 
use within a subbase HBM layer(2).  
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2.2 MIXTURE DESIGN 
The gradation for the 0/31.5 fly ash bound mixture (FABM) and slag bound mixture (SBM) are 
shown in Figure 1. They comply with the 0/31.5 mm grading limits given within BS EN 14227 
Part 2 and 3, respectively. The cement bound granular mixture (CBGM) aggregate gradation 
was adjusted to comply with both the CBGM and the historic Cement Bound Material CBM3 
grading limits. The CBM3 grading envelope (which was the tightest controlled subbase 
category) is shown in Figure 1. The potential compliance of the CBGM as a CBM3 was 
designed to allow a comparative assessment of the HBMs against a historically well understood 
mixture. 
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FIGURE 1: 0/31.5 HBM grading curves. 
The minimum binder contents for each mixture are given in the highways specification(3&4) and 
the accompanying European mixture standards(2). This was undertaken to provide baseline 
performance data sets. However, a HBMs performance is not only reliant upon binder additions, 
but also upon its overall gradation and relationship to the mixture’s density. For example a 5% 
reduction in density (determined in relation to varying levels of compaction) has been found to 
reduce compressive cube strengths by some 40 to 50%(14). Therefore, the aggregate gradation 
was adjusted to optimise the grading curve for each HBM and specimen manufacture procedure 
strictly controlled. 
Three sets of HBM binders were selected for each 0/31.5 aggregate type, these comprised: 
Portland cement (3% addition by dry mass), siliceous fly ash (PFA) and hydrated lime (7% and 
2% respectively), and ground granulated blastfurnace slag (GGBS) and hydrated lime (7% and 
2% respectively).  
The 0/14 and 0/20 aggregate gradations were manufactured over a range of binders contents 
and types, dependent on the initial aggregate gradation and required mechanical performance. 
The mixture gradations comply with the 0/14 or 0/20 grading limits given in the European HBM 
standard(13)
. 
 Unlike the 0/31.5 mixtures, granulated blastfurnace slag was utilised (GBS) within 
the slag bound mixtures SBMs. 
Sealed curing of specimens was undertaken in cylindrical moulds for predetermined periods 
prior to testing. The temperature was maintained at 20 oC for the cement bound granular 
mixture (CBGM) and at 20 and 40 oC for the SBMs and FABMs. 
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3 TESTING PROCEDURES 
Samples were prepared for testing within stiff plastic liners of 150 mm diameter (for the 0/31.5 
grading) or 100 mm diameter (for the 0/20 mm grading) diameter; 1:1 and 2:1 ratio (height to 
diameter) cylindrical specimens were prepared. These specimens were compacted to refusal 
using a vibrating hammer(15) and sealed for curing(2). Comparative measurements of the 
specimen mass were taken following compaction and immediately prior to testing to ensure 
significant moisture loss had not occurred. Compaction of the sample was undertaken at the 
mixtures’ optimum water content. 
Following curing, samples were tested for compressive strength (Rc), static stiffness in 
compression (Ec) and indirect tensile strength (Rit). In addition, indirect tensile stiffness testing 
(Eitsm) was undertaken on selected samples in the NAT. This was undertaken to establish if 
historic laboratory data sets could be related to the static stiffness test. A summary of the tests 
is included in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 Testing methodologies. 
Laboratory Test Method Mechanical Property Measured 
BS EN 13286 43: Modulus of Elasticity Secant Stiffness (Ec) based upon 30% peak load 
Broadly in accordance with BS EN 12390-
6 Indirect Tensile Stiffness Modulus (Eitsm) 
BS EN 13286-41: 
Compressive Strength Compressive Strength (Rc) 
BS EN 13286-42: 
Indirect Tensile Strength Indirect Tensile Strength (Rit) 
3.1 INDIRECT TENSILE STIFFNESS MODULUS (EITSM) 
Indirect tensile stiffness modulus (ITSM) testing was undertaken in a Nottingham Asphalt Tester 
(NAT) with a 10 kN load actuator, broadly following the BS EN 12697-26, Annex C (1999) 
standard for bituminous bound mixtures. The NAT used in this study had specific adaptations to 
the on-specimen instrumentation to prevent any damage due to specimen failure. The test 
configuration is shown in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2.  NAT ITSM test set up with a specimen of FABM 
The upper working limit of the actuator is a considerable limitation when using this test for 
HBMs. For this reason a horizontal deformation of 3 µm was targeted, compared to the 
standard practice of 7 µm for bituminous bound mixtures. A value of 7 µm could only be 
achieved with a 10 kN NAT for mixtures with a low stiffness. 
The indirect tensile stiffness modulus is calculated using Equation 2. 
DT
LEitsm
)27.0( +
=
ν
 (2) 
Where: 
 Eitsm is the indirect tensile stiffness modulus (MPa) 
 L is the peak value of the applied vertical load (N) 
 ν  is the Poisson’s ratio, typically 0.20 for HBMs 
 D is the peak horizontal diametrical deformation (mm) 
 T is the mean height of specimen (mm) 
3.2 STATIC STIFFNESS (EC) 
The test method for the determination of the modulus of elasticity of HBMs follows standard BS 
EN 13286-43 (2003). 
The European standard requires a specimen with minimum dimensions of 150 mm diameter by 
221 mm height to undertake testing on mixtures containing 0/31.5 mm aggregates. This testing 
programme used a height to diameter ratio of 2:1 (Figure 3), as this meant that the compressive 
strength test (Rc) result could more readily be used to characterise the mixture. 
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FIGURE 3. Static stiffness (Ec) in compression test (post rupture of a FABM) 
Strain (ε) is measured over the central part of the cylindrical specimen and the strain at 30% of 
the peak force (Fr) is recorded (ε3). The mixture’s stiffness is calculated using equation 2. The 
resulting modulus of elasticity measurement (Ec) is sometimes referred to as a static stiffness 
due to the slow loading rate of the test. The test loading rate is specified as a continuous and 
uniform loading so that rupture occurred within 30 to 60 seconds of commencement. 
3
r
c 2D
F2.1E
εpi
=  (2) 
Where: 
 Ec is the modulus of elasticity in compression (MPa) 
 Fr is the peak force (N) 
 D is the specimen diameter (mm) 
 ε3 is the longitudinal strain of the specimen (at 30% of Fr) 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE 
The mechanical performance classification system contained within the European Mixture 
standards(2) is either: 
• based upon an indirect method such as compressive strength (System 1), or, 
• by a more fundamental combination (between Class T0 and T5) of tensile strength and 
the modulus of elasticity (System 2). 
A summary of the 28 day strength and elastic modulus data sets are presented in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 Test results (28 days age) 
PC
G
G
BS
G
BS
PFA n
m
ea
n
SD n
m
ea
n
SD n
m
ea
n
SD
20 3  -
 -  -  - 1 5 12.5 3.6 5 1.0 0.1 5 27.1 1.6 T3
40
 -  -
 - 7 2 2 5 18.5 0.9 5 1.1 0.1 5 23.6 3.9 T3
40
 - 7
 -  - 2 3 5 23.5 1.1 5 2.0 0.1 5 32.9 6.2 T3
20 3  -  -  -  - 1 5 12.5 1.2 5 1.3 0.2 5 27.0 2.3 T4
40
 - 7
 -  - 2 2 5 10.0 0.5 5 1.1 0.1 5 17.2 1.2 T2
40
 -  -
 - 7 2 3 5 13.0 0.7 5 1.6 0.1 5 29.5 2.4 T3
20 3  -  -  -  - 1 3 4.5 0.5 3 0.5 0.1 3 7.7 1.2 T2
40
 - 7
 -  - 2 3 3 5.0 0.5 3 0.5 0.1 3 7.5 1.1 T1
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The overall ranking of the HBMs in terms of performance class (based upon the 28 day 
accelerated cured specimens), via System 1 (compressive strength) or 2 (a combination of 
static stiffness and tensile strength), shows a general correlation. 
Both the cement bound Carboniferous Limestone and Granodiorite aggregate were compliant 
with the historic cement bound subbase/base category CBM3. The requirement for compressive 
strength compliance is a minimum 7 day compressive strength of 10 MPa, with no individual 
specimen recording a value below 6.5 MPa. In terms of the System 2 classification the HBMs 
compliant with a class T3 upwards could potentially be used as a pavement base layer(5). The 
remaining HBMs are all compliant for use as a subbase within the pavement foundation(6). 
Aggregate type is a strong influence with comparable gradations, curing regimes, binder type 
and content giving a range of mechanical performance. 
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4.2 VARIATION 
Overall the variation of the strength testing data was considered acceptable with an average 
standard deviation (expressed as a percentage of the mean test result for each data set, 
respectively) of 11% for the compressive strength testing (15, 8 and 10 % for the CBGMs, 
FABMs and SBMs) and 9.5% for the indirect tensile strength testing (12, 9.5 and 8 % for the 
CBGMs, FABMs and SBMs, respectively). The static stiffness (Ec) test showed a comparatively 
lower variability compared to the NAT ITSM (Eitsm) expressed as a percentage of the mean test 
result for each data set, of 13.5% for the static testing (12, 18.5 and 12 % for the CBGMs, 
FABMs and SBMs, respectively) and 15% for the indirect tensile strength testing (15.5, 19 and 
12.5 % for the CBGMs, FABMs and SBMs, respectively).  
4.3 STIFFNESS TESTING 
Further to the general comparison of mechanical performance a more fundamental comparison 
of the mechanical properties of the HBMs was undertaken. The historic tests developed for 
bituminous bound mixtures (NAT ITSM) is compared against the European standard HBM static 
stiffness test across a range of HBM types and mechanical performance categories in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Mean sets of data for static stiffness (Ec) and indirect tensile stiffness (Eitsm) for the 
HBMs (grouped on the basis of mixture type). 
The comparative data sets of Eitsm and Ec indicate that the NAT ITSM test gives higher values of 
stiffness. It can be seen (Figure 4) that the data points all fall below the line of equality (i.e. the 
line along which the data would cluster if the tests produced similar outputs). The conclusion of 
this testing is that historic data derived in the UK using the Nottingham Asphalt Tester 
(specifically using the BS EN 12390-6 testing methodology) cannot be directly correlated with 
the European static stiffness test (Eitsm = 0.6Ec represent the current lower boundary of the 
relationship). 
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The reason behind the different stiffness outputs from the two tests has not been addressed as 
part of this study; however, a number of potential factors could be considered, including data 
analysis (assumptions about Poisson’s ratio for the determination of Eitsm and exclusion of this 
parameter from the Ec analysis), limitations associated with the NAT ITSM test (theoretical 
upper limits of confidence in the test output are influenced by sample thickness, upper limits of 
the loading frame and material stiffness), test/cylinder orientation; and loading rates (dynamic 
pulsed loading versus significantly slower constant rate loading). However, with regard to stress 
level, previous research on a range of cement bound materials indicated that the tensile stress–
strain relationship is essentially linear up to a value of around 35% of the peak stress14.  In 
addition, the European HBM Standards assume, and research work shows, that the tensile 
elastic modulus is essentially equal to that measured in uniaxial compression14. Therefore, it is 
considered that the primary factors considered that explain the variations in stiffness 
determinations between the two test set-ups are associated with the sample manufacture 
procedure (in terms of the orientation of any discontinuities related to the layering of samples), 
assumptions of Poisson’s ratio and practical limitations of the NAT ITSM equipment. 
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4.4 COMPRESSIVE, TENSILE STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS 
INTERRELATIONSHIPS 
The relationship between the mechanical properties of the HBMs has been examined by 
plotting compressive strength, against both the tensile strength (Figure 5) and static stiffness 
(Figure 6). The direct tensile strength was determined using the standard relationship given in 
the European mixture standards from the indirect tensile strength test (Equation 3).  
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FIGURE 5.  Mean compressive strength data (Rc) versus tensile strength (Rt) 
28-day aged specimens. 
The correlation between strength tests is shown in Figure 5. The following relationships(1, 2 & 16) 
have been developed to derive tensile strength (Rt) over a range of compressive strength 
values (Rc): 
f = c.Rc         (3) 
Where: f is the flexural strength (N/mm2), c is a material constant (0.11 for gravel and 0.16 for 
crushed rock) and Rc is compressive strength (N/mm2). 
Rit = 0.75.f          (4) 
Where Rit is the indirect tensile strength. 
Rt=0.8.Rit         (5) 
The HBM strength test data from this study generally plots between the predicted lines for CBM 
with varying aggregate properties (broadly grouped into gravel and crushed rock). The use of 
GGBS (instead of GBS) within a SBM appears to give performance equivalent to a CBGM. This 
was further enforced by the observation that samples of the GGBS SBM had obtained sufficient 
strength to be extruded at 3 days age (20 oC curing), while the GBS SBMs were only sufficiently 
strong when cured at 40 oC for a minimum of 14 days. 
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FIGURE 6. Compressive strength (1:1 ratio height to diameter specimens) 
Information on the relationship between modulus of elasticity and compressive strength is 
relatively sparse for HBM mixtures in the United Kingdom. Data for a laboratory based study(1) 
on a SBM (Megan and Earland) and indicative values(9) for historic CBM2, CBM3 and CBM4 
mixtures are presented alongside this study’s data in Figure 6. Comparison between the SBM 
data derived in this study and the Megan and Earland10 best-fit line plot shows a large disparity., 
while the Megan and Earland best-fit line related to a SBM using granulated blast furnace slag 
(GBS) as a binder10. The results from this study appear to indicate that correlations between the 
static stiffness and compressive strength of a HBM can be established, but that these are 
mixture specific, both in terms of binder type and aggregate. This is in line with previous studies 
where factors such as how ‘clean’ the surface of coarse aggregate affected both the cement 
content required to gain a specific strength and also the stiffness achieved at that strength (14). 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
The performance of Hydraulically Bound Mixtures (HBMs) under laboratory conditions is 
strongly influenced by its aggregate type. The type of binder (between cement, lime, fly ash, 
GGBS and GBS) was found to be a lesser factor on the performance of the mixture. However, 
certain hydraulic binders were found to perform better (in terms of mechanical performance) 
than others, dependent on the initial grading and type of aggregate. 
In general terms ranking of the HBMs, according to System 1 (compressive strength) and 
System 2 (tensile strength and modulus of elasticity) did show a correlation. However, 
correlations between the various performance parameters were not possible and some 
anomalous results (for example the Megan and Earland, 1999 data sets) require further 
investigation. 
In general, the results from this study indicate that correlations between the static and 
compressive strength of a HBM can be established. However, it is likely that that these are 
mixture specific, both in terms of binder type and aggregate, and are likely to be limited to 
certain ranges of material. A similar pattern was found when introducing selected historic 
laboratory data and the superseded cement bound materials. The correlations between the 
CBGMs and corresponding CBMs were encouraging. However, the historic slag bound mixture 
data using GBS appeared anomalous compared to the results of this investigation.  
A lack of comparative data (both in terms of the parameters being measured, the testing 
undertaken and curing conditions) is a barrier to using the historic UK data sets to develop a 
better understanding of how HBMs perform (in particular the relationship between laboratory 
performance testing and actual in service performance). An example of this has been shown, 
whereby the stiffness output from NAT ITSM testing is not directly equivalent to that derived 
from modulus of elasticity testing. 
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APPENDIX F SPRINGBOX TEST PROCEDURE 
ANNEX C: SPRINGBOX (IAN 73, 2006) 
Equipment Specification 
C.1  The Springbox equipment (Edwards et al, 2005a) is a suitable tool for testing unbound 
granular and weak hydraulically bound mixtures. It consists of a steel box containing a 
cubical sample of material, of edge dimension 170mm, to which a repeated load can be 
applied over the full upper surface. One pair of the box sides is fully restrained and the 
other is restrained through elastic springs, giving a wall stiffness of 10-20 kN per mm. 
C.2  The equipment shall include a system by which a realistic level of compaction can be 
applied to the test material, by means of a vibrating hammer. 
C.3  The equipment shall also include a facility to introduce water to the sample or drain 
water from its underside. 
C.4  Loading takes the form of repeated vertical load applications of controlled magnitude at 
a frequency of at least 1 Hz and no greater than 5 Hz. Load capacity shall be equivalent 
to a vertical stress of at least 150 kPa. 
C.5  Measurements of both vertical and horizontal (spring restrained) deflection shall be 
made, with at least 2 measurement transducers for each measure. In the case of 
vertical deflection measurement, the equipment shall allow the transducers to make 
direct contact with the specimen, via holes in the loading plate. 
Test Procedure – Stiffness Modulus 
C.6  At least 3 test specimens should be manufactured to derive a Stiffness Modulus of 
particular pavement foundation material. 
C.7  Unless justification is provided for use of an alternative regime, specimens shall be 
soaked by applying water to the surface for at least 96 hours and then allowed to drain 
for a further 24 hours before testing. A shorter soaking period may reasonably be 
permitted when testing relatively permeable materials. 
C.8  Each test specimen shall be subjected to at least 100 load applications at the chosen 
stress level. Multiple stress level applications are permitted on a single sample, 
provided that the stress level increases throughout the testing sequence. 
C.9  It is recommended that a minimum seating stress of 10 kPa and a vertical cyclic stress 
level of 150 kPa is used for deriving a short-term Stiffness Modulus applicable to direct 
trafficking or testing in-situ; a cyclic stress level of 35 kPa is considered suitable to 
simulate the long-term confined conditions applying beneath a completed pavement 
construction. Neither stress condition replicates the real situation perfectly and the 
recommendations made here are based on current experience. 
C.10  The Stiffness Modulus shall be computed from deflection measurements averaged from 
the last 10 load pulses. 
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C.11  The following calculation, which assumes a coefficient of wall friction of 0.38, shall be 
used to determine Stiffness Modulus unless justification can be provided for the use of 
an alternative assumption. 
Step 1   ν = [-b + √ (b2 – 4ac)]/2a 
where: 
ν = Poisson’s Ratio 
a = 0.928σ1ε1 – 1.452σ1ε2 + 0.312kε 1ε2 – 0.928kε22 
b = 0.738σ1ε1 – 0.452σ1ε2 – 0.688kε 1ε2 – 1.308kε2 
c = 0.19 σ1ε1 + σ1ε2 – kε 1ε2 – 0.38kε2 
ε1  = Vertical Strain (positive) 
ε2 = Horizontal Strain (negative) 
σ1 = Vertical Stress (kPa) 
k = Spring stiffness (kPa for 100% strain) 
Step 2   σ3 = ν (1.19σ1+ kε2) / (1 – 0.19ν) 
where:  3 = Horizontal Stress (restrained direction) 
Step 3  E = [σ1 (1 – 0.19 ν) – 1.19 σ3 ν – kνε2] / (1000ε1) 
where: E = Stiffness Modulus (MPa) 
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